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1, Lysandra Hamming. 

coridon Poda. Mus. Graec. 176l.p. 77' 

3> 

aberrational forms etc. 

ab. pallidula Putt. 3rit.Lep.l910.XI.p.ll. 
Male. The ground colour pale silvery blue. Female not described. 
Leeds under this name,and giving Putt as the author,describes the female which 
of course has no relationship with the pale male. Leeds also wrongly includes 
underside forms of the two sexes also giving Putt as the author. 

ab. caeruleo Putt. Brit. Lep. 1910, Cl. p. 11. 
Male. The ground colour bright silvery blue. 

ab. ul.tracaeruleo Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938*p. 9. 
Male. The ground colour dark blue,readily distinguished from the ordinary range 
of blue. 

ab.viridescens ’Putt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 9. 
= infraviridescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.10, 
Male. The ground colour silvery blue-green. 
infraviridescens is a superfluous name,the description being”with easily 
perceptible greenish sheen” and therefore covered by Putt's name. 

ab. ultraviridescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 10. 
Male. The ground colour dark but distinctly greenish. 

ab. lavendula Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 10. 
Male. Phe ground colour lavender,lilac,violet or mauve,the blue tint almost 
absent. Female rare,dusted with lavender,light or dark. 

ab. infralavendula Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 10 & 49. 
Male. The ground colour blue but distinctly tinted with lavender,lilac,mauve or 
lightish violet. The female dusted with the same tint. 

ab. ultralavendula Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 10. 
Male. The ground colour darkish but tinted with lavender or dark mauve. 

ab. lacticolor Putt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p.7. 
Pathological male. The fore and hindwings of a delicate cream colour, 
Leeds on p.49 of his Monograph adds the female as being of a very pale brownish 
or greyish wainscot with a misty appearance. 
Pathological examples appear through various causes such as pressure on the pupae 
and should not be named. Such a female,as Leeds couples with Putt's male , cannot 
in any way be related to anything. 





2. continued. coridon poda. 

ab. grisea 'Putt. Brit.Lap. 1910. XI. p. 9. 
Male, The ground colour pale grey,scarcely bluish. 
Leeds again wrongly attaches a female form to thi3 on p. 49 of his Monograph 

saying that it is paler than the type range,grey with barely a trace of brown. 

He also credits Tutt with the authorship of the underside forms of male and 

female which certainly have nothing to do with Tutt's grisea. The underside 
male is the form which Tutt named fuscescens but Leeds ignores this. The "grisea" 
names therefore on pages 18,28 and 66 should not be used. — »<?e p. 2-5" these notes. 

ab.albescens Cockerell. Proc.S.Lond.3at.& Nat. Hist. Soc. 1887.p.99. 
The metallic ground colour replaced by white as in L.phlaeas ab. schmidti. 
This may possibly refer to the Spanish race albicans,misprinted albescens,but 

the name must stand with its description. 

ab. albescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 193s.p. 49. (nom.preoc. Cockerell. ) 
Female.On the upperside of fore and hindwings extensive white or whitish. 

ab. livida Bright 1 Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 10. 
Male. The ground colour varying from slightly darker than that of a dove, 

advancing through plumbeous,somewhat leaden-shaded,to the Colour of a Wood Pigeon 

The outer borders faded in the lighter specimens and others never have an actuall; 

black margin. 

Taken from the P. icarus form livida GLllmer. 

ab.plumbescens Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910.XI.p.20. 
Male. Leaden coloured ground. Apparently an extreme form of the "suffusa" series. 

ab.pulla Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 11,28. and 67. 
Male. The upperside with the ground colour slate or slaty extending to just 

short of black. 

The next description on p.28 of Leeds Mon. is of an underside form of the male 
with the forewings unicolorous,perhaps a trifle less dark than the hindwings 

which are the colour of slate or even darker,occasionally with a slight tint of 
brown. The description of the female underside on p.67 says the forewings are grey 
slaty or up to black and may only show the slightest tint of brown, sometimes 

they are partly white. The hindwings dark slaty,blackish or black. 
Whether or not these various forms belong to the upperside male with slaty 
ground colour is a debateable point. The colour of the upperside is governed by 

light on the scale formation. 

ab. hafneri Preisseeker. Verh. 200I. -bot. Ges.Wien. 1908.58.P. (68). 
Sble with the ground colour like that of damon Schiff. 

(damon is described in Seit2 as being of a brilliant sky blue.) 

ab.samsoni Verity. Snt. Sec.1926.32.p.140. 

Male, Brilliant electric blue,like the less violet bellargus and captured at the 
early date of June,the time for the first generation of bellargus. Apart from 

this it is nothing but a coridon similar to the Asiatic race caucasica. 'The 

underside like coridon. 3e full description for more detail. 
Verity says "there is no reason to suspect a hybrid except for the epoch of 
emergence". 

d 

hybrid polonus Zeller. Stett.Ent.Z.1843.p.351 





3 coridon Poda, continued, 

hybrid polonu3 feller. Stett. Bnt. Z. 184-5.p. 351. 
Said to be hybrid between bellargus and coridon. Brighter ground colour than 
the normal coridon male,intermediate between the two species. The forewings 3how 

almost lineal borders,edged inwardly on the blue with black spots. The hindwing3 
marginal black spots are very distinct and well circled with whitish. 'The fore¬ 

wings look more like bellargus and the hindwing3 much nearer coridon. 
Another form is dull in ground colour with a strong sheen of violet or purple- 

blue, the outer borders a mere line,the spotting small and indistinct. 

ab. cinnameus Bright & Leeds. Hon.Gorid.1938.p.11. 
Male. The borders very slightly lighter than cinnamon and -this colour extends less 
pronounced over all the wings. 

ab. suffusa Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p.167. (fig. Brit. Lep. Xl.pl.l.f. 6. ) 
= transparens Courvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Bnt. Ges.1903. n.p.23. 
Male. Of a suffused brownish-grey hue,the scaling thin with the spots of the 
underside showing through. 

ab. olivacea 3right & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.o. 11. 
Male. Olive-brown, somewhat sparsely scaled wings,with very little blue showing, 

the margins brownish. 

Very little different from the prceding suffusa Tutt. 

ab. nautra Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.11. 
Male. The wings brownish-drab or drab,thinly scaled. 

Very little different from suffusa Tutt and unnecessary. 

ab.metallica Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. p. 14,& pi.pi. 1. f. 24. 
Male. The wings with a roughish surface as if finely peppered with more or less 
darkish or even blackish colour,thus causing in most specimens a metallic effect. 

Female. Of rough texture and darker peppering. 

ab. cinereamargo Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 14, 

Male. Greyish, grey,or well-faded borders to the forewings. 

ab.fuscamargo Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 14. 
Male. Brown,brownish or brownish-black outer borders to the forewings. 

ab.angustimargo Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. Cl.p.9«pl.l.f.5. (see p. 11.) 
Male. The black border very narrow on the bright silvery-blue ground. 

ab.margdnata Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p.l66. 

= inframarginata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.Ip. 
Male. Bright silvery blue but with a distinct green tint and the forewings 

showing a distinct broad darker border. Hindwings with only faint dots. 

This is 'Tutt's original description and must stand for the form margiaata,no 
mention is made of the black continuing down tie costa to the discoidal spot . 
Preissecker named this more extreme form in 1906 but in 1910 'Tutt claimed that 

his marginata had the black increased strongly towards the costa and reaches to, ^ 
or almost to,the discoidal point (pl.l.f.9. in Brit.Lep. fl.lplO. ). Tutt's first 
description must stand and Ffeissecker's saminigra is the name for the more extren 

form. 





4, coridon Pbda, continued, 

ab. caaruleo-marginata Putt. Brit. Butts. I896.P.167. 
Male. Silvery-blue ground with broad dark unspotted borders or marginal bands. 

The same as m&rginata but with no distinct tint of green. 

ab. seminigra Preissecker. Verb. Zool.-bot. Ges.Wien. 1906.62.0.87. 
Male. On the forewings a broad marginal band on the outer border and extending 

along the costa from the apex down to the discoidal point. 

More extreme than Tutt's marginata. 

ab.nigroco3talis Schultz. Jahresb. Vien.Ent.Ver. (1903)190&«1&.P.77* 
Male. The costal area of the forewings blackened in width as far as the median 
nervure. Hindwings with a broad very black margin. 
Schultz doe3 not say the outer borders of the forewings are wide,presumably 
these are normal. Tutt claims that it is the same as his marginata. 

ab. latiora Bright & Leeds. Moa. Corid. 1938.p. 19.pl. p.f*20. 
Male. On the hindwings a very broad black border,the black encroaching well into 

the blue and ^uite beyond the normal black spot3. 

ab. infralatiora Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 19. pi. 3* f • 17* 
Male. On the hindwings the black border more pronounced than usual,not so wide 

or black as in latiora,or,with black spots or chevrons on the blue ground 

interior to the ordinary black spots of the border which may be separated or 

.joined up,but the general appearance of a very broad black outer border is not 

produced a3 in latiora. 

A very feeble aberration. 

ab.melaina Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910.Jd.p.25. 

Male. Ah extreme form of marginata Tutt. On ‘the Jie^aewings the border i3 so wide 
that it extends beyond the discoidal cell and middle of the wing towards the 
base. 

ab.inframelaina Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.p.11,pi.p.f.21. 
Male. On the outer part of the forewings a heavily scaled black area but 
separated from the actual outer border by blue ground. 

ab. ultramelaina Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.l938.p.l2. pl.l.f.17. 
Male. On the forewings the blackish or blackish-grey border extension reaching 
to or beyond the discoidal cell.Hindwings similar. 

ab. supramelama Brignt & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 14. pi. 1.x.20 & 23. 
Male. Dense huge black border extension on both fore and hindwings but ceasing 
before the base is reached. 

ab. torgniensis Haverkampf. Ann. Soc.Eat. Belg. 1906.1. p. 137. 

= lunulata Lange. Iris 1919.33*P»23* 
= lunulata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Co rid. 1938. p. 14. 
Male. On the forewing3 a distinct discoidal spot. 

1 
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5 coridon Poda. continued. 

ab.postlunulata Bright & Leeds. Ivlou. Cor id. 193 8. P. 14. 
Male. A distinct blackish di3coidal spot on the hindwings only. 
Leeds applies this also to the underside on which the spots must be not merely 
faded but blackish and distinct. 

ab.quaarilunulata Putt. Brit.Lep.1910.XI.p.10. 
Male. A discoidal point showing on all four wings. 

ab.albesco Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 15* 
Male. On the upperside of the hindwings the upper black costal border i3 marked 
with white,or a whitish spot,spots,or line. 
An unnecessary name,practically all males show it. 

ab. ultraalbesco Bright & Leeds. Hen. Corid. 1938. p. 13.pl. 5. f. 4. 
Male. On the hindwings upperside the upper costal border is more than half replaced 
by white or whitish. The underside similar. Occurs also on upper and underside of 
female. 

ab.lunuco Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 15* 
Male. Forewings with a distinct discoidal spot and the hindwings with the common 
character of ab.albesco which has the upper costal black border marked with white. 

ab.subfusea Putt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 10. 
Male. On the forewing upperside whitish spots in the black border largely lost, 
only noticeable by their grey inner edges.Bright silvery blue ground colour. 

ab. indistineta Putt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 11. 
Male. Forewings with indistinct marginal ocellated spots,greyish in colour, phe 
ground colour bright silvery blue. 

ab. signata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 17. 
Male. Phe marginal spots of the forewings upperside with whitish markings on either 
side but not completely encircling them as in indistineta Putt. 
A comoletely unnecessary name,covered by Putt's indistineta.Putt obviously called 
the form indistineta because the whitish circles were not complete 

ab.divisa Putt. Brit.Lep. 1910.XI.p. 10. (see p.ll. ) 
Male. On the forewings the black border is divided by a whitish line down the 
greater length of it,formed by the inner edges of the marginal ocelli. 
Leeds on p. p8 of his Monograph includes females with this same dividing line. 

ab.punctata Putt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p. 167. (fig. Brit. Lep. XI.pl. 1. f. 8. ) 
= limbomaculata Schultz. Jahres.V/ien.Snt.Ver. (1903 )l906.l6.p.77. 
= punctata-margino Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.17. 
= ultrapunctata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Co rid. 1938. p.17. 
= ultrapunctata-margino Bright & Leeds.Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 18. 
Male. Bright silvery blue with spotted margins. Putt enlarges on tills description 
in his Brit.Lep. XI.p.ll and says these spots are well developed marginal ocellated 
spots. 
There is no necessity for Leeds names,they are all covered by 'Putt's punctata. 
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ab.punotata-pallidula Tutt. Brit. Lop. 190.0. XI. p. 11. 
Male. Forewings with well-developed marginal ‘ ocelli but the ground colour oale 
silvery blue. 

Hardly worthy of a separate name,punctata was bright silvery-blue. 

ab.subfusca-pallidula Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910.XI*p.11. 
Male. Pale silvery-blue ground with wide blackish border,the spots in it showiao* 
only their grey inner edges. 

ab. divisa-pallidula Putt Brit Lep. 1910. XI. p. 11. 

Male. Pale silvery-blue ground with wide blackish border divided throu^iout by a oale 

ab. marginata-pallidula TUttBrit. Lep. 1910. XI. p. 11. 

Male..Pale silvery-blue ground with wide blackish border extending suffusedly towards 
the disc and along the costa. 

ab. angustimargo-pallidula Turr. Brit.Lep.l910.XI.p.ll. 
Male. Pale silvery-blue ground with narrow black border without marginal spots 

ab. indistincta-viridescen3 Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. XI.p.11. 

Male, -ale silvery greenish-blue ground with indistinct greyish marginal ocellated 

ab. punctata-viridescens Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 12. 

Male. Pale silvery greenish-blue ground with well-developed marginal ocellated spots. 

ab. subfusca-viridescens Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910.XI.p.12. 

Male. Pale silvery greenish-blue ground with wide blackish border,the spots in it 
■only showing their grey inner edges. 

ab. divisa-viridescens Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910. XI.p.12. 

Male, ^ale silvery greenish-blue ground with wide blackish border divided throughout 
by a pale line. 0 

ab.marginata-viridescens Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI. p. 12. 
Male. Pale silvery greenish-blue ground with wide blackish border extending suffusedl 
towards the disc and along the costa. 

ab. angustimargo-viridescans Tutt. Brit.Leo.1910.XI.p.12. 
Male. Pale silvery greenish-blue ground with narrow black border and without 
marginal spots. 

all the above repeated aberrations(because of slight shades of colour)are for forewin 
only. 





7 coridon Poda* continued 

ab. fowleri South. Entora.l900.33*P*104.pl.3.figs. 4 & p. 
= albomarglnata Ebert, Iri3 1926.40. p. 36. 
Male and female figured. The upperside of the forewings with a white marginal 
border cut by the black veins to form squares which however contain no black 
dot3 or pupils.These are present in ab.punctata Tutt. Hindwings with normal 
ocelli,perhaps less black than usual. 
Ebert described his form as having a broad pure white border,2 mm.wide cut by dari 
veins,and an extreme form of ab.punctata Tutt.He was not sure whether it was 
coridon or bellargus but it is almost certainly the former. 
Leeds description of fowleri is quite wrong as usual. 
Tutt treats fowleri as having bright silvery blue ground in the male,and names 
a fowleri-pallidula because it is of a paler blue,etc. 

ab.fowleri-pallidula Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910. XI.p.ll. 
Male.Pale silvery blue ground instead of bright silvery blue,otherwise like the 
preceding fowleri South. 

ab.fowleri-viridespens Putt. Brit.Lep.1910.XI.p.ll. 
Male. Pale silvery greenish-blue ground,otherwise the same as fowleri South. 

ab.semifowleri Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.18. 
= antifowleri Bright & Leeds, (underside) Mon. Go rid. 1938. p. 84. 
Forewings with one or two blind discs or s quares in the border which is narrow. 
Hindwings devoid of circles or discs in the border. 
Leeds quite wrongly says that the semifowl eri forms are produced when there are 
no blind squares on the hindwings,the type of fowleri had no blind squares on the 
hindwings. These semi forms therefore can only stand on the reduced number of 
blind squares on the forewings. 

ab. sernifowleri-margino Bright & Leeds. Mbn.Corid.l938.p*18. 
Forewings with one or two blind discs in the marginal border which is broad. 
Hindwings normal. 

ab. ultrafowl eri Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 18. pi. 3. f. 12. 
All wings with the borders devoid of the central dots in the white squares or 
discs,the border on its inner side being very narrow or mere shading. Occurs 
on both upper and underside. 

ab.fowleri-margino Bright 1 Leeds. Mon.Corid,1938.p.18. 
Forewings with the outer border showing one or two blind discs,the border.is 
broad. Hindwings with one or more blind discs in the border. 

ab. ultrafowleri-margino Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938#p. 19* 
Both fore and hindwings with the border discs devoid of their central black points 
the border of the forewings wide. 

ab.postfowleri Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.19. 
Hindwings with one or more of the marginal discs devoid of a central black point. 
The forewings normal,not showing the fowleri character.. Upper and underside. 
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ab. albocrenata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 10 & 11. 
Male. Forewings with narrow black border having its inner edge marked off in 
a series of whitish lunules.The ground colour bright silvery blue. 
Described as a male form only. 

ab. ultraalbocrenata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.l6. (3 on p.56) 
Male. On the forewings whitish marks extend over the ground colour from the black 
border for a considerable distance inwards. Sometimes there are only two or three 
of these streaks,rarely the white extends almost as a level whitish inner band, 
intruding broadly on the blue and only cut by the veins. 
female. Leeds includes a female form under this name with a most ridiculous 
description which says itramust have numbers 44 to 37 included in it. These "numbers' 
are forms with various coloured discoidal spots and various coloured crescents 
or wedges on the hindwing borders. In addition it has well-scaled white or whitish 
situated on the ground colour of the forewings,mostly between the veins. This 
latter part presumably is to match the white marks of Tutt *s albocrenata which, 
in the female,Tutt has already named albolunulata . It would be best to ignore 
Leeds female description. 

ab.supraalbocrenata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.l6. 
$ The forewings more strongly marked than in the preceding form,the white radiating 

between the veins the central rays reaching the discoidal spot or beyond. 
The female is described on p.56 as similar,but this is nothing more than an 
extreme form of albolunulata Tutt. (see female forms p.l of these notes 

ab.albocrenata-pallidula Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910. XI.p.ll. 
Male. Forewings with narrow blackish border the spots on its inner edge only 
appearing as whitish marginal lunules.The ground colour pale silvery-blue. 

ab.albocrenata-viridescens Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910.XI.p.12. 
Male. Forewings with narrow blackish border,the spots on its inner edge only 
appearing as whitish marginal lunules. The ground colour pale silvery-blue. 

ab. decipiens Crombrugghe. Bev.Mens. 3oc.Sat. Mara. 1911.p. 45. 
= antialbocincta Bright & Leeds, lion. Corid. 1938. p.-14„ 
Male with the colour of the 9 ab.albicincta. 
The description is vague,albicincta was a female with the discoidal spot of the 
forewings ringed with white so presumably this male has a black discoidal point 
ringed with white. 
Leed's antialbocincta was a male with the black discoidal point surrounded 
quite or almost by whitish. His female similar but this is ab. albicincta Tutt. 

ab. antialbopuncta Bright 3c Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 14 & 55- 
Male. Forewings with a whitish discoidal spot,devoid of a black centre. Female 
similar. 

ab.postalbopuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 14.& 35* 
Male. On the hindwings only, the discoidal spot is whitish devoid of a black 
centre. Female similar. 

ab. postalbocincta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.14 & 53- 
Male. On the hindwings only,the discoidal spot is black almost or quite 
surrounded by whitish. Female similar. 



■ 
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cf ab.mixtaalbocincta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.l938*p. 14 (nec*0.35.) 
Male. On the forewings a black discoidal point ringed with whitish and on the 
hindwings a whitish discoidal without a black centre. 
This is kept separata from ab. albiouncta Tutt because Putt only described it a3 a 
female form and this,a male,may possibly be not related to the same character in 
the female. The female however,which Leeds describes under this name,is the same 
Putt’s albipuncta. See female forms later. 

ab.mixtaalbopuncta 3right & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938*p. 14 & 55* 
Male. On the forewings a whitish discoidal spot devoid of a black centre and on 
the hindwings a black discoidal spot ringed with whitish. The female similar. 

ab. albicincta Tutt. Brit.Butts.I896.p.167. (Brit.Lep. XI.p.29.pl.l.f.ljn ) 
- 9 antialbocincta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.55* 
Tutt’s first description says'" female form with the discoidal spots edged with 
white,and streaks of blue on the hindwings." This however is amplified in his 
Brit. Lep. Xi. p. 12 and p.29 where he say the spots of the forewings are edged with 
white.The figure shows the forewings discoidal ringed with white and no discoidal 
spot on the hindwings. 

ab. albiouncta Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910. XI.p.12 & 29. pl.l.f. 4. 
- 9 circumscripta Stander. Beutsch.Eat. Z* 1924.p,28. 
= 9 mixtaalbocincta Bright & Leeds. Hon. Corid. 1938. p. 33 
Tutt described a female in which the discoidal spots of the forewings are ringed 
with white and those of the hindwings similarly ringed or replaced by white spots 
so that all four discoidals stand out consoicuously in white. 
Stauder described his circumscripta as having the middle 3pots of all four wings 
round and white-surrounded. He then says he has 8 males and 14 females of this 
form.The female is a synonym of albipuncta Tutt but the male with such spots on 

forerangs and hindwings had not been named so may be kept separate under the name 
circumscripta.(See below,for this form if male forms are to be separated from 99J 
Leeds description is complete nonsense as u3ual,he says that for albipuncta the 
forewings must have only a white spot devoid of a black centre,other-wise it is 
albocincta Tutt (spelled incorrectly) and the hindwings must also show a white 
3pot, without a black centre. 

ab. caeruleocixicta Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910. XX.p. 12 & 29. 
= anticaerucincta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 35- 
Female. 'The discoidal spots of the forewings ringed with blue. 

9ab. caeruleopuncta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 12. 
= eaerucincta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.P.33. = mixtacaarucincta B.&.L.p.33. 
Tutt is far from clear in his short description of this form. After mentioning 
albicincta and albipuncta in which the discoidals shew white,he merely says - 
occasionally the discoidals are blue ringed(caeruleocincta)"or blue-spotted 
(caeruleopuncta). The only assumption is that caeruleopuncta is the same as 
the description for albipuncta but the spots,and rings,are blue instead of white. 
Tutt apparently did not discriminate between rings and spots,on his plate he 
figures two examples of albipuncta one with the hindwings discoidal ringed with 
white and the other with awhite blind spot. The only difference I can see is the 
fact that albicincta had the spots ringed on forgings only whilst albipuncta 
had both fore and hindwings affected either with rings or just blind spots. 
Leeds can hardly be blamed in this case for getting things mixed. 

9 ab. caerupumcta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938*p» - 
Female. The discoidal spot of both fore and hindwings in the form ox a olue 

spot with no black centre. 
Leeds says caerupuncta is an abbreviated name for Tutu’s caeruleopunc a u 
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ab.mixtacaerupuncta Bright & Lees. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.55- 
Female showing on the forewings a blue discoidal spot devoid of a black centre 
and the hindwings a black discoidal ringed with blue. 

ab.mixtacincta Bright & Leeds, Mon.Corid. 193®.p-55- 
Female with the discoidal spots asymmetrically scaled with white or blue. The 
forewings may be white scaled and the hindwings blue sealed or the colours 
intermixed so that they cannot be fixed to a one-colour foim. The forewings must 
be ringed but the hindwings have either rings or spots or nothing. 
Another completely unnecessary name. 

ab.raixtapuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.56. 
Female with the discoidal spots asymmetrically scaled with white or blue. The 
forewings can be white one one wing and blue on another or the colours so inter¬ 
mixed that they cannot be fixed to a one-colour form,the forewings however must 
be ringed with a colour but the hindwings have either rings,or spot3,or nothing. 

ab. caerupuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.55- 
Female with both fore and hindwings showing a blue discoidal spot devoid of a 
black centre. 
Leeds says this name is an abbreviated one for Putt's caeruleopuncta but since 
his description is different from Tutt's he has created another form and name. 

ab.postcaerucincta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.55- 
Female showing the disooidal spot of the hindwings ringed with blue. 

ab. anticaerupuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.55- 
Female showing a blue discoidal spot on the forewings only,devoid of a black 
centre. 

ab.postcaerupuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.p.55- 
Female showing on the hindwings only a blue discoidal spot devoid of a black 
oentre. 

ab. cuneata Putt. Brit. Leo.1910. CI.p.10. 
= postcuneata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 19- 
Male. On the hindwings the black spots in the margin wedge-shaped edged externally 
and along their sides with whitish. 
Leeds wrongly states that Putt’s form was on all four wings. 

ab.anticuneata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.19- 
Male.On the forewings -the marginal spots are wedge-shaped,some or all,in extreme 
forms extending from near the fringe with their points ending in the blue ground 
colour. 

ab. sessilis Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI. p. 10. 
Male. The marginal black spot3 of the hindwings completely linked with the margin 
there being no external edging of whitish between. 
Leeds includes female. 





11. coridon Pod a, continued, 

ab. infrasessilis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 20. 
Male.On the hindwings almost all of the black marginal spots are linked with the 
black outer border,there being only very little intervening pale marking, such as 
a fine line, to not more -chan two of the spots other than the double anal ones. 
A feeble transitional form to the preceding; 

ab.cincta Tutt. 3rit.Lep.l910. Cl.p.10. 
Male. The marginal black spots of the hindwings entirely circled with whitish. 

ab. semicincta Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910.XI. p*10. 
Male. The marginal black spots of the hindwings edged only on their external half v 
with whitish. 

ab. suavis Schultz. Bat. Z. 1904.18.p. 93* 
Male. On the hindwings there are reddish-yellow spots on the inner edge of the 
usual black marginal spots,generally in cells 2 and 3. 
Leeds wrongLy includes Putt's female form flavescens in this group but it has 
no relationship with suavis. 

ab.furva Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 20. 
Male. On the hindwings one or two,rarely three,very dark brown(up to almost black) 
spots on the inner side of the black marginal spots as in suavis Schultz but 
devoid of the bright colour of that form. 

ab. grisea-suavis Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 9. 
Male.Like suavis Schultz with the inner edge of -the marginal black spots tinged 
with fulvous but the ground colour pale grey. 

ab. unisuavis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 21. 
Male. One yellowish spot on the inner side of the black border spots of the hindwii 
Another feeble separation,covered by 3uavis Schultz. 

ab. trisuavis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.t).21. 
Male. Three yellowish spots on the inner side of the black border spots of the 
hindwings. 
Also covered by suavis and quite unnecessary. 

ab. quadrisuavis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.21. 
Male. Pour yellowish spots on the inner side of the black border spots of the 
hindwings. 

ab. quinquesuavis Bright. & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 21. 
Male. Five yellowish spots on the inner side of the black border spots of the 
hindwings. 

ab.mixtasuavis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.21. 
Male. Both bright and dark,yellowish or brown, spots on the inner side of the 
black border spots of the hindwings. 
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ab. caerulaolunulata Tutt. Brit. Lap, 1910, XI. p. 12. 
= ultracaerucrenata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.57» 
Female. Blue crescents on the inner edge of the marginal orange lunulas of the 
hindwings,extending to the forewings in a single or double row of curved blue soota 
Leeds apparently did not like Tutt’s name for the foiro. 

3ubcaeruleolunulata Tutt. Brit.Lap. 1910.XI.p.29. 
= caerulunulata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid.1933.p.56. 
Female. A complete row of blue lunules on the hindwings. 

ab.albolunulata Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910.XI.p. 12 (see fig. South.Sntom.20.pl.l.f. 11. ) 
Female. With whitish secondary crescents surmounting the black border edging the 
the inner side of the orange lunules of the hindwings and extending to the forewin, 
in the form of curved whitish spots,either a single or a double row. The ground 
colour brown with no blue scales. 
Leeds has altered Tutt’s description completely and says that the whitish crescent 
are on the hindwings only and that when on the forewings as well they are 
ultralbocrenata etc.(see ultraalbocrenata on p.8 of these notes) 

ab.subalbolunulata Tutt. Brit.Butts. 1910. Cl.p.12 & 14. 
Female. On the hindwings only whitish secondary crescents surmounting the black 
border edging the inner side of the orange lunules.. The ground colour with no 
blue scaling. 
Leeds says that this is "albolunulata" ignoring Tutt’s description. 

ab. radioalbolunulata Tutt. Brit.Lep.l910.XI.p.l5.pl.l.f.lp. 
Female. A3 in albolunulata but the forewings showing blue at the b&se and the 

hindwings blue from the base to the margins. 

ab.radiosubalbolunulata Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910.11. p. 15. 
Female. A3 in subalbolunulata but the forewings with blue at the base and the 
hindwings blue from the ba3e to the margins. 

ab. caeruleoalbolunulata Tutt. 3rit. Lep. 1910. II. p. 14. 
As in albolunulata but with blue at the base of the forewings and the hindwings 
blue from the base -to the margins. 

ab. caeruleosubalbolunulata Tutt. Brit.Len.l910.XI.p.l4. 
A3 in subalbolunulata but with blue at the base of the forewings and the hindwings 
blue from base to margins. 

ab. albocuneata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.21.& pb. (nom.preoc.Wagner 192b) 
Male and female. Similar to albolunulata ‘Tutt but the whitish crescents on the 
inner side of the orange border spots are in the form of wedges instead of mere 
crescents. 
Leeds credits Tutt with the authorship but Tutt's form wa3 in icarus. 

ab. caeruleocuneata Tutt. Brit. Lap.1910.XI.p.12.pl.1.f.13. 
= caerucuneata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.5°» 
Female. Blue wedge-shaped spots on the inner side of the marginal boraer. 
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ab.subocellata Tutt. Brit. Lop. 1910. CI.p. 12 & 14. 
Female. The first stage of the appearance of the marginal spotting becoming edged 
externally with whitish or greyish,forming an inconspicuous margin. The wings 

borwn with no blue scaling. 

ab. radio subocellata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910.-CI.p. 14, 
Female, as in subocellata with the marginal spots faintly edged with greyish but 
the forewings blue at the base and the hindwings blue from base to the margins. 

ab.caeruleosubocellata Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910.XI.p.14. 
Female. As in subocellata with the indistinct marginal spots faintly edged with 
greyish but the forewings and hindwings blue in the basal area. 

ab. aurantia Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p. 167. (Brit. Lep. XI.p. 14. ) 
=aurantiaca Lambillion. Pap.Belg. 1902.p.240. 
Female. The marginal orange lunules well represented on both fore and hindwings, 
stronger on the latter. The ground colour borwn with no blue scaling. 
Leeds includes the underside as well. 

ab,subaurantia Tutt. Brit.Lep.l910.XI.p.l2.pl.l.f.l2. 
Female. The marginal spots of the hindwings inwardly marked with fulvous lunules 
the tint well-developed.On the forewings however a greyish outline suffices to 
mark the marginal ocelli. The wings brown with no blue scaling, 
Leeds includes this as an underside form but 3ince most specimens show orange 
lunules there is not much point. 

ab. 3emi-aurantia Tutt. Brit. Butts. I896.P.I67. 
= semiaurantiaca Lambillion. Pap. Belg. 1902.p.240. 
Female. Indistinct orange marginal lunules edged internally with paler,but with blue 
scaling at the base of the wings,which is lacking in aurantia. 

ab. radioaurantia Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. CI.p.Ip. 
Female. As in aurantia with orange marginal lunules well represented on both fore ar 
hindwings but the forewings with blue at the base and the hindwings blue from the 
base to the marginal area. 

ab.caeruleosubaurantia Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910. XI.p.14. 
Female. As in subaurantia with the orange marginal lunules well marked on the hind¬ 
wings, but with the forewings and hindwings blue at the base. 

ab. radio subaurantia Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. CI.p. 13.pl. l.f. 17. 
Female, as in subaurantia with orange lunules well marked on the hindwings only, 
but with the forewings blue at the base and the hindwings blue from base to the 
marginal area. 

ab. per aurantia Putt. Brit. Lep. 1910. CI.p. 12 & 14. 
Female. A row of well-developed orange lunules in the margin of the hindwings and 
beginning to appear on the forewings from the anal angle upwards. Transitional to 
aurantia. 
Leeds calmly states that this name should not have been used for female uppersides 
as the type form has a partial series of orange lunules on fore and hindwings. 
Poda did not describe the female so Leeds must have had spirit contact with him ??? 
Leeds makes this form and name apply only bo undersides which i3 nonsense. 
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ab.infraaurantia Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.5^. 
Female. Only one small orange lunule,or barely the sign of a second one,in the 
margin of the hindwings and with the white circles or semicircles scanty or 

dingy.The forewing devoid almost or entirely of orange lunulas. 

ab. caeruleoperaurantia Tutt. Brit. Lap. Ip 10. XI. p. 14. 
Female, as in peraurantia Tutt but with the fore and hindwings both showing blue 

scaling at the base of the wings. 

ab.radioperaurantia Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI. p. Ip. 
Female. As in peraurantia Tutt but the forewings blue at the base and the hindwings 

blue from the base to the marginal area. 

ab.virgatus Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.52. 
Female. On the hindwings the orange marginal lunules are united and form a band. 

The forewings with a good series or orange lunules situated between the veins, 

rarely crossing them. 

ab. semivirgatus Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid. 1938. p. 52. 
Female. Three or more orange marginal lunules united on the hindwings. Forewings 
with traces of orange lunules but not ao prominent as in virgatus. 

ab.aurantiaextensa Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.53- 
Female. On botli fore and hindwings the orange marginal lunules are unusually long 

inwardly or wedge-shaped.Also applies to the underside. 

ab.antiaurantiaextensa Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.53* 
Female. On the forewings one or more of the orange marginal lunules unusually long 
inwardly,or wedge-shaped.Some may extend into the discoidal area. Applies also to 
the underside. 

ab.postaurantiaexteii3a Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 53- 
Female. On the hindwings one or more of the orange marginal lunules unusually long 
inwardly,wedge-shaped, sometimes extending into the discoidal area.. Applies also 
to the underside. 

ab. aurodifferenti&e Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 34. 
Female. The fore and hindwings showing a different size or number of orange marginal 

lunules on opposite wings asymmetrically. Applies also to the underside. 

ab.antiaurodifferentiae Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.53« 
Female. The forewings showing marginal orange lunules different in size or number 

on opposite wings asymmetrically. Applies also to the undersiee. 

ab.po3taurodifferentiae Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.54. 
Female. Hindwings showing marginal orange lunules different in size or number on 
opposite wings asymmetrically. 
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ab. f lavescens . Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 14. 
= ultraflavescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p.5^. 

Female. The usually orange marginal lunules on all wings on the upperside are 
replaced by pale yellow. 'The underside similar. 
Leeds wrongly places this form in the "suavis" group which are male forms.'This 
i3 a female form only. 

ab.partimflavescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 30 & 
A contrasting difference in colour of the marginal lunules,one or more being 
straw-coloured,the rest normal.Occurs on both upper and underside of the female 
and oil tiie underside of the male. 

ab. lutescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 193®. p.53« 
Female upper and underside. The orange marginal lunules on the hindwings are 
replaced by pale orange. On the forewings it may tone down to yellow. 
Hardly worthy of a name. 

ab.partimlutescens Bright & leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.5^. 
A contrasting difference in colour of the marginal lunules,one or more being 
pale orange,the rest orange. Female upper or underside. 
Not worthy of a name. 

ab. ultralutescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.P.53. 
Female upper or underside. The marginal lunules well represented on both fore and 
hindwings,pale orange on the hindwings and sometimes yellowish on 'the forewings. 

ab.albodescens Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.0.3^. 
Female.The marginal lunules on the upper or underside white instead of orange. 
One of the few good forms named by Leeds,it must be a rare aberration. 

ab.partimalbodescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.0.52. 
A contrasting difference in the colour of the marginal lunules on the upper or 
underside of the female,one or more being white,the rest normal. 

ab.rufescen3 Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 19. 
Female.The marginal lunules bright vermilion-red instead of orange. 

Tutt was describing underside forms when naming rufescens but it occurs on the 

upperside and may be used for such examples. 

ab.partimrufescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.0.53* 
A contrasting difference in the colour of the marginal lunules on the upper or 
underside of the female. ,one or more being vermilion or dark red,the rest normal. 

ab. ultrarufescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.53* 
Female,A good series of marginal lunules as in aurantia Tutt but vermilion,dull oi 
dark red,Sometimes thos of the forewings are orange or orange-red. Upper or under¬ 
side. 

ab. furvescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Co rid. 1938. p. 53. 
Female upper or underside. The marginal lunules brownish,chocolate,or very dark. 
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ab.partirafurvescen3 Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938-p. 53* 
Female upper or underside. A contrasting difference in colour of the marginal 
lunules,one or more being brownish,the rest normal. 

ab.auronulla Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 30. 
The orange marginal lunules entirely absent. Occurs in female upperside and on the 
underside of both male and female. 

ab.partimauronulla Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 53* 
Female.On the upperside one or more of the marginal lunules absent,but others 
nresent on either 3ide of the absent ones. 

ab.unicolor Tutt. Brit.Lap. 1910. Il.p.l2.fig.pl,l.f.ll. 
= antisessilis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 38- 
Female. The fuscous ground colour extends right up to the outer edge with no 
trace of ocellation on the ofrewings and little or none on the hindwings. 

ab. caerulineata Tutt. Brit.Lep.l910. XI.p.13. 
= postcaerusignata Bright & ILeeds.Mon.Corid.l938.p,38. 
Female. On the upperside of the hindvdngs the usually whitish intermarginal line Is 
replaced by blue. 
Leeds alters Tutt's name to accord with "Standardisation of Aberrational Terms 
for other species". Gourvoisier tried to do something like 'this bmt he at least 
had some scientific standing,Leeds work is mostly nonsense,especially the way in 
which he "sorts" his forms,like postage stamps,with little places to accomodate 
them. 

ab.maculae Bright & Leeds, Mon. Corid. 1938.p.37* 
Female.On the upperside of both fore and hindwings a row of whitish or blue spots 
situated midway between the border and the discoidal spot. The spots can be white 
on the forewings and blue on the hindwings or vice versa,but must be of mixed 
col ours, otherwise they belong to the "albo" or "caeru" forms given below. 

ab. antimaculae Bright & Leeds.Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 37- 
Female. On the upperside of the forewings a row of 3pots situated between the 
outer border and the discoidal spot,either whitish or blue mixed,not of one 
definite colour. 

ab.postmaculae Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.37. 
Female. On the upnerside of the hindwings a row of spots situated bewteen the 
outer border and the dsicoidal spot,white and blue mixed,not of one definite 
colour. 

ab. albomaculae Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p*37* 
Female. On the upperside of both fore and hindwings a row of white spots situated 
midway between the outer border and the discoidal spot. 

ab. antialbomaculae Bright & Leeds, Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 37- 
Female. On the upperside of the forewings a row of white spots situated midway 
between the outer border and the discoidal spot. 
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ab.po3talbomaculae Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p.57» 
Female. On the upper side of the hindwings a row of white spots situated midway 
between the outer border and the discoidal spot. 

ab. caerumaculae Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 5 7* 
Female. On the upperside of both fore and hindwings a row of blue spots situated 
midway between 'the outer border and the discoidal spot. 

ab. anticaerumaculae Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.57» 
Female. On the upperside of the forewing3 a row of blue spots situated midway 

between the outer border and the discoidal spot. 

u 

ab.postcaermaculae Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid.1938.p.57- 
Female. On the upperside of the hindwings a row of blue spots situated midway 

between the outer border and the discoidal 3pot. 

ab.crassilunulata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.54- 
Female. On the upper or underside of the fore and hindwings the discoidal spots 

are large. 

ab. anticrassilunulata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 30 & 34. 
Forewings with the discoidal spot larger or more downward lengthened. 
Described first as a male underside but occurs on upper and underside of the female 

ab.postcrassilunulata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 54. 
Female upper or underside. Hindwings with the discoidal spot larger. 

ab.lunacuspidis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.31. 54. 
The forewings with the discoidal showing a point or points extending towards the 
margin,rarely towards the base. First described as a male underside but occurs on 

both upper and underside of the female. 

ab.postlunacuspidis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 31* 54. 
'The hindwings with the discoidal spot showing a point or points extending outwards. 
First described as a male underside but occurs on both upper and underside of the 

female. 

ab. ultralunaeuspidis 3right & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 193®.p.31 & 54. 
On all wings the discoidal spots develop points or a point extending outwardly 
from near the centre. 

First described as a male underside but occurs on both upper and underside of the 
female. 

ab.lunaextensa Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.31.54. 
Forewings with a line or lines from the centre of the disooidal spot in one directic 
only,either towards the apex or towards the base but not joining another spot. 

First described as a male underside but occurs on both upper and underside of the 

female. 
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ab. ultralunaextensa Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938, p* 31* & 
Forewings with a line or a streak from the centre of the discoidal spot in both 
directions,towards the base on the one 3ide and towards the apex on the other. 
First described as a male underside and again as both upper and underside of female 

ab. discoidalisnulla Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. pi* & 34* 
Both fore and hindwings devoid of a discoidal spot. Other spots normal. 
Described as male underside and upper and underside of female. 

ab. antidiscoidalisnulla Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. P* 31*« 34. 
The forewings devoid of a discoidal spot.Other spots normal. f 
Described as male underside and upper and underside of female. 

ab. ornamenta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.5&. 
Female. Upperside of the forewings with any blue scaling restricted to the base 
of the wings or none at all. The discoidal spots showing any form of white or blue 
ornamentation and the hindwings showing white or blue crescents or wedges on the 
inner edge of the marginal lunules. 

ab. basicaeruleata Tutt. Brit.Lop.1910.XI*p. 12 & 14. 
= basiradio Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 47. 
Female. The basal area of the wings strewn with blue scales and with no marginal 
lunules. 
Leeds changes Tutt's name to basiradio. 

? ab.caerulea Courvoisier. Verity in Farf.Diurn. It. 1943.2.p.p09* 
Verity uses this name for a single aberration but in the original,Snt.Z. 1910*24. 
p.182,Courvoisier use3 it merely as a group name,spelled ”caeruleaea". 

? ab.caerulescens Courvoisier.(Lange) Irisl919*P*23* 
Lange credits Courvoisier with the authorship of this name but I can find no 
reference to it. Possibly it i3 a mistake for the same "caeruleae" mentioned 
above. ‘Tutt described a caerulescens but this belongs to the Spanish race 
arragonensis Gerhard. 

ab. subradiosa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 12 & 14.pl. l.f. 14. 
= radio Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.47. 
Female. Forewings blue at the base only,but the hindwings blue from the base 
to as far as the discoidal point,or beyond,suffusing the basal and discal areas. 
There are no orange marginal lunules. 

ab. radiosa Gaschet. Bull. 3oc.Ent.Fr. Ser.p. 1877* 7*P* LXIII. 
Female. On the hindwings the veins are blue with the interneural spaces blackish, i 
Forewings similar but less striking. 

ab. antiradiosa Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.193s.p. 47. 
Female. The veins of the forewings blue,the interneural spaces blackish-brown. 
Hindwings normal. 
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ab. postradio sa Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 48. 
Female. The veins of the hindwings blue,the interneural paces blackish. Forewings 
normal. 

ab. semibrunnea Milliere. Icon. 1859*l*p. 84.pl. 4. f. 3. 
Female. On the upperside of the forewings the veins on the outer margins are 
silvery blue,almost whitish,with the interneural spaces blue. Phe base to beyond 
the discoidal is brown. Hindwings brown in the basal and central- areas except for 
silvery blue veins, be coming blue at the margins up to the chevrons, similar to 
the forewings. 
This form is the opposite to syngrapha with which it has been confused by Seitz, 
Wheeler etc.,the blue being on the outer margins instead of at the base. 

ab. opposita Putt. Brit.Lep. 1910.XX.p.32. 
Female. The forewings extensively blue-scaled,the hindwings with very little blue 
and therefore the reverse of the usual form. 

ab. samisyngrapha Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p. 167* 
= infrasemisyngrapha Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 48. 
Female. The forewings blue to the discoidal point from the base,hindwings blue 
from the base to the outer margin. 
Leeds form is too insignificant to separate. 

ab. semisyngrapha-aurantia Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. (I.p. Ip. 
Female. Forewings blue from base to the discoidal point,hindwings blue from base 
to outer margin. Orange marginal lunules on both fore and hindwings. 

ab. semisyngraoha-peraurantia Tutt. 3rit.Lep.1910.XI.p. 15*pl.l*f.l8. 
Female. As the preceding but with orange lunules on the hindwings and only beginn¬ 
ing to appear on the forewings. 

ab.semisyngrapha-subaurantia Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910.XI.p.19. 
Female, as in semisyngrapha but with orange marginal lunules on the hindwings only, 

ab. tithonus Meigen. 3ur. Schmett. 1830.p.30.pl. 47.f .2. 
= , syngrapha Keferstein. Stett.Snt.Z.1831.12.p.308. 
= mariscolore Gerhard. Vers.Mon.Zur. Schmett. 1852.p. 17.pl.32.f.3a & 3b. 
= cyanogyna Schawerda. Ent.xAind3ch. 1938.55.P»469. 
Female. The upper side of all wings -thickly sprinkled with blue scales with a 
central black lunule on each wing,the forewings only brown on the oosta and outer 
margin. 
The most used name for this form is syngrapha but under the new rules regarding 
infra-specific forms,the name tithonus can be used as the oldest,despite the fact 
that Hubner had used it for another species. (Saraml. Eur. Schmett. 1803.P.55.pi. 108. 

In consequence some of Putt’s forms are based on the name 11 syngrapha’1 and 
others on "tithonus". 
Schawerdis cyanogyna appears to be a rather darker blue form of syngrapha which he 
says could be taken for bellargus ab.ceronus. 

ab.lunulata Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910.XI.p.34. 
Female. As in syngrapha but the for swings only showing a discoidal point, the 
hindwings without a point. 
Leeds should not have included this form in ordinary female since it arvoliss only 
to syngrapha. 
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ab. typica 'Putt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 34. 
Applies only to syngrapha forms. A discoidal point on all wings as opposed to the 

preceding lunulata which has a point only on the forewinga. 

Since this _is the typical syngrapha the name is nonsensical and should not be used, 

ab. parti thorns Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI. p. 13. 
Female, all wings blue scaled as in tithonus(syngrapha) but showing definite orang» 
marginal lunules on the hindwings and faint ones on the forewings. 

ab. aurotithonus Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. Xi. p. 13.pl.l.f. 19* 
Female. nil wings scaled with blue as in tithonus(syngrapha land showing well- 

developed marginal lunules on all four wings. 

ab. excelsa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 15. 
Female. Of the tithonus(syngrapha)form but the fore and hindwings devoid of 

orange marginal lunules. 

ab. syngrapha-inframarginata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 48. 

Female. Of the tithonus(syngrapha)form but with a very broad outer border,3 mm. or 
more in width at the centre. 

ab. oberthuri Gelin. Bull. 3oc. 3nt.Fr. 1914.p. 184.pl. %f. 5. 

Female. The upperside of the syngrapha form,blue-scaled on all wings,but the 
interneural spaces on the hindwings are brown leaving the veins silvery blue, also 

on the hindwings there is a strong black eliptical mark or short line running in 

the same direction as the veins,situated at the extremity of the discoidal cell 

and just below the discoidal point. These marks are enclosed in the middle of a 

trapezoidal space of very clear silvery blue sharply narrowed at its basal end 

and then prolonged in the form of a long wedge a3 far as the marginal lunules, 

becoming wider as it approaches the margin. 

The main feature of this form is the most unusual long silvery wedge reaching from 

the marginal lunules to the base of the hindwings and containing the eliptical 

black discoidal mark in its middle. It is coupled with the tithonus(syngrapha) 

character,otherwise it it very similar to the next form albocuneata Wagner. 

ab. albocuneata Wagner. 3. Ost. 3nt.Ver. 1926.11.p. 4.fig; 
Female. 'The forewings appear to be normal male but, the hindwings are grey-brown 
with a little blue at the base and showing the suavis character. There is a large 

and longitudinal black 3pot and two small spots in the middle of the wing but the 

most striking character is the wedge of pure white reaching from the margin to 

the discoidal black spot or spots. Wagner saJ3 that at first sight the insect 
appears to be a male,but may be a gynandromorph because of the markings of the 
hindwings. 

The examole is extremely similar as regards the discoidal marks and long wedge 
to the preceding.whether or not the forewings are really male,or merely of the 

syngrapha type,it is difficult to decide but Wagner would presumably have known 

a syngrapha blue which is not nearly so silvery as a normal male blue. In any case 
the wedge is pure white not silvery blue as in oberthuri Gelin. 

ab. guedati Fever din. Bull. 3oc. Lep. Gen. 1924. 5*P»&3» 
Female. The upnerside of the hindwings with the basal half greyish-green and 

showing a great reduction of the marginal ocelli. 
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ab.decrescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 21. 
On both fore and hindwings the outer border 3hows less divisions than normal. 
Upper or underside form. 

ab.antidecrescens Bright & Leed3. Mon.Corid.1938.p.21. 
On the forewings the outer border shows less divisions than normal. Hindwings 
normal. 

ab.postdecrescens Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.p.21. 
On the hindwings the outer border shows less divisions than normal. Forewings 
normal. 

ab.increscens Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.I938.p.22. 
On both fore and hindwings the cuter border shows more divisions than normal. 

ab. antiincrescen3 Bri^it & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.21. 
On the forewings the outer border shows more divisions than normal.Hindwings 
normal. 

ab.postincrescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.22. 
On the hindwings the outer border 3hows more divisions than normal. Forewings 
normal. 

ab.albofimbriata Tutt. Brit.Leo.1910.XI.p.11.pi.l.f.3* 
= albofimbriata Stauder. Deutsch.Hnt. Z*l924.p.28. 
On both fore and hindwings the fringe shows no chequerings or divisions. Upper or 
underside form. 

ab. semialbofimbriata Putt. Brit. Lep. 1910. Cl.p. 11. 
= postalbofimbriata Brigho & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.P,22. 
On the hindwings the fringe shows no chequerings or divisions.Forewings normal. 

ab. antialbof imbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Co rid. 1938. p. 22. 
On the forewings the fringe show3 no chequerings or divisions. Hindwings normal. 

ab. albonigrofimbriata Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. H.p. 11. 
The fringes white edged with black. 
Tutt does not say whether or not all wings are affected,presumably it applies to 
both fore and hindwings. 

ab.postalbonigrofimbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 39- 
Female. On the hindwings the fringes are edged for at least a considerable distanc 
with darker colour. 

ab.ultraalbonigrofimbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.39. 
Female. On both fore and hindwings the fringes are edged with darker colour. 
This i3 covered by Tutt’3 albonigrofimbriata but since it appears to De restricted 

to the female it can stand. 
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ab.alternafimbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.22. 
On the forewings fringes five broadly black or dark almost square markings, 
especially broad in the upper divisions. On upper or underside. 

ab.fuscofImbriata 'Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910. XI.p.13* 
= fuscociliata Metschl Ber. Wat.Ver. Regensburg. (1916-23) . l6.p. 81. 
= antifuscofimbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 22. 
Female. The fringes so heavily chequered and of such a dark ground colour that 
they are almost unicolorous on the forewings. 
Leeds includes males. 

ab. postfuscofimbriata Bright & Leeds, Mon. Corid.1938.p.22, 
On the hindwings the fringes are uniformly dusky brovm. Forewings normal. 

ab. partirafuseof imbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.22. 
On the forewings the fringe is dusky brown but with a slight intervention of 
white,or if three of the darker chequerings connect across the width of the 
fringe. 
A typical Leeds description. 

ab. griseofimbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.22. 
On ‘the forewings and hindwings the fringes are grey. 

ab.antigriseofimbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.22. 
On the forewings the fringes are grey. Hindwings normal. 

ab.postgriseofimbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.22. 
On the hindwings the fringes are grey. Forewings normal. 

ab.fulvafimbriata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid. 1938.p.60. 
Female. On both fore and hindwings the fringes have an effect of brightness,the be, 
best reaching a buff or even pinkish tint. 

ab. ochracea Frohawk. Vars. Brit.Butts.1938.nl.30.f.l.p.127. 
Female. The upparside of an ochreous colour,more or less huffish in tint. 
This is the form which Leeds couples with his male form cinnameus.he is wrong in 
assuming that because the male is cinnamon in cinnaraeus,a female of that tint 
must belong to the same male form,the two are unrelated. 

ab.khaki Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid.1938.p. 49. 
Female. The wings khaki coloured with a mottled appearance consisting of innumerab 
tiny dark spots on a somewhat wainscot ground. 

ab. brunnescens Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. XI.p. 12. 
Tutt states that females of a brown colour are brunnescens and those of a dark to 
blackish colour atrescens. Thi3 brunnescens i3 therefore synonymous with the 
type form which however was not actually described by Poda>only linked with the 
male and generally accented as being merely brown. 
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23 coridon Poda. continued. 

ab. atrescens Tutt. Brit. Leo. 1910. XI. p. 12. 
On the upperside females of a dark to blackish ground colour. 

ab. impar Cockayne. Trans.Snt. Soc.l9l6.p.243. 
= postirapar Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 58. 
Female foim only. Patches of clouded blue or whitish blue standing out clearly 
from the rest of the wing,even when the wings are blue scaled. These patches are 
sometimes a mere spot, sometimes rather large and more than one on a singLe wing 
but apparently more frequent on the hindwings. The type shows the hindwings with 
several of these patches or spots. 
Leeds states that impar has patches on the forewings and gives the name postimpar 
to specimens with the patches on the hindwings only. 
Verity in Farf.Diurn.It. l.p.310 wrongly gives Cockerell as the author. 

ab.antiimpar Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.5®* 
Female. Patches or spots of clouded blue standing out clearly from the rest of 
the ground colour on the forewings only. 

ab. inaequalis Tutt. Brit. Butts. I896.P.I67. 
Female form only. Streaks,patches or large sections of smooth shining bright blue 
or greenish scaling of unusual appearance on any part of a wings or wings. 'This 
is not male scaling and usually looks well polished. 
This form is not in an7 way like impar Cockayne in which the patches are not 
shiny or polished. 

ab. ultrainaequalis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 63. 
Fe male. A wing or wings almost or entirely covered by the smooth bright shining 
blue of inaequalis. 

ab. transinaequalis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 63. 
Female. Streaks,patches or sections similar to inaequalis but whitish in colour 
instead of blue,occasionally greenish. 

intersex roystonensis Pickett. Snt. Sec. 1914.26.p.275. 
Female with male scaling on one or more wings in a peppered manner but never reach 
-ing the full scaling of the male. . The wing affected is usually smaller. 

ab. irregularia Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.l3. 
Male or female,upperside or underside. A spot,streak or patch of dark scaling 
on a wing or wings but not of a faded description. 

ab. biiregularia Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 193s. p.51* 
Female upperside. A wing or wings on the one side different in colour from those 
of the opposite side. 
First described as an underside form so also placed in these notes under "Underside 

form" 

ab. antibiiregularia Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.pl.2.f.23. 
Female. The forewings of a different colour from those of the hindwings 
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ab. subsuffusa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p.20.pl.l.f. 4. 
= mar gotransf ormia Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 12. 
Pathological examples with the marginal areas thinly scaled on the forewings from 
the apex down to the anal angle.This area is roughly triangular,almost the same as 
in ab.marginata Tutt but suffusedly semi-transparent, sometimes drab or brownish. 

ab.transformis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 13 & 51* 
Pathological examples with one,two or three wing3 mistily pallid,bleached,or 
differeing from 'the remaining wing or wings. 

i 
ab.partimtransformis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid, 1938.0.12. 
Patological examples with a wing or wings showing thinly-scaled,pallid or bleached 
spots,streaks or areas. 

ab.glabrata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 9* 
Almost devoid of hair scales,exhibitiig their shiny underscales. The normal silky 
look is absent. 

ab. major Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 13. 
Large specimens over 40 mm. 

ab. minor Cockerell. Entom. 1889.22.p.176. 
- minor Tutt. Brit.Lep.l910.XI.p.l3. 
Small specimens. Tutt gave below 32 mm. 

ab.minutissimus Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910.XI.p. l6.pl.l.f.2. 
Very small examples less than 23 mm. 

? race iisulana Verity. Ent.Eec.i926.38.p.123. 
According to Verity a series from Sevenoaks,Kent,deserve the name of insulana.The 
characters mentioned are not constant and the name is not accepted here. 
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25. ooridon Poda. 

underside forms. 

' i 
ab.pallida Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. l6. 
= albescens Bright &• Leeds. Mon. Gorid.l938.p.27.& 66. 
Male.The ground colour of the underside clear chalky-white,the hindwings with the 
faintest possible tinge of fawn. 
Leeds includes a female form with his alnescens male with the fore and hindwings 
extensively chalky white 

ab.postalbescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid, 1938-P*27 & 65. 
Male underside form with the forewings of the male contrastingly darker than the 
extensively white hindwings. The female forewings show no white but the hindwings 
banded with white from the margin to or beyond the submedian spots. 

ab.alba Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. P.26 & 64. 
.Superb white underside form. In the male sometimes so extreme that nearly the 
whole of the veins are also white. In the female the fore and hindwings are 
extensively white. 

ab. ochrea Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.0.27. 
Male. Underside of the hindwings strikingly ochreous-brown,the forewing3 less 
effectively so. Specimens with only the hindwings ochreous are not ochrea. 

ab.fulvescons Tutt. Brit.Lep.l910,XI.p.l6. 
= postfulvescens Bright & Leeds.Mon. Corid. 193s*p.27.pl. 4.f. 10.& 1> 
Male. Underside of the hindwings with strongly tawny shading. 
Leeds alters the name because it is only a hindwing form. 

ab.brunnescens Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. H.p.l6. 
On the underside of -the female the ground colour is usually brown rather than 
grey-brown,generally with more fuuly brown hindwings. 
Leeds includes males with the underside of fore and hindwings darker brown than 
type without the sandy appearance and with no tint of grey and credits Tutt with 
the authorship but Putt's brunnescens was for female (as abovej The males with this 
brown tint Tutt called fulvesc8ns(see preceding). 

ab.postbrunnescens Bri^it & Leeds. Mon.Corid.l938.p.27.pl.4.f.l6. 

-viale.. lne underside ox the hindwings of a darker shade of brown or fawn without 
a bright 3andly appearance with none or very little grey shading. Forewings white- 
marked or white,pale grey,or palish brown. 

ab.grisescens Tutt. Brit.Lep.I9IO. a.p.l6. 
= postgrisea Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.p.28. 
Male. The underside of the forewings whitish-grey.Hindwings tinged with greyish or 
yellowish-fawn. 

ab. grisea Bright & Leeds, (nec Tutt)nom.preoc. Tutt. Mon. Corid.I938.P.28. 
-.ale. Underside of the forewings darker than usual with no whitish diffusion, 
onerefore grey or grey-brown. Hindwings also grey or grey-brown.The whole effect 
is darker than the type occasionally almost reaching the slaty colour of pulla. 
lute's grisea was a male upperside and in no way related to this dark underside 
form,Leed's name therefore is preocouoied. 





26, underside forms, 

ab.fusoescens Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910. XI.p. l6. 
Male. The underside of the forev/ings dark grey. Hindv/ings distinctly tinged with 
brown. 
Leeds includes females of a similar colour. 

ab.pulla Bright & Leeds. Hon. Corid. 1938.p.28 & 67. 
Hale and female. The underside of the forewings unicolorous,a trifle less dark 
than the hindv/ings which are a3 dark or even darker than the colour of slate, 
sometimes with a slight tint of brown. 
Since Leeds has used this name for uoperside of the male with slate coloured 
wings this underside form must be slaty on the uoperside also. Examples which are 
slaty on the underside only,are not pulla. 

ab.postpulla Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 28 & 67. 
= nigrescens Verity, (nom. nov.pro atrescens Verity) Farf.Diurn It. 1943.2.p.309. 
= atrescens Verity, (nom.preoc. Tutt. 1910) Ent.Sec.i926.38.p. 124. 
Male and female. The underside of the hindwings dark slaty to black. For swings 
grey. 
Verity's atrescens was a female.His second attempt at a name was also unfortunate 
since it was also preoccupied,this time by Leeds. 

ab. postalba Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 64. 
Female. The underside with the hindv/ings white,the forev/ings with little or none. 

ab.pallidula Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.27 & 66. (nom.preoc Tutt. j 
Distinctly paler than type,the paleness of the hindv/ings being the chief indieat- 
ion,pale grey or any other pale colour. 
Thsi is not related to Tutt’s pallidula which was an uoperside male,the name 
is therefore preoccupied and cannot be used. 

ab.antialbescens Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 193®.p. 64. 
Female. The underside of the forewings with a largely white area from the basal 
spot to outer border chevrons,usually triangular in shape or may extend to almost e 
entirely white. Hindwings showing no white. 

ab. centrialbescens Bright & Leeds. M011.Gorid. 1938.p.64. 
Female. Underside of the forewings with a large white area between the basal and 
submedian spots almost or quite separated from the outer border.The ground colour 
which surrounds it gives a striking effect of central whiteness. Hindv/ings with 
no white. 

ab.semialbescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid.1938.p.63. 
Female. Underside of the forewings showing any form of white. Hindwings with a 
white-lined costa and patches or streaks of white. 

ab.infrasemialbescans Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.65. 
Female. Underside of forev/ings with white patches or streaks. Hindwings with 
white streak on the costa from the outer border to or beyond the first basal spot, 

ab.infraalbescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid.1938.P.65. 
Female. Underside of forewings with any form of white. Hindwings with streaks, 
radiations,a patch or patches of white,but with no white on the costa. 
Most of these " albescens" forms are too feeble to merit names. 
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underside forms continued. 

ab. albocentrijuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Go rid. 193 s* p. 64. 
Female. Underside of forewings with a white streak from the base,or near to it, 
to the discoidal spot,or beyond,narrowly,to the outer border Hindwings showing 
no white. 

ab. alboparallala Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938*P* 64. 
Female. Underside of. forewings with two white streaks,or white band,from the 
discoidal spot to the second and third submedian spots. Ti3 white may extend in 
one or both directions and become somewhat broadly white from the base to the 
outer border. Hindwings showing no white. 

ab.alboradia Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. p. 28. 
Male and female. On the underside of the hindwings white radiations along the veinc 
or a large patch of white. 

ab.ultraalboradiata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.P*29. 
Male and female. Underside of hindwings with white streak from the outer border 
to the first basal spot along the costa and radiations of white on the rest of 
the wing. . ... 

ab.postultrafulvescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. p. 66. 
Female. Underside of the hindwings slaty,coffee or chocolate tinted extending 
to almost black but with a dark sandy or reddish diffusion.This reddish is nearly 
of a brick-red. 
What colour this form really is,only Leeds can tell. 

ab. castanea Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p.l6. 
Female. Underside of the hindwings coffee-coloured or chocolate-brown. The forewing 
may be similar. 
‘This would cover anything Leeds imagines in the preceding form,all of his various 
tints would come under coffee or chocolate-brown. 

ab. nigrescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 67. 
Female. Underside of the hindwings blackish tinted up to black but with a brown 
shading and so different from postpulla. The colour of the forewings is immaterial. 
Another very feeble separation. See postpulla on p.26 of these notes. 

ab. chlorescens Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910. XI.p.19. 
The underside with green basal scales on the hindwings. 

ab.sinecaerulescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.P* 68. 
Female.The underside of the hindwings devoid of basal scales. 
Tutt was not the author of this form in coridon,only in icarus. 

ab. coronetta Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910. XI*p. 19* 
Male. The underside of the pallida form, the orange lunules of the hindwings stand 
out like little jewels clearly and separately against the white ground. 
Leeds places this as a female upperside which is ridiculous. 
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underside forms continued. 

ab.aurescens Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. )CI.p.l9. 
= aurea Bright & Leeds. Mon. Go rid. 1938. p. 29. 
The underside with bronzy scales at the base of the hindwings. 
Leeds here makes his most stupid complication to literature.He drops the name 
aurescene given by Tutt and substitutes the name aurea,but uses aurescens for an 
entirely different form. See next form. 

ab.aurescens Bright & Leeds, (nom. or eoc. Tutt. ) Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 30* 
Male. Underside with reddish-orange lunulas in the margin of the hindwings. 
See notes for aurescens Tutt above. 

ab.fumidescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938*p.29. 
Underside with dark smoky scales at the base of the hindwings. 

ab.rufescens Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. CI.p.l9. 
Underside with the marginal lunules of the hindwings vermilion-red. 

ab. suff escens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. I938.p.70- 
Female. Underside with the marginal lunules greyish,slaty,or blackish. 

ab.pairtdmsuffescens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 70. 
Female. Underside with the marginal lunules showing a contrasting difference,one 
or more being slaty,greyish or even black but the rest reddish. 

ab. biirregularia Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.28.& 68. 
Male and female. Underside with the wings fully scaled,not bleached,but different 
in colour on the one side from that of the opposite side. 
This form i3 also described as an upperside female on page 23 of these notes. 

ab. nubila Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 29. 
Male and female. Underside with a diffusion of diny grey extending over a wing 
portion and in its area changing the colour of the white rings or the fringes. 
These areas are not bleached,or like the darker irregularia. 

ab. ultranubila Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.29. 
Male and female. Underside with the wings diffused over with dingy grey or other 
colour which more or less changes the white circles of the discoidal spot,submedian 
and border spots,and the'white of the fringe almost or entirely changed. The wings 
are not bleached. 

ab.crassilunulata 3right & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.71. 
Underside of fore and hindwings with the black discoidal spot larger and more 
downward lengthened. 
This is also described among the upperside forms on t>.17 of these notes. 

ab anticrassilunulata Bright & Leeds. Mon*Gorid.1938.p.38 & /0. 
Underside of the forewings with the discoidal spot larger or more downward lengthened 
than the discoidal spot of the opposite wing,,or with both discoidal spots larger. 

Leeds says use "antisinis" or"antidex” in the former examples. 
Described also as an upperside form on p.17 of these notes. 
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ab. lunacuspidis Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.p.31. 
Underside of the forewings with the black discoidal spot extended from or near the 
centre and ending in a short point,short streak or occasionally two short points. 
Described also as an upperside form on p.1'7 of these notes. 

ab.postlunacuspidis Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid 1938.P.31- 
Underside of tlie hindwings with the black discoidal spot extended from its centre 
and ending in a point or two points. Forewing discoidals normal. 
Also described as an upperside form in these notes. 

ab. ultralunacuspidis Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. P. 31- 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the discoidal spot extended from near its 
centre in a short point or points. 
Desribed also as an upperside form in these notes p.17. 

ab.lunaextensa Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 31- 
Underside of forewings with the discoidal spot elongated in one direction at the 
top or bottom,or both,not joining up with any other spots. 
Also described in the upperside forms on p.l/ of these notes. 

ab.ultralunaextensa Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.31. 
Underside of the forewings with the discoidal spot well elongated in both directions 
i.e.towards the 3ubmedian spots and towards the basal spots but not connecting 
with than. 
Also described in the upperside forms of these notes p.18. 

ab.postlunulata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.P.31. 
Underside of the hindwings with a blackish discoidal marking. 
Also described in upperside forms on p.p of these notes. 

ab. discoid alia-duel ex Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI. p. 17. 
= bilunulata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 30. 
Underside with the discoidal spot of the forewings shaped like an "8’' but split 
in the middle into two parts by a pale nervure. 
Leeds gives Courvoisier as the author of bilunulata but this is not so. 

ab.discoidalisnulla Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 193s.p.31. 
Underside of all four wings with the discoidal spots absent. 
Also described a3 an upperside form on p.18 of these notes. 

ab.antidiscoidalisnulla Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.31. 
Underside of the forewings with the discoidal spots absent. 
Also as an upperside form on p.18 of these notes. 

ab.postdiscoidalisnulla Bright & Leeds.1938.p.31. 
Underside of the hindwings with the discoidal spots absent,even the whitish blotch. 

ab. antiultradiscreta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. pl¬ 
under side of the forewings with the discoidal spot thrown outwards towards the 
margin.Sometimes the basal spots also follow this trend. 
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underside forms continued. 

ab.postultradiscreta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938* P* 34. 
Underside of the hindwings with the discoidal spot thrown outwards towards the 
margin. Sometimes the basal spots also follow this trend. 
Tutt's "discreta" forms apply only to the submedian spots but Leeds uses the name 
for the discoidal spots. 

ab. ultr adds cr eta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 34. 
Underside with the discoidal spots of both fore and hindwings thrown outwards 
towards the margin. Sometimes the basal spots also follow this trend. 

ab. impuncta Courvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges.l903.XI.p. 14. 
= clio Thierry-Mieg, Le Mat.1910.32.p.167. 
Underside of the forewings with the basal spots absent. 

ab.unipuncta Courvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Snt. Ges. 1903.XI.p.24. 
Underside of the forewings with only one basal spot. 

ab. tripuncta Courvoisier. Mitt.Schweiz 3nt. Ges.1903*XI.p.22. 
Underside of the forewings with three basal spots. 

ab. quadripuncta Courvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz 3nt. Ges.1903.XI.p.22. 
Underside of the forewings with four basal spots. 

ab. quinquepuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 32* 
Underside of the forewings with five ba3al spots. 
Leeds gives Courvoisier as author which is not so. 

ab.multipuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.32. 
Underside of the forewings v/ith six or more basal spots. 

ab. elongata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 18 & 38. 
Underside of the forewings with the basal spots in the form of one streak and one 
spot. 
Tutt gives Courvoisier as the author but Courvoisier *s name was "elongataa",a group 
heading. 

ab.bilineata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI. p. 17. 
= basielongata Courvoisier. Iris 1912.26.p.46. 
An extension or development of ab. quadripuncta Courv.which has four basal spots. 
Two of these become lines or streaks,the other two remaining as spots. Sometimes 
both pair3 become lines,forming two streaks instead of four spots. 

ab. trielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.32. 
Underside of the forewings with three elongated spots or streaks at the base. 

ab. quadrielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.32. 
Underside of the forewings with four elongated basal spots or streaks 
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ab.v-nigrum Bright & Leeds, Mon.Gorid. 1938.p. 32. 
Underside of the forewings with two elongated basal spots united at one end,thu3 
forming a "V" placed sideways. 

ab.postimpuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 32. 
Underside of the hindwings with the basal spots absent. 

ab. ultraimpuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.P.32. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the basal spots absent. 

ab.postunielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. p. 32. 
Underside of the hindwings with one of the basal spots elongated. 

ab.postbielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. p. 32. 
Underside of the hindwings with two of the basal spots elongated. 

ab.posttrielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid.1938.p.32. 
Underside of the hindwings with three of the basal spots elongated. 

ab.postquadrielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 33» 
Underside of -the hindwings with four of the basal spots elongated. 

ab.ultraunielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.33. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with one of the basal spots elongated. 

ab. ultrabielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.33* 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with two of the basal spots elongated. 

ab. ultratrielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. p. 33* 
Underside of both fore and hindwing3 with three of the basal spots elongated. 

ab. ultraqu&drielongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 33* 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with four basal spots all elongated. 

ab.antimixtaelongata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.193®.p.33* 
Underside of the forewings with elongated basal spots but different in number on 
the one side from those of the other. 

ab.postmixtaelongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid.1938.p.33. 
Underside of the hindwings with elongated basal spots but 
the one side from those of the other. 

different in number on 
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ab.mixtaelongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p, 33* 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with elongated basal spot3 but different in 
number on the one side from those of the other. 

ab. subelongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938*p. 33- 
Underside of the hindwings with an extra basal 3pot near the inner margin, just 

above the lowest of the four normal ones,this spot being elongated. 

ab. antiparvipuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 193®«P« 33* 
Underside of the forewings with the basal and subraedian spots very small. 

ab.postparvipuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938*P«33* 
Underside of the hindwings with the basal and submedian spots very small. 

ab.parvipuncta Courvoisier. Z.Vviss. Ins. 1907.3«P«74. 
= parvipuncta Sebel. Serge’s Schmett.l910.p.72. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the spots very small. 

ab. eras sip uncta Tutt. Brit, Lep.1910. XI.p.17. 
Underside with the basal,submedian and discoidal spots much enlarged. 
Tutt gives Courvoisier as the author but Courvoisier's name was a group one 

" erassipunctae". See Mitt. Schweiz Mnt. Ges.XI.p. 19. and Vorbroat Schmett. Schweia.p. 
148 for Schemer by Courvoisier. 

ab. anticrassipuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938*p. 34. 
Underside of the forewings with the spots much enlarged. 

ab.postcrassipuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1933.p. 34- 
Underside of the hindwings with the spots much enlarged. 

ab. glomerata Putt. Brit. Lep.1910. XI. p. l6.pl. 2. f. 6. 

= antiglomerata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938*P*34. 
Underside of the forewings with the submedian and basal 3pots drawn in towards the 

discoidal snot,forming a sort of semicircle around it. 
Leeds merely creates a synonym with his "anti". 

ab.postgLomerata Bright & Leeds. Hon. Corid. 1938.p. 34. 
Underside of the hindwings with the submedian and basal spots drawn in towards the 

discoidal,forming a sort of semicircle around it. 

ab. discreta Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910. XI.p.l6.pl.2. f.2. 
Tutt’s first description says the submedian spots of the forewings thrown back 
from the discoidal spot in an almost straight line against the marginal series. 
In his figure he shows both fore and hindwings with this character and the legend 

for the -plate says that this is discreta and that when on for swings only it should 
be antico-discreta.From this it would be best to treat discreta as having tne 

thrown-outwards spots on both fore and hindwings. 
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ab. antico-discreta Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910. X2.pl.2. fig. 3. 

= antidiscreta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 34. 
Tutt did not describe this in the text but on his plate separated "discrete into 

two forms - discreta for both fore and hindwings and antico-discreta for forewings 

only. This latter on plate 2. fig, 3 shows the submedian 3pots of the forewings throw] 
outwards away from the discoidal spot against the marginal spots. 

ab.postdiscreta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938. p. 34* 
Underside of the hindwings with the submedian spots thrown well out towards the 

margin away from the discoidal spot, sometimes touching the marginal chevrons. 

) 

ab. minor-discreta Tutt. Brit. Lep.1910. XI.pl. 2. f. 8. 
Very small 'example of discreta Tutt,the submedian spots thrown outwards away from tl I 

the discoidal spot towards the margin.Not described in the text. 

ab.linea Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.l938.p.34. 
Underside of the forewings with the two lowest submedian spots placed directly 

beneath the discoidal spot,occasionally the spot above these two is also brought in, 
Tutt did not describe this form under coridon so is not the author as Leeds states. 

ab. addenda Bright & Leeds, Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 34. (nom.preoc. Tutt. ) 
Underside of the forewings with an extra single black spot or dot at the top of 
the submedian row. 

Leeds gives this name and description from Tutt’s ab. addenda of icarus,apparently 

not knowing that Tutt had an ab. addenda, in coridon which covers any number of 

extra dots. 

ab.addenda Tutt. Ent,3ec. 1909.21.p.300. (fig.Brit.Lep. XI.pl.2.f.4. ) 
= pluripunctae Courvoisier. (group name) Iris 1912.26.0.43. 
The underside showing extra black dots,not dribbled together,and with or without 

white circles,in places where normally there are no such 3pots or dots. 

ab. antipluripuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938»p* 33- 
Underside of the forewings with extra black spots in normally unspotted areas. 

ab.postpluripuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 33- 
Underside of the hindwings with extra black spots in normally unspotted areas. 

ab. semipluripuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 33- 
The underside with both fora and hindwings showing blind white discs in normally 
unspotted areas,these discs having no black pupils or dots. 

ab. antisemipluripuncta Bright & Leeds, Mon. Gorid. 1938.P. 33- 
The underside of the forewings showing blind white discs in normally unspotted 
areas. 

ab.postsemipluripuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1958.p. 35- 
The underside of the hindwings showing blind white discs in normally unspotted 

areas. 
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ab. apicoextensa Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. P* 35- 
Underside of the forewings with the top spot of the submedian row elongated. 

ab. quintaerratica Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 35- 
Underside of the forewings with the fifth submedian spot much enlarged or elongated 

ab.centriquinta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.35- 
Underside of the forewings with the fifth submedian spot placed beneath the discoid 
al spot and elongated. 

ab.parisiensis Gerhard. Mpn.Eur. Schmett,1852.p-17-pl-32.fig-4. 
= arcuata Courvoisier* (nec.Weymer). Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges.1903. XI.p.21. 
= arcuata Wheeler. Butts. 3witz.1903-P.32. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spot united with a basal spot 
to form an arc. 
The ab.arcuata of Weymer was for icarus but the name is used by many authors for 
coridon,Courvoisier and Wheeler both use it for coridon. Esper figures a similar 
aberration which he calls tiphys which looks extremely like a coridon to me but 
Tutt, Verity and other authors have decided that it belongs to beliargus so it is 
placed there in these notes. 

ab. 3emiarcuata Courvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges.1903.XI.p.20. 
- semi arcuata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI. p. 18. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian attempting to unite with a 
basal spot forming an incomplete arc. 

ab. i-nigrum 'Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. XI.p.43. 
Underside cf the forewings with the lowest submedian spot united with a basal spot 
to form a straight line,not an arc as in the preceding forms. 
Tutt mentions this form but gives no author. 

ab. semi-i-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. p.35- 
Underside of the for swings with the lowest submedian spot almost uniting with a 
basal spot in a straight line,broken however in the middle 

ab.biarcuata Courvoisier. Z.Wiss. Ins.Biol.1907.p-35-pl-l.f-10. 
= biarcuata Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1910. XI.p. 18. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots united with a basal or 
basals to form two arcs,one directly above the other. 

ab. semibiarcuata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid. 1938.p.3&. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots almost united with a 
basal or basals to form two incomplete arcs,one directly above the other. 

ab. bi-i-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938. p.3&. 
Underside of the forewings with the two lowest submedian spots united with basal or 
basals,to form two lines,one directly above the other. 
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ab. semibi-i-nigrura Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938*p*3&. 
Underside of the forewings the lowest submedian spot3 attempting to unite v/ith 
basal spots to form two incomplete interrupted straight lines composed of spots, 

streaks,or both,but failing to make complete lines as in ab.bi-nigrum. 

ab.tri-i-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.3^« 
Underside of forewing3 with three lines or arcs or streaks caused through the union 

of submedian spots with basals. The two lower ones approximate to bi-i-nigrum or 

biarcuata,the upper one as in centriquinta merely an elongated submedian. 

ab.arcuata-semiarcuata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 37- 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots uniting with the basals 

the in two arcs,the upper one complete,the lower one interrupted. 

ab. arcuata-i-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.37* 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots united with the basal to 

form two lines,the upper one being arc shaped,the lower one a straight line. 

ab. areuata-semi-i-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 37- 
Underside of the forewings with the submedian spots united with basals to form 
two lines,the upper one a complete arc,the lower one however an interrupted straight 
line. 

ab. semiarcuata-arcuata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.37* 
Underside of the forewings the lowest submedian spots unite v/ith basals to form 
two stripes or lines,the upper one interrupted arc,the lower one complete arc. 

ab. semiarcuata-i-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 37- 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots united v/ith basal spots 

to form a double line,the upper one an interrupted arc,the lov/er one a straight 
line. 

ab. semiarcuata-semi-i-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 37* 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots united with basal spots 

to form two lines,the upper one an interrupted arc,the lower one an interrupted 

straight line. 

ab.i-nigrum-arcuata 3right & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p.3&. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots united with basal 3pots 

to form, two lines,the upper one a straight line,the lov/er one an arc. 

ab. i-nigrum-semiarcuata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.P.3&. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots united with the basals 

to form two lines,the upper one a straight line,the lowet one an interrupted arc. 

ab. i-nigrum-semi-i-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 36- 
Underside of the forewings with 'the lowest submedian spots united with basals to 

form tv/o lines,the upper one a straight line,the lov/er one an interrupted straight 

line. 
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ab. semi-i-nigrura-arcuata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Go rid. 1938.0.36. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots united with basal3 to 
form two lines,the upper one an interrupted straight line,the lower one a cormlete 
arc. 

ab. semi-i-nigrum-semiarcuata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938* P. 36. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots united with basals to 
form two lines,the upper one an interrupted straight line,the lower one an 
interrupted arc. 

ab.s®ai“i-nigrum-i-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.36. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest submedian spots united with basals to 
form two lines,the upper one an interrupted straight line,the lower one a complete 
straight line. 

ab.arcuata-elongata Saussie. Bull. Goc.Lep. Gen. 1914.3.p.79.pl.l.f.2. 
Underside of the forewings with the lowest but one of the submedian spots united 
in a long streak with a basal spot which is situated much nearer the base than 
usual,consequently making the streak much longer than in the usual " arcuata” forms. 

ab. nonarcuata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.37* 
Underside of the forewings with erratic elongated markings between the submedian 
lowest spots and the basal ones in the same area as arcuata or i-nigrum,which 
cannot be definitely placed with any one form. 
Leeds by this was apparently determined to give every single coridon form a name. 

ab.confluens Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1910. XI.p. 18.pl.2.f. 11. 
Underside of the forewings with an arc like mark above the inner mar gin (arcuata) 
and on the hindwings the first basal 3pot united with the top submedian spot 
(costajuncta) and the third basal spot united with the last submedian(basijuncta) 
A combination form showing all three characters. 

ab. anticentrijuncta 3right & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p. 38. 
Underside of the forewings with one or more of the basal spots connecting with 
the discoidal spot,forming a streak or streaks. 

ab, centrijuncta Bright St Leeds. Mon.Corid.l938.p.79» 
Underside of both fore and hindwings showing a basal spot connecting with the 
discoidal spot. 
Gourvoisier was not the author of this form in coridon as Leeds states. 

ab. discojuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 39. 
Underside of the forewings with the second submedian spot connected with the 
discoidal 3pot in a streak. 
Gourvoisier was not the author in coridon. 

ab. discoidajuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.39* 
Underside of the forewings with the third submedian spot connected with the 
discoidal spot in a streak. 
This was Courvoisier's description of discojuncta which however was not for use ix 
coridon 30 Leeds description can 3tand for this form. 
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ab.parallela Courvoisier. Z.Wiss.Ins.Biol.l907.3*P*36*pl*l*f**21. 
Underside of forewings with two submedian spot3 connected with the discoidal spot 
in two parallel streaks. The rest of the submedian spots may be elongated. 
See Iri3 26.p. 52. and Vorbrodtrs Schmett. Schweiz;, diagram. 

ab.antitransiens Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.p.40. 
Underside of the forewings with the submedian spots erratic in shape,either wedges, 
elongationSjbut not tadpole-shaped. 

ab. transiens Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.40. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the submedian spots erratic in shape, 
either wedges or short elongations,not necessarily all of them. 
Tutt was not the author of this form in coridon. 

ab. antico-juncta Tutt. Brit.Lep.l910XI.p.l8.pl.2.f.5. 
= antijuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.40. 
Underside of the forewings with small extra, black spots dribbled together into thin 
incomplete streaks,from,or near the submedian spots towards the discoidal spot. 

ab. j uncta Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1910. XI.p. 18. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with extra spots as in ab.addenda Tutt,but 
united with the submedian spots to form black linear streaks pointing towards the 
discoidal spot.They are shaped like tadpoles producing a dribbled effect but never 
become a definite complete line or streak. 

ab. extensa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p.39* 
= discoelongata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 40. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the submedian spots elongated into 
wedges or short streaks pointing towards the discoidal spot but not reaching it. 
Leeds wrongly gives Courvoisier as the author of discoelongata and omits Tutt’s 
extensa altogether. 

ab. antico-extensa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 39-pi. 2. f. 12. 
= antidiscoelongata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.40. 
Underside of the forewings with the submedian spots elongated into wedges or short 
streaks towards the discoidal spot but never reaching it. 

ab.antistriata Bright & Leeds, Mon.Corid.1938. p.41. 
Underside of the forewings with a basal spot united with the discoidal spot and 
a single streak from the discoidal to either the second or third submedian spot. 

ab. striata Tutt. Brit.Butts. 1896.p.167. (and Brit.Lep. 1910. XI.p.41.full description) 
= striata Stefanelli. Bull.3oc.Knt. It.1904. 36. 
=■ digitata Courvoisier. Iris 1912. 26. p.33* 
.=antidigitata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 41. 
Tutt first very briefly described striata in Brit,Butts.I896 P.I67 as having the 
spots of the underside more or less united into streaks. The full description 
is given in Brit.Lap.1910.XI.p.41 restricting striata to characters described,The 
description reads "The second,third and fourth submedian spots of the forewings 
united with the discoidal spot,one of the basal streaks similarly joined thereto, 
whilst the lower basal and lower submedian are extended and approach the biarcuats 
form.It is to this form in which the submedian and basal spots unite with the 
discoidal that we now restrict the name striata." 
The hindwings are not mentioned so are presumed normal. Leeds description is wrong. 
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ab.extensa-discoidalis Tutt. Brit.Lap. 1910. CE.p.40. (Pig.Mosley pi.5. ) 
= centroelongata Gourvoisier. Iri3 1912. 2 6. p. 46. 
Underside of the forewings with the discoidal spot apparently divided into two 
parts each forming a long streak towards the submedian spots.A third streak appears 
below these and the lower basal spot also forms a long streak. These various streaks 
do not join up with each other or any other spots. 

ab.discoradiata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.I938.p. 41. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the discoidal spot connected through the 
submedian 3pots to the marginal chevrons by one or more streaks. 

ab.antidiscoradiata Bright-& Leeds. Mon.Gorid. 1938.p. 41. 
Underside of the forewings with the discoidal spot connected through the submedian 
soots to the marginal chevrons by one or more streaks. 

ab. extrema Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 42.pl. 10.f. 4 & pi. 18. f. 9. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with a basal spot connected with the discoidal 
spot and continued,after branching,througjh the submedians to reach the margin soots 
in one or more streaks. 
The two figures are somewhat different,one much more extreme than the other but 
both show more streaks than just those branching from the discoidal spot. 

ab.antiextrema Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.42. 
Underside of the forewings with a basal spot connecting with the discoidal spot and 
continued,after branching,on through the submedians spots to reach the marginal ones 
in one or more streaks. 

ab. tarasina Cabeau. Rev.Mens. Soc.Ent. Mam. 1920. 20.p. 19. 
On the underside of the forewings all the ocelli except the marginal ones,are conflu 
-ent into one large blacl area as in the Hesperid S.malvae ab. taras^wliich has this 
same area white on a black ground. In thi3 form tarasina the joined up spotting is 
black and very distinct on a white ground. 

ab. basiextrema Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 41. 
Underside of the forewings with the basal spot connected by a long streak along the 
inner margin to idle marginal, chevron ,not via the discoidal spot. 

ab. costajuncta Tutt. Snt. Rec. 1909.21.p. 300. 
Underside of the hindwings with the first basal spot united with the first or top 
submedian spot in a streak. 

ab.semicostajuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.37- 
Underside of the hindwings with the first basal spot and topmost submedian spot 
attempting to unite but just failing to do so. 

ab.basijuncta Tutt. Ent.Rec. 1909.21.p.300. (fig.Brit. Lep.XI.pl.2.f. 7. ) 
= retrojuncta Gourvoisier. Iris.1912.26.p. 30. 
Underside of the hindwings with the third basal spot united in a streak with the 
lowest of the submedians(the twin-spot) 
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ab. somibasijuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 193®*P* 37» 
Underside of the liindwings with the third basal spot almost uniting with the 
lowest submedian,or each elongated towards 'the other. 

ab. 3emibasi.juncta-basi.juncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 37• 
Underside of the hindwings with the third basal spot united with the lowest 
3ubmedian in a streak,and another interrupted streak from the same basal 3pot to 

the next submedian. 

ab.seniretrojuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.37* 
Underside of the hindwings with the fourth basal spot elongated towards the 
marginal chevrons but not reaching them. 
It is unfortunate that Leeds links this form with retrojuncta Courvoisier since 
he is completely wrong in his description of retrojuncta itself.This is a synonym 
of basijuncta Tutt and has the third basal spot united with the lowest(twin-spot) 
submedian,not with the marginal chevrons at all. 

ab.retrojuncta Bright & Leeds, (nec Courvoisier) Mon.Gorid. 1938.p.37- 
Underside of tiie hindwings the fourth basal spot is united with the marginal 
chevrons in a streak. 
Leeds credits Courvoisier with the authorship but has given the description of 
a much rarer form than Courvoisier’s retrojuncta which was merely a synonym of 
basijuncta Tutt and not at all rare, heed’s name for this form cannot stand 
however since it is preoccupied by Courvoisier’s. 

ab.semibasijuncta-retrojuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.193®.p.37* 
Underside of the hindwings with the third basal spot and the lowest submedian spot 
elongated towards each other but not uniting and the fourth basal spot united with 
the last marginal chevron in a streak. 

ab.bibasijuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 38. 
Underside of the hindwings with two complete streaks in the same area' as basijuncta 
Tutt. It is like basijuncta with another streak just above it,or below it,and 
running parallel 

ab. semibib as ijuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 38. 
Underside of the hindwings with two interrupted streaks in the same area as 
basijuncta Tutt,an attempted union of basal and submedian spots,sometimes as far 
as the marginal chevrons. 

ab. ultrabibasi j uiicta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Co rid. 1938. p. 3®. 
Underside of the hindwings with the third basal spot united with the lowest 
submedian(basijuncta),and the fourth basal spot united with a marginal chevron 
retrojuncta Bright & Leeds(nec Courvoisier). 

ab.basijuncta-semiretrojuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 38. 
Underside of the hindwings with the third basal united with the lowest submedian 
(basijunota) and the fourth basal elongated downwards towards the last marginal 
chevron but nor joining it.(semiretrojuncta 3.& L.) 

; • ab. semitribasijuncta Brigit & beeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 38. 
Underside of hindwings with three parallel lines in the "basijuncta" area,one may 
reach the marginal chevrons. These lines are interrupted,not complete as in the 
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ab. tribasi.juncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Cor id. 1938* P. 38. 
Underside of the hindwings with three parallel complete lines in the "basijuncta" su 

area,one of which may reach the marginal chevrons. 

ab. c-nigrum Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.?. 38- 
Underside of the hindwings with the lowest submedian,the twin spots,united in the 
form of an inverted arc,or a letter ” G" placed on its back. 
Tutt did not describe this form in coridon. 

ab.postcentri.juncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.p. 38. 
Underside of the hindwings with one of the basal spots or a streak from the base 
extending into the discoidal white patch, or connecting with the discoidal spot if 
present. 

ab.postdiscojuncta Brigfnt & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.39» 
Underside of the hindwings with a submedian spot connecting with the discoidal 
spot in a streak. 

ab.posttraasiens Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 40. 
Underside of the hindwings with the submedian spots erratic in shape,one or more 
being prominently lengthened but not tadple-shaped. 

ab.po3ti.co-juncta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 18. 
= postjuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 40. 
Underside of the hindwings with small extra black spots dribbled into thin 
incomplete streaks. 

ab.postico-extensa Tutt. Brit.Lep.l910.XI.p.39*pl.2.f.l2. 
= postdiscoelongata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.40. 
Underside of the hindwings with some or all of the submedian spots elongated into 
streaks pointing towards the discoidal but not reaching it. 

ab.poststriata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.41 
Underside of the hindwings with a basal spot united via the discoidal spot with a 
submedian spot. 

ab.postextrema Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.p.42. 
Underside of the hindwings with a basal spot connected with the discoidal spot 
and continued on through the submedian spots to reach the marginal chevrons in one 
or more streaks. 

ab.postdigitata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 41. 
Underside of the hindwings with a basal spot united with the discoidal spot and ther 
branching into two streaks which connect with the submedian spots. 

ab. costa extrema Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. P* 41. 
Underside of the hindwings with the first basal spot coonected along the costa in 
a long streak to the marginal chevron. 
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underside forms continued. 

ab. postdiscoradiata Bright & Leeds, lion. Gorid.l938.p. 41. 
Underside of the hindwing3 with the discoidal spot connected by one or more streaks, 
through the submedian spots,to the marginal chevrons. 

ab.limbojuncta Courvoisier. Iris 1912.26.P.30. 
Underside of the hindwings with the first submedian (topmost) spot connecting with 
a marginal chevron in a streak. 

ab. semilimbo juncta Bright & Leeds, lion. Corid. 1938.p. 39. 
Underside of the hindwings with the topmost submedian spot elongated outs&rds and 
attempting to connect with a marginal chevron. 

ab.virgularia Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p.39. 
Underside of the far.swings with one or both of the submedian twin-spots extended 
to reach the marginal chevrons in straight or curved streaks. 

ab. semivirgularia Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid.1938.p. 39. 
Underside of the forewings with one or both of the submedian twin-spots elongated 
ouwards and attempting to connect with marginal chevrons. 

ab.apicojuncta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.39. 
Underside of the forewings with the first(topmost)submedian soot connected in a long 
streak with a marginal chevron. 
Tutt did not describe this form under coridon. 

ab.radiata Bright & Leeds. M011. Corid. 1938.p.41. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the submedian spots lengthened outwardly 
to reach the marginal chevrons in streaks or rays. 
Verity and Leeds both give Courvoisier as the author but I can find no mention of 
a "radiata" under the species coridon.See Iris 26 p.53 and the Courvoisier diagram 
in Vorbrodt’s Schmett der Schweiz. 

ab. antiradiata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 41. 
Underside of the forewings with the submedian spots,one or more,lengthened outwardly 
and connecting with marginal chevrons in a streak or streaks. 

ab.postradiata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.41. 
Underside of the hindwings with one or more of the submedian spots lengthened 
ouwardly and connecting with a marginal chevron in a streak or streaks. 

ab. ultraradiata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 41. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with all or nearly all the submedian spots 
well lengthened to connect with the marginal chevrons in streaks or ray's. 

ab. sagitt&ta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p.41. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the marginal chevrons elongated into 
wedges or pointed streaks and extending towards the submedian spots. 
Courvoisier did not describe this form under coridon. 
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ab. antisagittata Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid. 1938.O.40. 
Underside of the forewings with the marginal chevrons elongated into wedges or 
pointed streaks extended towards the submedian spots. 

ab.postsagittata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 40. 
Underside of the hindwings with the marginal chevrons elongated into wedges or 
pointed streaks which extend towards the submedian spots. 

ab. curvatura Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 4-3. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the marginal chevrons and intersecting 
veins,heavily dusted and together forming a strongly outlined series of arches, 
usually accompanied by idle more or less absence of the black dots they normally 

enclose. 

ab. crassichevro Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 193s.p.43. 
Underside of fore and hindwings,or just the forewings or the hindwings,with the 
marginal chevrons muoh enlarged standing out well from normal specimens. 

ab.transversa Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p. 42. 
Underside of fore and hindwings with two or more of the 
transversely forming a "downwards" union in the form of 
Leeds gives Courvoisier as the author but Gourvoisier's 
a group name,not to be applied to a single aberration. 

submedian spots connected 
a line or chain. 
"formae transversae*1 was 

ab.antitransversa Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.P.42. 
Underside of the forewings with two or more of the submedian spots united transverse 

-ly forming a downwards line or chain. 

ab.posttransversa Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 42. 
Underside of the hindwings with two or more of the submedian spots united 
transversely to form a downwards line or chain. 

ab.exteratransversa Bright & Leeds, Mon.Corid. 1938.p.42. 
Underside of the forewings with the small black marginal dots connected by a 
transverse line. At least the second,third,fourth and fifth must be so connected. 

ab. ultraexteratransversa Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 82. 
Underside of both fore and hindwings with the small black marginal dots connected 
by a transverse line. At least the second,third,fourth and fifth must be joined on 
the forewings and at least three dots on the hindwings. 
A typical Leeds description. 

ab.postexteratransversa Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid. 19p8.p.42, 
Underside of the hindwings with at least three of the small marginal dots connected 

by a transverse line. 
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ab. argenteoguttata Tutt. Bi‘it. Lep. 1910. XI. p. 19. 
The underside of the hindwings with silvery-blue scales in two or three of the 
marginal spots towards the anal angle. 

ab.privata Courvoisier ?. 
In Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges.l903.p.24 Courvoisier gives "formae privatae" as a group 
name. It is not used here as an aberrational name. 

ab.obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Butts. 189b.p.167. 
= paucipuncta Courvoisier. Iri3.1912.26.p. 63. 
On the underside the spots tending strongLy to obsolescence. 
This presumably means on both fore and hindwings. Tutt did not mean without any spots 
at all since later in Brit.Lep.XI.p. 18 he says -the spots considerably reduced until 
only the discoidal and marginal lunules are left when it becomes corydonis Bergstr. 
Unfortunately he uses the same name obsoleta for forewing and hindwing forms in 
which the spots are completely absent. Leeds further complicates matters by naming 
an antiobsoleta and a postobsoleta in which the spots are only reduced in number 
not completely absent,and therefore different from Tutt’a fore and hindwing obsolete 

ab. antico-obsoleta Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910.XI.p.18. 
= anticaeca Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid.1938.p.43. 
Underside of the forewings with all spots,except the discoidal,absent. Hindwings 

normal. 

ab.postico-obsoleta Tutt. Brit.Lep.1910. XI.p. 18. 
- cinnus Gerhard. (nom.preoc Hubner) .Vers.Mon. Eur. Cchmett. 1833.pl« 32.. -b. 
= semi-cinnus Gabeau. Lamb.l923.23.p. 49. 
- postcaeca Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938. p. 43. 
Underside of the hindwings with all spots absent except the discoidal.Forewings 

normal. 

ab. antiobsoleta Bright & Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938.p. 43. 
On the underside of the forewings one or more of the submedian spots,and sometimes 
one or both of the basal spots,are absent. Hindwings normal. 
Tils is not the same as antico-obsoleta Tutt which ha3 no spots at all except the 
discoidal on the forewings.The name is so similar that it ought to be given another. 

ab.postobsoleta Bright & Leeds. Mon.Corid. 1938.p.43. 
On the underside of the hindwings one or more of the submeaian spots are absent,or 
two or three basal spots,or some of each. 
Thi3 is not the same as oostico-obsoleta Tutt. 

ab, irregularis-obsoleta Tutt, Brit.Lep.. 1910* XI.pi.2.f.20, & 21. p. 38. 
= irregularis ‘Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. Xl.p.18. 
On the underside one or three of the wings are of the corydonis(spotless)xorm,tne 

other wing or wings almost or quite normal. 
Tutt on his plate calls this form irregularis-obsoleta and this has page priority 
over the name on page 18 which is merely irregularis. 'The name again becomes 

irregularis-obsoleta on p.38. 

ab.dextro-obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1910. XI.p. 18 & 37* 
Underside with the right wings obsolete,the left ones normal. 
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underside forms continued. 

ab. sinistro-obsoleta Tutt. Brit.Lep.l910.XI.p.l8.& 37* 
Underside with the left wings obsolete,the right wings normal. 

ab.cinnus-obsoleta Tutt, Brit. Lep.19lO.XI.pl. 2. f. 18. 
Underside of the forewings with the spots reduced,the hindwings with no spots. 

Not described in the text. 

ab. biarcuata-obsoleta Tutt. Brit.Leo.1910.XI.pi.2.f.17. 
Underside of the forewings of the biarcuata type with two arc3 just above the inner 
margin,and the hindwings with the spots strongly reduced. 

Not described in the text. 

ab. anticoextensa-obsoleta 'Tutt. Brit.Lap. 1910. XI.p. 39. 
Underside of the forewings with the 3ubmedian spots extended into streaks and the 

hindwings with all spots,except the discoidal,absent. 

ab.corydonis Bergstrassejr Icon. 1779.2.pi.l.f.7~8. 

= cinnu3 Hubner. Sarnml. fur. Schmett. 1823-24.pi. 167. f. 831. 

= sohni Buhl. Soc.Snt. 1893.7»P* 190. 
- privatissima CJourv. Mitt. Schweiz Nnt.Ges. 1903* XI.p. 25.pl. 2f. 8. 

Underside of both fore and hindwings with all spots,except the discoidals,absent. 

ab.lucretia Gaschet. Bull. 3oc.Nnt.Fr. 1877. 3er.5.p. [LXN). 
= v^^ia- ■■ Inf. Eat*.-l-'^l-Q, .1v 0. 0, -3*■ 
= obsoletissima ‘Tutt. Brit.Lap. 1910.XI.P. 18.pl. 2.f.13. 

= caeca Courvoisier. Iris.1912.26,p.63* 
The description of lucretia shows that it is the first name for specimens with all 
the underside spots absent,even the discoidal,which merely shows a white mark with 

no black spot. 

ab.antiobsoletissima Bright & Leeds. Mon.Gorid.1938.p.44. 
Underside of the forewings with all spots,including the discoidal,absent.Hindwings 

normal. 

ab.postobsoletissima Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 44. 
Underside of the hindwings with all spots,including the discoidal,absent. Forewings 

normal. 

ab. antivacua Bright % Leeds, Mon. Gorid. 1938.p. 44. 
Underside with all markings on the forewings completely absent,except the veins. 

Hindwings normal. 

ab.postvaoua Bright & Leeds. Mon. Gorid. 1938.p.44. 
Underside of the hindwings with all markings,spots and marginal chevrons,absent. 

ab.vacua Gillmer. Int.Ent. Z. 1910.4.p. 3. 
The underside completely markingLess,therefore without the curved submedian spots, 

the basal spots,the discoidal spot,and the marginal spots. ML so without the orange 

moons and chevrons. 

So 
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ab. obsolescens Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1910. Cl.p. 19. 
Underside with the markings in the margins practical!/ obsolete except for faint 
grey traces of the chevrons,more often seen on the forewings than on the hindvings. 

The other spots of the underside normal. 

ab. fowleri (see pag*e ~] of these notes.) 
The ab. fowleri underside given by Leeds on page 44 of his Monograph are not the ab. 

fowleri of South,unless the marginal spots are absent on the upperside also. Leeds 
is wrong in calling underside forms with the marginal spots absent on the underside 

only, ab.fowleri,since one often sees specimens with these spots missing on the 
underside but present on the upperside, in which case they are not South's fowleri, 
the figures of which show the uoperside marginal dots absent. For this reason Leeds 
fowleri underside forms are not included here as underside forms, but given only as 

upperside variations. The form with the marginal dots absent on the underside but 

present on the upperside,requires a new name. 





L. bellargus Rott.,aberrational forms, etc. i. 
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addenda Tutt. 9. caerulescens- lmpuncta Courv. 9. 
lunulata Tutt. k. 

adonis Schlff. 1. 
caerulescens- 
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alblclncta Tutt. 6. marglnata Tutt. U. Irregularis Tutt. 5. 
albinismo-rufescens Oberth. 6. ceronus Esp. k* 

alboflrabriata Glllm. 2. ceronus-lunulata Tutt. u. 

albollneata Tutt. 2. cinnldes Stdgr. 12. krodell Glllm. 12. 

albolunulata Vorbr. 5. (clnnus Stdgr. see cinnldes 12.) 
alborrarginata Ebert. 6. coelestls Oberth. k» 

albo-ocellata Tutt. 8. confluens Algn. 11. lacon Kirby. 3. 
analoga Staud. 8. conjuncta Tutt. 10. lallemandi Pionn. 5. 
antebrltannorum Vty. 7. coppella Th.-Mleg. 9. latefasclata Schultz. 5. 
antlco-obsoleta Tutt. 12. costajuncta Tutt. 11. leucophtbalma Staud. 6. 
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czekelii Algn. 1. major Tutt. 7. 
marglnata Tutt, 6. 

basl-elongata Courv. 9. metalllea Tutt. 5. 
basljuncta Tutt. 11. detersa Vty. 8. minor Musch. 7. 
bellargoldes Vty. 9. dlgltata Courv. 10. minor Tutt. 7. 
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bilunata Courv. 9. dlsco-juncta Courv. 10. niesiolowskll PrQff. dgccK, 

blnulata Beur. 9. nigra Ckll. 1. 
blstrlata Tutt. 9. nlgrescens Tutt. 3. 
brltannorum Vty. 7. excelsla Tutt. 1. nigromaculata B. & L. 2. 

(brunnea Courv. 6.) extrema Courv. 10. nigro-ocellata Tutt. 8. 
brunnescens Tutt. 3. 

flavescens Tutt. 6. obsoleta Tutt. 11. 
caeca Courv. 12. flavomaculata Lek. 6. 
caerulea Courv. 5. fullglnosa (Hosp.) Vorbr. 8. 
caeruleoclncta Tutt. 6. fuscescens Tutt. 8. pallescens Tutt. 8. 
caeruleo-cuneata Tutt. 3. pallida Aust. 1. 
caeruleollneata Vty. 5. pallida Mosley. 1. 
caeruleopuncta Tutt. 7. grlsea Courv. 3. parallela Courv. 10. 

caerulescens Oberth. U. particolor Tutt. 2. 
caerulescens Tutt. k. 

\ 
parvlpuncta Algn. 2. 

hyaclnthus Lew. 1. parvipuncta Tutt. 8. 
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salacia Bergstr. 3. 

saphyrus H.-S. 8. 

semlarcuata Courv. 11. 
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grisescens Oberth. 1. 
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Ljsandra Hemming. 

bellargus Hottenburg. TJaturf. 1773* 6. p. 2p. 

- thetis So ttenburg. (homonym Drury 1773) Ha turf. 1775* 6. p. 24. 
= adonis Cchiff ermuller. !±en Verz. 1775. p.134. 

= hyaointhus Lewin. Pap. Gt.Brit. 1795*?»78*pl*37*^» 4-6. 

Aberrational forms etc. 

ab.pallida Austin. Ent.-Bee. 1890.1.p. 12. 
= pallida Mosley. Hat. Jo urn. Suppl. 189o.p. 9. 

The upperside pale lavender. Hie underside with the usual white rings but no spots, 

the rings being blind. Austin does not state the sex but it is presumably male. 

Mosley includes the female in his pallida, of a pale, brown 

This is the form often referred to as a hybrid between icarus and bellargus. 

&b. argentea Tutt. Brit.Lep.1909. C.p.338* 
Male. Hie upperside silvery-grey. The underside dark grey without red marginal spots. 

afe. supra-violacea-grisescens Oberthur. Etudes 1896.20.pl.J.f.26. 

Male. Hie upperside rather pale purplish-grey. 

Tlie name is more of a description and possibly not acceptable. 

ab. czekelii Aigner. Sov.Lapok I90p.p.l4. (Snt.Z. 1906.19.?.209) 
Male. Hie upperside bluish-grey. 

ate.ourpurascens Tutt. Brit.Le31.i909. Ip.331. 
Male. Hie upperside strongly tinged with purple or violet. 

ab. exoelsia Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. C.P. 331. 
Male. His upperside brilliant shining silky blue or pearly blue. 

ab.viridescens Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X.p. 331. 
Male. Hie upperside greenish-blue. 

ate. nigra Cockerell. Entom. 1889.22.p.3. (see Broc. S. Lond.Ent.& N.H. 3oc. 1886.p.ol. ) 

Two "black” males exhibited by Hr. Sabine at a meeting of the South London Ent. Soc. 

These Sabine specimens are described by Mr South in Entom.vol.20 1887.The first 
one as "blue-black,with small black spots on the hind margins and a dash of brownish 

colour along the inner margins of the hindwings. Nervures black,running through the 

whitish fringes.". The second specimen as "blue-black,somewhat darker than the first 

Finges chequered dark grey and black." 
The form therefore is blue-black with the fringes grey or dark grey and chequered 

with black. The following foim has the fringes black and much more extreme. 

ate. totonigra Lipscomb. Ent. Bee. 1966.70.p. 7®. 
Ubperside of all wings dark purple-blue.Body,thorax and antennae black 
the fringes.Underside dark smoky-grey,hindwings smoky-brown,the spots 

the white rings which normally surround them and the discoidal Spot of 

are obliterated . 

as are also 
typical but 
the hindwings 





bellargus Hott. continued 

ab. suffusa Tutt. Brit. Butts.1896.p.171. 
Male. Dark leaden blue. 

ab.particolor Tutt. £rit. Lep. 1909. X.p.340. 
Male. The right wing3 normal blue,the left ones lilac-grey. 

ab. courvoisieri Stauder. Ent. Anz. 1922.2.p. 69. 
Male. The upperside dark sky-blue with a very dull sheen, not the bright blue of the 

type. 

ab.petri Verity. Ent. tec. 1920. 32. p. 142. 
Male. Like bellargus but of a very glossy pale colouring,in certain lights pale 

blue,in others silvery-white with a greenish tinge. 
Since Verity thinks this may be a hybrid between bellargus and aragonensis it most 

probably does not belong here. 

hybrid polonus Zeller. Stett. Ent. Z. 1845.6.p. 331. 

=polona Herrich-Schaffer. Schmett.Sur. 1849.1. p. 91. 
Male of a tint half way between bellargus and coridon. Presumed hybrid. 

We have the specimen recorded by ‘Tutt in Ent. Zee. 4.0.23O and it agrees well with 

this description. 

ab.puncta Tutt. Brit. Butts. I896.P. 170. 
- parviouncta aligner. Rov.Lapok 1905* 14. p. 14. (Ent. Z. 1906.19. P. 209) 

= nigromaculata Bright & Leeds. Mon. Coridon 1938.P.113* 
Male with a row of well-defined little black spots in the margins of the hind wings 

upperside. 

cf ab.rufopunctata Hostagno. Boll. 3oc. Zool. Ital. 1906, Ser. 2mvoX],p. 272. 

- rubro-maculata Oberthur. Leo. Comp.1909.3-pl.19*f. 37* 
- rufolunulata 'Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X*P* 350. 
"It is the ab.ceronus Ssper with the black marginal spots of the bind ings bordered 

on their upper part by bright fulvous." 
Hostagno apparently thought the ab. ceronus Esper which has the wings completely 
blue to be a male.The form is therefore the same as Oberthur’s and Tutt’s forms 

which were males with orange lunules on the margins of the upperside of the hind- 

wings. 

ab. albcfimbriata Gillmer. Ent. Z. 1905.19. p. Ipl* fig. 2. 
The upner and underside showing no black bars or chequerings on the white fringes. 
Some authors place hyacinthus Lewin as this form because the very bad figure shows 
no bars on the finges of the p/but the female figure shows some on one wings. Lewin, 

by the name,obviously named it on colour since the fringes are not mentioned in his 

description. 

ab. albolineata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909* X*p. 332. 
Male. On the upperside of the hindwings white or whitish marks preceding the fringe 

which almost link up to form a white line. 
Verity named a similar fom in the female in which these marks are blue, 

caeruleolineata in female forms of these notes. 

See 
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3 bellargus Rott. continued, 

ab.brunnescens Tutt. Brit.Lep.1909*X.p.33^. 
Female which are distinctly brownish on the upperside. 

ab. nigreseems Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909*X. p. 33^. 
Female which are blackish-fuscous on the upperside. 

ab, grisea Courvoisier. Snt. 1.1910.24.p.l69. 
Female with a grey reflection on the upperside especially at the apex of the fore¬ 
wings where they are truly grey. 

) 

ab.lacon Kirby. Jermyn's Butt.Vade Mecum 1827.p.l68. 

The wings deep black with deep blue disc and a faint row of marginal spots. Hind- 
wings with a row of marginal spots,the fringes barred with brown. 
This is placed under icarus by Tutt but since Kirby makes the chief point of 
difference from icarus thestylis the fact that 'the hindwings are barred with brown 
it would seem to belong to bellargus with worn forewings. 
It would probably be best not to use the name. 

ab.venilia Bergstrasser. Icon. Pap. Diurn. 1779. l.pl. 3-f*3-4. 
Female with blue scaling at the base of the for swings and on the hindwings thin 
blue marks on the external edge of the marginal lunules.These are orange and well- 
developed on the hindwings but absent on the forewings. 

ab. v enilia-lunulata 'Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X. p. 33^- 
Female with blue scaling at the base of the forewings and on the hindwings the 
orange marginal lunules externally edged with blue.These lunules are well-developed 
on the hindwings and show faintly on the forewings. 

ab. salacia Bergstrasser. Icon.Pap.Diurn.dec. 1.1779*pi. 3.1-2. 
Female with blue scaling at the base of the forewings and on the hind-rings the 
orange lunules externally edged with blue. The orange lunules are well-developed on 
all wings. 

ab. caeruleo-cuneata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X.p. 333- 
Female with blue scaling at the base of the forewings and on the hindwings the 
orange lunules externally edged with blue. In addition there are blue wedges or 
chevrons edging the lunules on their- internal side. The orange lunules are on the 
hindwings only. 

ab. cuneo-lunulata Putt. Brit.Lep. 1909. X.p. 333. 
Female with blue scaling at the base of the forewings and on the hindwings the 
orange lunules externally edged with blue. In addition there are blue wedges on the 
internal edge of the orange lunules. These are well-developed on the hindwings and 
faintly on the forewings. 

ab. cuneo-marginata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X. p. 333. 
Female with blue scaling at the base of the forewings and on the hindwings the 
orange lunules externally edged with blue.In addition there are blue wedges on the 
internal side of the lunules. The orange lunules are well-developed on all wings. 





4, bellargus Kott, continued 

. ab. caerulescene Oberthur. Lep. Gorq:i. 1909 June. 3. p. 40 /. pi. 19.i*. 
The coloured figure shows the upper side of the forewings well dusted with a pale 

I whitish blue except on the costa. There are no orange marginal lunules. The hindv/ings 
are brown,dusted with whitish blue only at the base. A row of orange marginal lunule; 

enclosed in an edging' of whitish blue. This whitish blue is quite different from 
the usual blue which bellargus females develop. 

ate. caerulescens Tutt. (nom*preoc. Oberthur. June 1909) Brit. Lep. 1309. A. p. 333. 
Female with the uoperside of the forewings blue from base to beyond the discoidal 
point. On the hindv/ings the blue extends from the centre to the orange marginal 
lunules,also along the inner margin. The orange lunules are on the hindv/ings only. 

ab. caerulescens-lunulata Tutt. Brit.L©p. 1909.X.p.333* 
Female with the forewings blue-scaled from the base to beyond the discoidal point. 
The hindwings blue-scaled from the centre of the wing to the orange marginal lunules 
and along the inner margin. ‘The orange lunules are well represented on the hindv/ings 
and faintly on the forewings. 

ab. caerulescens-marginata Tutt. Brit. Lev. 1909. -wp. 333- 
Feraale with the forewings blue-scaled from the base to beyond the discoidal point. 
The hindwings blue from the centre.outwards to the orange marginal lunules and on th 
inner margin. ‘The orange lunules are well-developed on all four wings. 

ate. ceronus Ssper. Eur. Schmett. 1784. l.p.i78.pl. 90. f.2. 
Female in which the blue scaling extends over the fore 
the brown ground except alon the costa ana outer margins 
present on all wings,and the veins are outlined in black 

and hindv/ings 
.s„ The orange lunules 

obliterating 
are 

ate. samiceronus Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X.p.333. 
Female in which the blue extends over all wings except on the costa and margins 
and the veins. The orange marginal lunules are present on the hindwings only. 

ab. cerohus-lunulata Tutt. Brit. Lep.1909. X.p. 333* 
Female1 with the blue extending over all wings except on the costa and margins and 
the veins. The orange marginal lunules are present on the hindwings and faintly on 
the forewings. 

ab.ooelestis Oberthur. Bull. Soc.Ent.Fr.l908.p. 23. 
Female in which all the wings are entirely blue including the margins,costa and 
veins.Orange marginal lunules are present on all wings. 

ab. semicoelestis 'Tutt. Brit. Lep.1909. X.p.333- 
Female with the wings completely blue,including costa,margins and veins. The orange 
marginal lunules are on the hindwings only. 

ate. subcoele.stis Putt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X.p. 333« 
■Female with the wings completely blue including costa,margins and veins.Orange 
marginal lunules on the hindwings and faintly on the forewings. 



I 
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5. bellargus Sett. continued. 

ab. bicolor Gelin. , Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1914. p. 183, pi. 
Female which lias all wings entirely slue a3 in coelistis ®ut on the. nindw ings uiicj.c 

are black scales concentrated in the median area,in the interneural spaces,in ray¬ 

like formation. 

ab. lallemandi pionneau. Bchange. 1924.39* no. 4l6. p.23. 
Female with all the wings blue as in coelistis hut with the orange marginal lunulas 

completely absetn on all four wings. 

ab. urania Gerhard. Jfon.l833.P»17*P1*30»^*4. 
Female with blue scaling from the base to beyond the discoidal point but with no 

trace of orange marginal lunules. 
Described as a 6 but,as Tutt says,obviously a 9. 

ab.radiata Gaschet. Bull. Soc.Ent.Fr.l877. Ser.5.vol.7.p.L£EII. 
Female. On the hindwings the nervures are of a brilliant azure blue and the 

interneural so aces deep blue, encroaching and radiating on the olacr towards the 
margins. Just "before the margin the dark tint is effaced and azure blue alone remains. 

The forewings are somewhat similar but less prominently so. 

ab. caerulea Courvoi3ier. Ent. Z. 1910» 24.p. 169. 

All blue females. 
Courvoisier gave this name to cover all females predominantly blue and includes a 

number of forms such as ceronus,coelistis,urania etc. ,all ox which nave seen treated 
here as distinct aberrations. Courvoisier wished to standardise names and do away 

with the many sli^rtly different forms,but the law of priority will not allow such 

a course. The name cannot be used. 

ab.metallica Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1 y)X. I• e3‘-» 
Female with brilliant adonis blue over the whole wing area with a very distinct 

metallic sheen. 
This may well be the ab. inaequalis of coridon but I have never seen a specimen 

the blue over all the wings. 

with 

ab. irregularis Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X.p. 348. 
The wings showing different varietal forms, 
fore-wing blue as in ceronus Esper and the 

Tutt described a female with the right 
left wing brown. Both hindwings brown. 

ab. caeruleolineata Verity. Farf. Diurn. It. 1943.2.p. 489. 
Female in which the orange marginal lunules of the hindwing- 

external side with blue,immediately preceding the fringe. 

are edged on their 

ab. albolunulata Vorbrodt. Mitt.Schweiz Ent. Ges.l9'21.13.p.l81. 

Female with white-edged marginal moons on the hindwings. 
This is all Vorbrodt says,whether or not they are on the inner or outer edge is 

not stated. 

ab. latefasciata Schultz. Ent. Z. 1906.19.p. 214. 
\ Female with the reddish-yellow marginal lunules 

all wings. 

fusing together to form bands on 





6 bellargus Both continued, 

at. aurescens Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1909. £.p. 334. 
Female with the marginal lunules bright orange. 

ab.flavescens Tutt. Brit.Leo. 1909.X. p.332. 
= flavomaoulata Lekic. Z.Ost.Snt.Ver.1924.9.p.42. 
Female with the marginal lunules,above and below,yellow. 

ab.ruf escens Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909.1.p. 332. 
Female with the marginal lunules red. 

ab.marginata Tutt. Brit. Butts. I896.0.I7O. (fig. Brit. Leo. X.pl.42.f.5) 

- rufomarginata 'agner. Ent. 2.1909.23.P. 17• 
Female. The upper side of the wings brown with bright and well-developed marginal 

lunules on all four wings. 

ab.lunulata Tutt. 3rit.Lep.l909. C.p.332. 
Female.The upperside brown with orange lunules on the hindwings and appearing 

faintly on the forewings. 

ab.postico-lunulata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X.p. 
Female. Upperside brown with orange lunules 

332. 
on the hindwings only. 

ab.brunnea Courvoisier. Silt. Z. 1910.24.p.l69. 
Wot valid. Feraale(hypotheticalJ. Wings brown with no trace of marginal lunules. 
The author himself says that he has never known it to occur in bellargus. Apparently 

the name was included under bellargus to fit the Courvoisier Schemer with a remark 

that this rather common form in other Lycaenids did not occur in this species. 

ab.albinismo- rufescens Oberthur. Lep. Comp. 1909.3«?.407»pl»19*£>. &3* 
Female. The upperside of all wings of a pale washed-out khaki-yellow,with 

marginal lunules. 

f aint 

ab. albomarginata Ebert.. Iris 192b. 40.p. 
This is a coridon aberration!see coridon notes}, 

which species it belonged but there is no doubt 

The author was not certain to 

that it is coridon. 

ab. splendidissima Lucas. Bull.liens. Soc.lyon 1933* 24.p.230. 
On the upperside of all wings pure white spots !-§- mm. in width and parallel with 

the borders. A black spot is present on the hindwing on the second spot from the 

inner margin. 

ab. albicincta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909.X.?. 333- 
- leocophthalma Jtauder. Z.V/iss., Ins.Biol. 1923.18.p. 188 

Female.On the forev/ings the black discoidal point is e dged with whit or whitish. 

ab. caeruleocincta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. Xp.333* 
Female. On the forewings the discoidal point is ringed or edged, with blue. 





7 feellargus 2ott, continued 

ab.caeruleopuncta Putt. Brit. Lep. 1909*x.p. 333- 
Female. On the hindwings the discoidal spot is replaced by blue. 

ah.major Putt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X. 33&. 
Large specimens over 38 mm. 

ah.minor Muschamp. Bull. Soc.Lep. Gen.1908. l.r.264, 
- minor Putt. Brit. Leo. 1909- K.p.33'3. 
Small specimens under 26 ram. 

hellargus 
subsp.britannorua Verity. Ent.tec.1919* 32. p. jO, 
Verity’s series were from Kent only. The subspecies does not appear to be constant, 
see description. 

hellargus 

subsp.vestae Verity. Ent. Sec. 1919.31.p. 31. 
According to Verity the hellargus from the Isle of Wight consitute a race. See 
description. 

gen. vern. 

form antebritannorum Verity. Ent. Pec. 1934.46. n. (pO). 

Tlie Spring generation of the English race britannorum Verity is 
androconial differences according to the author. 

separable by 

4"c^yy- Kc>/ 44 t>"/ ^ /y/ 

eT'X /-i i J J- C 4 A 
' y/T y >v eWc / 

✓ * . r-i • 





8. bellargus Rott. continued, 
(underside forms) 

ab.pallescons Putt. Brit, Lep. 1909. x.p. 330. 
Underside of the forswings whitish grey,the hindwings yellowish. Both 3exes. 

ah.fuscesoens Tutt, Brit, Lep. 1309. X.p. 330. 
Underside of the forewings dark grey,the hindwings strongly browned. Both, sexes. 

ab.'atr escens Tutt, 
Underside of the 

Brit. Lep. 1909.X. ?. 337. 
blackish-grey, the i or ew mgs hindwings brown-black. Both sexes. 

ah,saphyrus Herrich-Schaffer. 
On the underside the marginal 
as is usual in bellargus. 

3yst. Bear>3.1832.6. Suppl. L. p. 27, 
lunules are rounded off as in coridon,not acuminate 

ah. initia ’Tutt. Brit. Le^■>. 1909. ■(. p. 337. 
On the underside the marginal chevrons are grey instead of red. 

ab.fuliginosa Vorbrodt. Mitt. Schweiz Snt. Ges,1921.13.p. 181. 
The description merely says it is like the form of 
Courvoisier. The description in Seitz says on the 
marginal lunules is duskily diffused and gives the 

the same name in icarus by 
underside the area of the orange 
reference Lye.Basel p.10 which 

I have not seen. 

ah.detersa Verity. Bull. Soc.Ent. It. (1910)1911.42.0,276.pl.l.f.19 not Ip. 
On the underside the premarginal small black dots are absent and the ground colour 
is silvery-white. 
Figured by Verity in colour in Farf.Diurn It. 2.pi. 16 fig.5. 
In his original description in the Bull Soc.Ent. It. Verity in error gives fig. Ip 
for the bellargus ah.detersa but also gives fig.Ip for an escheri form. The bellargus 
form is fig 19,proved by the coloured example in the Farfalle which is the same 
specimen figured in the Bull. Soc.Snt.lt. 

ab.nigro-ocellata Tutt, Brit.lep, 1909. X*p*337 <1 336. 
On the underside the spots are black without the surrounding white circles. 

ab. albo-ocellata Tutt. Brit, Lep, 1909. X. p.337 1 3p6. 
On the underside the spots are white without the black centres. 

ab. crassipuncta Courvoisier. Mitt, Schweiz Snt. Ges. 1903. MI. p, 19. 
On the underside the spots are very large. 

ab. analoga Sbauder, 2.’ /iss. Ins. Biol. 1923.18.p. 188. 
On the underside the spots of the hindwings are as large or larger than those of 
the forewings. 

ab.parvipuncta Tutt. (nom.preoc.signer) Brit.Lep. 1909. &p.337*& 335. 
On the underside the spots are very small. 





9 bellargus 2ott. continued, 

(underside forms) 

at. discoidalis-duplex putt. Brit.Lep. 1909. Lp.337» 
On the underside of the forewings the discoidal spot is split into two. 

ah.bilun0.ta Gourvoisier. Ent. 1.1911.25. p. 134. 
- binulata Beuret. Lamb. 192 7.-7*P* 3&* 
On the underside of the forewings an extra spot next to the discoidal giving the im s 
impression of a double discoidal spot. 
This may bo the same as the preceding hut 'Putt states that one spot is snlit into 
two and Gourvoisier says an extra spot is present. We are taking this literally and 
keeping the two forms separate. 

i 

ab. discoidalisnulla Putt. Brit. Lap.1909. X. P.337* 
On the underside there is no discoidal spot on the forewings. 

ah. impuncta Gourvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges.1903. ll.p.24. 
= bellargoides Verity. Bull. Soc.Ent. It. 1904. p. 11. 
- coppelia ?hiery-Mi©g. Le Nat. 1910.32.P.167. 
On the underside of the forewings there are no basal spots. 

ab. unipuncta Gourvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges.1903. XI.p.24. 
On the underside of the forewings there is only one basal spot. 

ab. tripuncta Gourvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges.1903. -XI. p. 22. 
On the underside of the forewings there are three basal spots. 

ab. quadripuncta Gourvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Snt, Ges.1903. XI. p. 22. 
On the underside of the forewings there are four basal spots. 

ab.punctistriata Putt. Brit.Ley. 1909. X.p. 337* 
On the underside of the forewings there is a spot and a bar at the base instead 
of the normal two spots. 

t 

ab.bistriata Putt. Brit.Lep. 1909.-Lp.337* 
= basi-elongata Gourvoisier. Iris 1914.26.p.46. 
On the underside of the forewings there are two bars or elongated spots at the 

base instead of the normal two round spots. 

ab.addenda Putt. Brit.Lep. 1909. X.p.337 & 35^pl.42.f.13. 
- pluripuncta Gourvoisier. Iris 1912.26.p.58. 
On the underside several small extra spots usually between the submedian spots and 
the discoidal spot. These sometimes dribble together in the form of thin streaks. 
In coridon Putt called these steaked ones "juncta" but in bellargus lumps them 

together as "addenda",Gourvoisier however has named these semidigitata,it would 
therefore be best to use the name addenda for specimens merely having small extra 

spots not dribbled together. 

ab.semidigitata Gourvoisier. Iris 1912.26.p.53> 
- radiata Oberthur. (nom.preoc. Gaschet) Le}?. Gorao. 1909.3.p. 407.pl. 19.f• '>-• 
- radiata Gelin. Bull. 3oc.Ent.Fr.l914.pl. l.f. 3. (nom.preoc. Gaschet). 

--continued next page. - 
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10. teellargus Bott. continued, 
(underside forms ) 

ate.. semidigit&ta Courvoisier. Iris 1912.26.p. 33. 
= radiata Oberthur. (nom.oreoc. Gaschet) Lep.Oomp,l909.3«P»^07»pl»-9.£.o2* 
- radiata Gel in. (nom.preoc. Gaschet. ) Bull. 3oc.-Snt.Pr. 1914. ol.l. f*3* 
On the underside of the forewings small extra black spot3 dibbled together to form 
streaks.The fifth submedian snot is elongated tadpole shaped towards the discoidal 

spot. 
Oberthur's name cannot stand since it is preoccupied. 
Gelin's radiata had the spots of the forewings confluent in various ways like tear¬ 
drops. The figure shows the fifth submedian elongated to the discoidal spot and most 
of the other submedian spots tadpole-shaped. 

ate. sufetus-partim-radiata Oberthur. Siudes 189o.20.pl.3.f.28. 
- digitata Courvoisier. Z. "7iss.Ins.Biol. 1907.3*p.3&.pl.l.f.22. 
On the underside of the forewings two of the sutemedian spots link up with the 
discoidal soot,the rest of them being elongated. The basal snot is also linked with 

the discoidal. Hindwings normal. 

ab. disco-elongata Courvoisier. Vorbro.dt Schmett- Schweiz. 1911.l.p.l43.(fLg,0ourv.Diagram 
On the underside of both fore and hindwings the submedian spots are elongated 
towards the discoidal but do not reach it. 

ab.postico-striata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X.p. 352. 
On the underside of the hindwings the submedian spots are elongated towards the 

discoidal spot. Forewings normal. 

ate.disco-juncta Courvoisier. Iris 1912.2b.p.p0. 
On the underside of the forewings a submedian spot unites 
in a streak. 

with 'tine discoidal swot 

ab.parallela Courvoisier. Iris 1912.26.0.32. 
On the underside of the forewings two submedian spots unite with the discoidal snot. 
This is the description in 1912 when parallela was included as occurring in 
teellargus. In an earlier description before bellargus was included it was stated tha' 
the other submedians were elongated. 

ab. striata Tutt. Brit. Butts. I896.0.I7I. (figured Brit.L,ep.X.pl.42.f,l6. ) 

extrema Courvoisier. Irip 1912.26.0.36. . , . ..* • 
In this original description in his British Butterflies Tutt merely said that the 
soots of the underside were elongated to form streaks. In his later work however 
in Brit.Leo.vol.X he described and figures the type specimen. This shows all wings 
heavily rayed or streaked starting at the marginal spots,travelling through the 
sutemedians, and reaching the discoidal spot area,two of the rays actually uniting 
with the discoidal spot. The basal soot of the forewings is also united vita uie 
discoidal soot. On the hindwings the marginal soots unite with the submedians to 
forms bars or short streaks and the basal spots are shaped like bars. 

ate. con juncta Tutt. Brit. lep. 1909. X.p.337*?l»42»i«15* 
The figure shows the underside of the forewings with the marginal spots united with 
tlie submedian soots to form short thick tears,their ends not sharp pointed as in 
3triata Tutt. The hindwings are similar but asymmetrical. 
Tutt gave the name conjuncta to cover any foira which showed bars formed by the 
union of two 3pots as opposed to streaks caused by the elongation of spots out the 
type specimen he figured must tee taken as conjuncta. 





11 bellargus Eott. continued 
(underside forms ) 

at. quadruplex Courvoisier. Iris 1912. 26. p. pi. 
On the underside of the forewings the basal spots unite into one streak, -another 
streak,in the form of .an arc above the inner margin,is formed fey the union of a 
submedian spot with the base(arcuata). On the hindwings the first basal s-ot is 
connected to the first submedian in a streak and the lowest basal with its oppos 
submedian to form another streak,making four streaks on each pair of wings. 

ite 

ab. costajuncta Tutt. Brit. Lep.1909.-C.p.338»pi. 42. f. 8. 
On the underside of the hindwings the upper basal spot is connected with the upmost 
submedian snot to form a bar or streak. 

ah. basi juncta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X.p. 338.pi. 42. f. 6. 
- retrojuncta Courvoisier. Iris 1912.26. p. pO. 
On the under side of the hindwings the third basal spot is connected to a submedian 
spot to foim a bar or streak. 

a1®, confluens ligner. Bov.Lapok 1903.12.p.l4. (Ent. 2,1906.19.0.209* ) 
On the underside of the forewings there are four basal spots,the discoidal spot is 
split into two and above the inner margin is an arc or curved bar formed by the 
union of a submedian spot with a basal spot (arcuata). On the hindwings the third 
basal swot is connected with an opposite submedian spot. 

ab. tiphys Ssper. Eur. Schmett. 1778.1. 4r. 
= arcuata Courvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges.l903.XI.p. 21. 
On the underside of the forewings a basal spot is united with a subnedian .just 
above the inner margin to form a curved streak or arc. 
This form is generally referred to as "arcuata" but tiphys is an older name. The 
figure in Ssper ’s Eur. Sclimett. looks as much like a coridon as bellargus but most 
authors consider it bellargus. 

ab. seraiarcuata Courvoisier. Mitt.Schweiz Ent. Ges. 1903* XI.p.21. 
On the underside of the forewings a basal spot attempts to unite with the lowest 
submedian spot and forms an interrupted arc .just above the inner margin. 

ab. biarcuata Courvoisier. 3, ,'iss. Ins. Biol. 1907. 3*P» 37- pi. 1. X. 10. 
= biarcuata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X,pi. 42.f. la. 
On the underside of the forewings a double arc is formed above the inner margin 
by the union of basal and submedian spots. 

ab.obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p.171. (fig.Brit.Lep. -l.pl.42„f. 18,19. ) 
= paucipuncta Courvoisier. Iris. 1912.26.p. 63. 
On the underside of all wings the spots tend to obsolescence. 
This description is the one given by Tutt in his first work British Butte rflies 

and must remain as the one for obsolete Tutt. In his later work Brit.Lep. 1909. X. 
p.334 however he claims that his obsolete applies to completely obsolete 

and that therefore Gillmer's krodeli is a synonym.(see his remarks). The 
al form3 are so much more plentiful than the completely spotless form tha 
was quite in naming the extreme form krodeli in 1900 since 'Tutt had state 
his obsolete was only tending towards obsolescence. 
Tutt’s obsolete therefore had the spots fewer in number but not completely absent. 

fozms 
transition 
,t Gillmer 
d that 





12 bellargus Pott, 
(underside forms) 

ab.krodeli Gillmer. Ill.Zeits fur Snt. 1900.5.?.50.pl.l.f. 3~9. 
= caeca Courvoisisr, Iris 1912.26.p. 63. 
On the underside of all wing3 the spots are absent except for the discoiduls. 
Tutt claims that his obsoleta covers this form but the early description in Brit. 
Butts.must be taken as pbsoleta. This has the spots tending towards obsolescence. 

ab. cinnides Staudinger. Gat.3d.3.1901* P»86. 
= postico-obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. X.pi. 42.f. 12. 
On the hindwing underside the snots are absent except the discoidals, 
Staudinger in error gave cinnus .Hubner as belonging to bellargus in his Gat. Ed.2 
1871.cinnus Hubner is a coridon form. 

ab. antico-obsoleta Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1909. C.p.399*pl»42.f.22. 
- weileri Stauder. Deutsch. Ent. 3.1924. p.28. 
Tutt * s figure shows the underside of the forewings with no spots except the 
discoidal. The hindwings with spots but small and asymmetrical. 
Stauder* s form was described as having the forewings ab. krodeli Gillmer (no spots 
except the discoidal) and the hindwings normal. 

ab. 3ubtu3-impunctata Oherthur, Etudes 1896.20.pl. 3.27. 
On the underside of the forewings the spots are reduced in number and on the 
hindwings completely absent except for the discoidal. 

ab.mixta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1909. Lp.338. 
On the underside a combination of obsoleta and striata characters.Forswings with 
the basal snots practically absent but between the submedian spots and discoidal 
there are small extra spots (addenda Tutt). The fifth submedian is lengthened or 
elongated. On the hindwings the first and sixth submedian spots are much extended 
but the whole centre of the wings spotless and there are only two basal spots. 

The most interesting points are(I)the white of the discoidal spot spreads over the 
whole central area and (2)the submedian spots are pushed outwards on to the 
marginal chevrons,the latter on the forewings are broadly white with grey apices, 
on the hindwings also broadly white but with orange apices,the margins therefore 
look particularly pale. 

ah.naucipuneta-albosagittata Caruel. Lamb. 1939.39-p. 142. pi. 8. f. 12. 
On.the underside most of the spots are absent and a complete absence of the orange 
marginal lunules.The margins are pure white,the white tending to approach towards 
the base in a series of arrow-shaped marks. 





M arlon Linn., aberrational forms, etc, 

addenda Tutt. 7. 

albofasclata Vorbr. 2. 

alcon Steph. 1, 

alconldes Aurlv. 1. 

aldrovandus de Selys. 4. 

anlraula Szabo. *><? d 

antico-obsoleta Tutt. 6. 

argentoazurea Sllbern. ho < 5\ 

arthurus Glllm. 6. 

artburns Melv. 1» 

INDEX 

immaculata Mosl. 1. 

Imojuncta Courv. 7. 

lmperlalls le Cbamb. 3. 

lmpuncta Courv. 6. 

insubrica Vorbr. 3. 

jasllkowskll Hormuz. 6. 

lacrymosa Oberth. 3. 

pallida le Cbamb. 1, 

parallels Courv. 4, 

parvlmacula Algn. 2, 

parvlpuncta Courv. 6, 

pauclpuncta Courv. 6, 

(pauclpunctae Courv. 6, 

plurlpuncta Courv. 7, 

postero-lmmaculata Tutt. 2, 

pseudo-alcon le Chamb. 1< 

punctatlssima Tutt. 3, 

punctlfera Grund. 2, 

baslpuncta Tutt. 2. 

blpuncta Rbl. 6. 

caeca Courv. 6. 

caeruleomarglnata Tutt. 2. 

caeruleomarglnata- ^ 
fasclata Tutt. 

coalescens Glllm. 3. 

confluent la simplex c.m. Courv.4. 

conjuncta Tutt. 3. 

cotswoldensls le Chamb. 1. 

czemyi Dlosz. 1. 

dlscojuncta Courv. 4. 

dlscreta Tutt. 3. 

elongata Courv. 3. 

eutypbron Frtlhst. 1. 

magnifies Heydem. 4. 

major Oberth. 5. 

marglnata le Chamb. 4. 

multo-maculata le Chamb. 2. 

nana Courv. 5. 

(obscura Christ. 4.) 

obscura-imperialis Tutt. 3. 

(obscura-major Tutt. 4.) 

obsoleta Froh.(upperside) 1. 

obsoleta Froh.(underside) 6. 

occidentalIs le Chamb. 5. 

oftenla Tutt. 1. 

oolitlca le Chamb. 6. 

radlata Courv. 3. 

retrojuncta Courv. 7. 

seml-crassipuncta Pionn. 6. 

semi-obscura Froh. 4. 

striata Tutt. 7. 

subtus-lmpunctata Oberth. 6. 

subtus-macul1s-extensis 0bath6. 

subunicolor Pionn. 2. 

supraddenda Vty. 2. 

supra-impunctata Oberth. 2. 

suprapuncta Obrazts. 3. 

telegone Bergstr. 2. 

teleius Bergstr. 6. 

trlpuncta Courv. 6. 

fasclata Glllm. 4. 

fasclata Skala. 4. 

unlcolor Hormuz. 2. 

unipuncta Courv. 6. 

vagula Szabo. n 

glomerata Tutt. 3. 

grlsea Courv. 1, 





1 Maeulinea Van Ecke, 

arion Linnaeus. Syst. 1'Jat. 1758. X. p. 483. 

aberrational forms etc. 

arion subsp.eutyphron Pruhstorfer. Soo.Snt. 1915.30«P»^7. 
Specimens from Cornwall are separated, by Pruhstorfer by their size and colour. 'They 
agree with series from Brittany. 
No mention is made of the Gotswold specimens which at that date Pruhstorfer probably 
did not see.These cannot be included under eutyphron since they are of a different 
blue and somewhat different spotting. 

? ab. cotswoldensis leChamberlin. Entom.1908.41.p.202. 
If the Cotswold specimens consitute a race this name must be raised to subspecific 
rank. The specimens in series certainly appear very different from the Devon and 
Cornwall specimens,as le Chamberlin has noted with the following description— 
nil the wings more or less thickly sprinkled with black scales,giving a very 
dusky or melanic appearance,constituting an approach to the Alpine var.obscura of 
Professor Christ. 

ab.pallida le Chamberlin. Entom. 1908.41. p. 202. 
The upperside with pale washed-out appearance. 

ab. grisea Gourvoisier. Ent.Mitt. 1913*2.p.294. 
The upperside light grey with very pale rosy reflection. Underside light yellowish- 
grey. 

ab. czernyi Dioszeghy. Sov.Lapok. . .I9*p.l28 
Description from Seifz.The upperside of a silvery-blue with a violet sheen. 

ab. of tenia Tutt. Snt. Pec. 1909.21. p.198. 
TVo dull coloured examples,the male very thinly scaled with blue,the female greyish 
with only a tinge of blue scaling towards the base of the inner margin. 

ab. alconides Aurivillius Nord.Fjar. 1888.p. 15. 
= immaculata Mosley. Nat. Journ.1896. Suppl.p. 10.pl. 4.f.l3. 
= obsoleta Frohawk. Brit. Butts. 1914.pi. 34.f. 23. 
On the upperside the wings quite,or almost,unspotted,except for the discoidal spot 
of the forewings which is always present. 
The underside presumably normal. 

ab. arthurus Melvill. Ent.Hon.Mag. 1873.9*P* l63» 
On both upper ana underside all spots except the discoidals are absent. 
This must be an extremely rare form in England 

ab.pseudo-alcon le Chamberlin. Entom, 1908.41.p.203. 
= alcon Stephens. (in error) Ill. Brit.Ent. Haust. 1827.1.p. 88. 
The wings above completely immaculate,completely unspotted, 

Stephens thought this to be tine Continental alcon,so the discoidal spots are 
present , despite le Chamberlins description. The underside is presumably normal. 





2 arion Linnaeus, continued, 

ab.supra-impunctata Oberthur. Etudes 1896.20. p. 15.pl. 3. f.19. 
Remarkable for the diminution of the black spots on the upperside of the forewings 
The figure shows three very small black spots on each forewing and hindwing,all 
that remain of the normal row. The discoidal 3pots are normal. 
The underside presumably normal. 

ab. unicolor Horrauzaki. Entomologische rJachrichten. 1892.18. p.l. 
On the upperside of the forewings the discoidal spot is very faint,often however 
absent altogether,the other spots are absent except for an indistinct one between 
the second and third median nervures(cell 3)* She ground colour dark blue with 
the blackish brown border extending inwards. Hindwings unicolorous,the spots 
rendered faint by the dark ground. Underside normal. 

ab. parvimacula higner. Rov. Lapok. 1907.14.p. 214. 
On both upper and underside only the discoidal spot is distinct,the other 3pots 
becoming mere traces. 
'Transitional to ab. arthurus Melvill. 

ab.postero-inmaculata Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1914. Cl.p. 324. 
= subunicolor Pionneau. Bchange 1928.44. no. 431. p. 3. 

I On the upperside of the hindwings the spots are absent. 
Tutt regarded the type as having a row of spots in the disc. 

\ 

ab. tele,gone 3erg3tras3er. Nomenc. 1779.3-P« 8.pi. 52.f. 5-6. 
= multo-maculata le Chamberlin. Bntom. 1908. 4i.p. 202. 
On the upperside of the hindwings a row of black spots in the disc,smaller than 
those on the forewings. 
The authors regarded the type as having no such spots,the opposite from 'Putt’s 
opinion. 

ab. caeruleomarginata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1914. XI.p. 309. 
On the upperside of the hindwings the dark border is absent leaving only the blue 
ground colour. 

ab. punctifera Grund. int. Ent. 2.1908. 2.p. 87. 
On the upperside of the forewings the border is narrow. On the hindwings it is 
merely a line inside of which are the black border-dots in undefined whitish 
circles. 

ab.albofasciata Vorbrodt. Schmett.Schweiz.1912.l.p. 157• 
Upperside of the hindwings with the black spots showing white circles surrounding 
them. 

ab. sup r add end a Verity. Farf.Dium.It.i943. 2. p.152. pi. 8. f. 76, 
On the upperside of the forewings extra spots appear in diverse places. The 
underside normal. 

ab. basipuncta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1914. XI. p. 322. 
On the upperside of the forewings there are black basal spots,usually one,sometimes 
more. 





3. arion Linnaeus. continued. 

ab.punctatissiraa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1914. ;CUp. 319. 
On the upperside of the forewings there are three basal spots,two in the cell and 
one below them near the inner mar,gin. The submedian spots are well-developed and 
much elongated. Hindwings with the semilunar spots distinct,a row of four rather 
large spots in the disc. On the underside all spots strong!/ developed except the 
ones on the inner margin which are much reduced, those of the hindwings also' strongLj 
developed. 

ab. suprapuncta Obraztsov. Z.0st.Snt.Ver.l936„21.p.47. 
Female. On the upper side of the forewings the basal 3pot of the underside shows up 
in the form of a small line in the median cell. On the hindwings there is a median 
spot at the end of the cell and three crescent-lilce spots. 

ab. gLomerata Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1914. CL.p.308. (descript, on p.lo under coridon) 
The submedian spots brought inwards to form a sort of semicircle around the 
discoidal spot 

Tutt did not describe the form under arion,merely stating that it occurs in this 
species,were it not for the ±act that gLomerata and discreta are described in the 
same volume of his Brit. Lep.under coridon,the two forms would be nomen nudum. 

ao. aiscreta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1914, O.p. 308. (descript, on p.l6 under coridon.) 
lhe submeuian spots tnrown outwards away from the discoidal spot in an almost 
straight line against the marginal series. 
Tutt described the form under coridon and merely states that it occurs in arion. 

ab. conjuncta 'Tutt, Brit. Lep. 1914. XI.p. 308. 
On the upperside of the forewings the lowest but one of the submeoian spots is 
connected to the lower basal spot. Tutt's actual description says"the .junction of 
the upper half of the inner-marginal spot with the lower basal" 

ab. imperial is le Chamberlin. Entom. 1908.41. p. 202. 
= elongata Courvoisiar. Ent.Z.1910.24.p.203. 
The black submedian spots of the forewings elongated into pearl-shaped streaks givin 
the appearance of a diadem or crown. 

ab. obscura-imperialis Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1914. XI.p. 323. 
On tiie upperside the wings are dusky to blackish and the submedian spots elongated 
into pearl-shaped streaks. 

ab.insubrica Vorbrodt. Schmett. Schweiz.1912.1.p.136. 
The spots on the upperside of the forewings elongated into long stripes.Large build, 
shining blue ground colour,the margins broad and dark. 
Hindwings presumably normal. 

ab. coalescens Gillmer. Soc.Ent.l904.18.p.l80. (fig.Herr.-Schaff. Syst.B.l.p]_ 108^^9, 
- lacrymosa Oberthur. Lep.Comii.1910.4.p.328. ( " " " » " ) 
= radiata Courvoisier. Snt. Z. 1910.24. p. 203. ( " " " " " ) 
On both upper and underside the submedian spots of the forewings are elongated into 
long thick stripes.On the hindwings they are similarly lengthened although not so 
extreme,some of the spots being merely oval. 
All three authors refer to the same figure in Herrich-Schaffers Syst. Bearb.vol.l. 





4, arion Linnaeus. continued. 

ab. disco juncta Courvoisier. Iris 1912.26. p. 50. 
- "Confluentia sintolex c.m." Courvoisier/ Eat.Z» 1910.24.p.203. 
On the upoerside of the f“orswings the discoidal spot i3 connected with a submedian 
spot to form a stripe or streak. 

Courvoisier's "Confluentia simplex c.m." includes this form but it is doubful if 
he was naming it so the more definite name discojuncta is used here although two 
years later. 

ab.parallela Courvoisier. Ent.Z.1910.24.p.203• and Iris 1912.26.p.50. 
Upperside with two submedian spots connected with the discoidal spot to form two 
parallel stripes or streaks. 

ab.fasciata Gillmer. Soc. Ent. 1904.18.p. 180. 
= fasciata Skala. Verh. JTat.Ver. 3runn.l912.50.p. 63. 
The submedian spots of the forewings coalesce into a black transverse band except 
the two lowest near the inner margin..The margins very broad and very black with 
no admixture of brown. 

ab. caeruleomarginata-fasciata Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1914. XI.p.324. (fig,Ent.23.pi. 3.f. 6-7) 
Upperside of the forewings with the spots of the submedian row coalescing,forming 
a transverse band. The spots of the hindwings are absent at the margins which 
blend from dusky into blue. 
The two specimens figured have the submedian spots of the forewings merely length¬ 
ened into rather long pear-shaped spots,hardly coalescing as Tutt states.The hind- 
wings of the two specimens are different,one having a very dusky border(fig,6),the 
other a very pale washed-out border disappearing into the blue. (fig. 7). The form 
hardly deserves a special name being covered by le Chamberlin's imperialis. 

? ab. obscura Christ. Preyer Lep.Schweiz.1880.p.22. 
This has crept into literature as an aberration but is a mountain form on the 
Continent and should not be used for British specimens. Prohawk in Vars. Brit.Butts 
pi. 32.f. 1 wrongly gives this name to a very dark English specimen. 

ab. obscura-major Tutt. Brit. Lep. 19141 Cl.p, 317. 
Large specimens connected with obscura Christ and not applicable to British race. 

ab.magnifica Heydemann. Ent. Z.1910.23.p. 177. 
Large and with the ground colour remarkably blue and with the dark marginal band 
5 ran.broad. Underside with the eye-spots enlarged. 

ab. aldrovandu3 de Selys. Mem. Soc. Liege 1844,p.35* 

Mery large. Upper side with the outer half of the wings dark and nor powdered with 
blue. Almost as dark as erebus(areas). 

Possibly racial and confined to the Continent. 

ab.marginata le Chamberlin. 3ntora.l908.41.p.202. 
Uppersids of all wings with very broad black margins. 

ab. semi-obscura Prohawk. Vars. Brit. Butts. 1938.pl. 32. f. 3* 
The figure shows not only the margins of both fore and hindwings very broad and dar! 
but also the costa,which had a broad band from the outer marginal band down to the 
base,leaving only the blue ground showing on the inner marginal area of the fore¬ 

wings. 





% arion Linnaeus. continued. 

ab.major Oberthur. Lep. Comp. 1916.12.p.486. 
Very large specimens. 

ab. occidentalis le Chamberlin, Entom. 1908. 41.p.201. 
= nana Courvoisier. Lyc. Basel 1910. p.163. 
Very small specimens,some not larger than aegon (argus), 

? va& y 7<x $>& ■ 
/~e/tcx- ~&n- ^ //imfc(fy5) 

1- 3 <t<5 





6. arion Linnaeus, 
(underside forma) 

continued. 

ab. parvipuncta Courvoisier. Z.Wiss. Ins. 1907.3. p. 74. 
The underside with the spots very small. 

ab. semi-crassipuncta Pionneau. Echange 1937.33. no.469.0.11. 
Tlie underside with the spots of the forewings greatly enlarged. The hindwings normal 

ab. paucio uncta Courvoisier. Iris 1912.26.p. 63. 
= "f.paucapunctae"Courvoisier. Bnt.Z.19l0.24.o.203. 
On the underside the spots tend towards obsolescence. 

Courvoisier ’s pluripunctae was obviously a group name,not meant for the single 
form. 0 

ab. antico-obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1914. XI. p.326. 
On the underside of the forewings the spots,with the exception of the discoidals 
are absent. ~ * 

ab. subtus-impunctata Oberthur. Etudes 189o.20.p.l5.pl.3.f.20. 
= arthurus Gillmer. (nec.Melvill.) Soc.Ent.l904.18.p".18o! 
- caeca Courvoisier. Iris 1912.26.p.63. 
= ob sol eta Prohawk. Vars. Brit. Butts. 1938. pi. 32. f. 2. 
On tne underside all tne spots on both wings are absent with the 
discoidals. 

exception of the 

ab. teleius Bergstrasser. Momenc,1779.2.p. 7i.pl. 43.f.3-6. 
- jasilkowskii Hormuzaki. Verh. zool. -bot. Ges. Wien. I897. 47.p.138. 
= imp uncta. Courvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges.i903.il.p.24. * 
The underside of the forewings with no basal spots. 

ab. tuiipuncta Courvoisier. z.Wiss. Ins. 1907. 3.p. 74. 
The underside of the forewings with one basal spot. 

ab. bipuncta Sebel. Berge's „Schmett„ 1910.Ed. 9.n. 75. 
Tlie underside of the forewings with two basal spots. 

ab.tripuncta Courvoisier. Mitt.Schweiz Ent.Ges.l903.11.p.22. 
The underside of the forewing3 with three basal spots. 

ab. 3ubtus-maculis-extensis Oberthur. Etudes 1896.20.p.l5.pl.3.f.20. 
Ihe underside with the spots exaggerated and somewhat elongated, 
whether or not Oberthur meant this as a name is open to doubt. 

ab. oolitic a le Chamberlin. Sntom. 1908. 41. p. 203. 
The underside with fewer spots,some of them coalescing,a mixture of obsolescence and 
striation. 
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7 arion Linnaeu3. underside forms continued, 

ab. addenda Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1914. XI. p. 325. 
= pluripuncta Gourvoisier. Iris I912.26.p.p8. 
The underside with small extra snots appearing in the area between the discoidal 
spot and the submedian spots of the forevving3. 

ab. striata Tutt. Brit. hep. 1914.XI,p. 323. 
"Any form possessing striated spots on the underside." TutT says this after giving 
the description of striata which reads "The usual ocelli on the inferior wings 
are elongated into a series of streaks(Sheldon)." 
Presumably it can therefore apply to forewings as well as hindwings or both. 

ab. retrojuncta Gourvoisier. Ent. Z. 1911. 23. p. 83. 
On the underside of the hindwings the third basal spot is connected with its 
opposite submedian spot in a streak. 

ab.imojuncta Gourvoisier. Iri3.1912.26. P.30. 
On the underside of the hindwings an extra basal spot appears between the normal 
third and fourth and i3 connected to an opposite submedian spot in a streak. 
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L. argiolus Linn.,aberrational forms, etc 

INDEX 

alboclncta Tutt. 3. 

albocincta-eleobls Tutt. 3. 

anteatrata Mezg. 2. 

antidisconulla Lpke. 2, 

aqulllna Grand. 2. 

argalus Bergstr. 4. 

argiolus-lata Tutt. 1. 

argiolus-suffusa Tutt. 1. 

argyphontes Bergstr, 3. 

britanm Vty. 1. 

caeca Courv. 3. 

clara Tutt. 1. 

clara-lata Tutt. 2. 

clara-suffusa Tutt. 2. 

c-nigrum Tutt. 4. 

expansa Pionn. 3, 

grisescens Eisn, 1. 

(hypoleuca Roll. 3.) 

latlsquaraa Ball. 3. 

lllacina Tutt. 1. 

1ilacina-lata Tutt. 1. 

lllaclna-suffusa Tutt. 1. 

macullspostcarens Lpke. 3. 

major Tutt. 3. 

microdes Cab. 3. 

minor Tutt. 3. 

mixta Vty. 1. 

obsolete Tutt. 3. 

pallida Tutt. 1. 

palllda-lata Tutt. 2. 

parvipuncta Fuchs. 3. 

paucipuncta Courv. 3, 

pauper Tutt. 2. 

pauper-lata Tutt. 2. 

pauper-suffusa Tutt. 2. 

punctata Tutt. 2. 

subtus-radlata Blach. 4. 

subtus-radlata Oberth. 4. 

thersanon Bergstr. 2. 

transverse Tutt. 3. 

trilinea Tutt, 2. 
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1, Lycaenopsis Folder 

argiolus Linnaeus. Syst. Nat. 173 8. X.p. 48% 

subsp.britanna Verity. Bnt. Fee. 1919.31.p.46. 

aberrational forms etc. 

d ab. clara Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p. 188. 
The uppersid© paler and brighter than normal. Later,Tutt described it as violet- 
blue and again "hylas-like,'blue,it would therefore seem to be a bright form of 
the Spring generation. 

ab.lilacina Tutt. Brit. Lep, 1908. 9.p.394. 
The upperside warm mauve. 
Tutt does not state the generation,by the colour these v/ould seem to be the 
suntner form. 

type form - 
argiolus Linnaeus. 

Generally accepted as the Spring generation although Tutt does not agree with thi 

ab.pallida Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908. 9. P* 395* 
Female with the upperside violet-white. 

\ 

ab. grisescens Bisner. Bnt. 3er. (hmst. ) 1964.24.p.113. 
The upper and underside satiated grey. Holotype d*. 
The 9 allotype and o paratype are light grey on the upperside and whitish-grey 
on the underside. 

ab.lilacina-lata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908.9*p. 394-. 
Female. The upperside mauve with broad black marginal and costal borders to the 
forewings. Hindwings fairly clear. 

ab. lilacina-suffusa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908. 9. P. 394. 
Female. The upperside mauve with broad black costal and marginal borders to 
the forewings. Tne hindwings suffused. 

ab. argLolus-lata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908. 9.p. 394. 
= mixta Verity. Bnt. Fee. 1919*31*P* 47. 
Female. The upperside like that of the summer generation but belonging to the 
Spring generation,with wide black margins to the forewings,the hindwings fairly 
clear. 

ab. argiolus-suffusa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908. 9.p.394. 
Female. Spring generation,the wings azure-blue with broad black marginal and 
costal borders on the forewings,the hindwings suffused. 





2. argiolus Linnaeus continued. 

ab.pauper Tutt. Brit.Lep.1908.9.p.394. 
Female. The upperside of a pale washed-out violet, the broad marginal and costal 
borders of a brownish-black.Hindwings suffused. 

ab.pauper-lata Tutt. Brit,Leo. 1908. 9*p* 394. 
Female. The upperside of a pale washed-out violet,the broad marginal and costal 
areas brownish-black. Hindwings fairly clear. 

ab.pauper-suffusa Tutt, Brit. Lep.1908. 9.p. 394. 
Female. The upperside of a pallid washed-out violet,the broad marginal and costal 
areas brownish-black. Hindwings with suffused markings. 

ab. clara-lata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908. 9.P. 394. 
Female. The upperside bright "hvlas” blue with broad marginal and costal borders 
on the forewings. Hindwings fairly clear of markings. 

ab. clara-suffusa Tutt. Brit. Lep.1908. 9.p.393. 
Female. The upperside of a bright "hylas" blue,with broad marginal and costal 
borders. Hindwings suffused. 

ab.pallida-lata Tutt. Brit.Lep.1908.9.P-393, 
Female. The upperside violet-white with broad marginal and costal borders. 
Hindwings with the costa suffused from apex to base,the outer margin spotted. 

ab.aquilina Grund. Int. Ent.Z. 1908.2.p. 88. 
Female. An extreme form of the simmer generation,the margins broad and dark. The hd 
hindwings completely dark except for some blue scaling towards the base. 

ab. anteatrata Mezger. Lamb. 1934. 34.p. 151. 
The upperside of the forewings black with a blue reflection. 

ab. thersanon Bergstrasser. Nomenc.l779.3.p.4.pl.49.f.5~6. 
Male.All four wings show a aiscoidal spot on the upperside. 

ab. antidisconulla Lempke. Tijdschr.Snt.19p4. 97«p. 344. 
Female. The discal spot on the upperside of the forewings fails. 

ab. punctata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908. 9.p.394. 
Female with two blackish spots on the upperside of the forewings,one between 
veins 2 and 3»bhe other between 3 and 4. 

ab. trilinea Putt. Brit.Lep.1908. 9.P.393. 
female with three white horizontal streaks towards the apex of the forewings on 
the upperside. They are generally along the outer edge of the costa but sometimes 
lower down and well within the black margin. 





3. argiolu3 Linnaeus. continued. 

ab.maculispostcarens Lempke. Tijdschr.3nt.l954. 97*P*345. 
Female. The marginal spots fail on the upperside of the hindwings which are not 
darkened. 

ab.major futt. Brit. Lep. 1908. 9.p. 394. 
= expansa Pionneau. Echange 1937-33-no* 467.p.3* 
Large specimens above 30 ran. 
Pionneau gave above 35 am. 

ab.minor Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1908.9.p.394. 
= microdes Cabeau. lev.Mens. 3oc.Snt.Nam.1925.25.p. 7- 
Snail specimens less than 23 mm. 

ab.hypoleuca Koll. Ins. Persia 1848. p. 52, 
Some authors include this as an aberration of argiolus.It is from Persia and 
is not included here. 

gen. aest, 
parvipuncta Fuchs. Stett.Ent. 3.1880.41.p.ll6. 
= latis quama Ball. Ann. Soc.Ent. Belg; 1914.58.p. 180. 
Fuchs described august specimens as having the spot3 of the underside very small 
with faint traces of marginal lunules. It is generally accepted as the name for 
the summer generation. 
Ball separates the summer generation by androconial differences. 

ab. argyphontes Bergstrasser. Nomenc. 1779.3.P*15.pl.58.f. 5“3. 
The spots of the underside small with traces of dusky marginal lunules. 
This may merely represent the summer generation of the type form in which case 
it would have priority over the preceding parvipuncta Fuchs. Not enough is known 
to decide,so Fuch3 is given the benefit of the doubt. 

ab.paucipuncta Gourvoisier. Iris. 1912.26.p. 63. 
The spots on the underside tending to obsolescence. 

ab. ob3oleta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908. 9.p. 398. 
- caeca Gourvoisier. Iris 1912.26.p.63. 
On the underside there are no soots except the discoidals. 

ab. transversa Tutt. Brit. Lep.1908. 9.P.398. 
On the underside the spots are well developed but there are no marginal lunules. 

ab. albocincta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908.9«P*398. 
On the underside the 3pots are well developed and are ringed with paler colour 
than the ground. No marginal lunules are apparent. 

ab. albocincta-cleobis Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1908.9.P. 398. 
On the underside the spots are well developed,pale ringed as in the preceding, 
but the marginal lunules are present. 





4. argiolus Linnaeus, contimued. 

ab.c-nigrum Putt. Brit. Lep.1908. %p.398. 

on the underside 01 c.he hindwings the two lowest, median spots are united to form 
an. i.nverted letter "C". 

ab. subtus-radiata Oberthur. Etudes I896.20.p.l6.pl. 3.f.24. (fig; Tutt.Brit.Lep. 9.ol.l£ 
On the underside of the rorewings the topmost spot of the submarginal row is 
elongated into a blacn streak,the rest are well-develooed but normal in shape. 
On the hindwings all but one small spot of the submarginal row which is near the 
axial angle, are elongated into well developed black streaks. The basal spots normal, 

ab. subtus-radiata Blachier. .Bull. Soc.Lep. Gen. 1909.1.p. 381.pl. 9.f.2. (nom.preoc.0b. ) 
Blachier credits Obertnur with this form but Oberthur's specimen has ouite differenl 
forewings. In Blachier's figure the forewings show only one spot on the" right fore- 
wing and no spots on the left,except a tiny point near the apex.The spot on the 
right forewing is elongated into a streak. The hindwings are similar to Oberthur*s 
form. If this is considered different it must be renamed. 

ab.argalus Bergstrasser. Nomenc,1779. 3*P*18.pl. oO.f.4-3. 
The underside with a dark area in the centre of the forewings and a single row 
of spots and streaks crossing the wings. The figure shows the hindwings normally 
spotted,the forewings with ordinary spots,not streaks as the description suggests. 
The only peculiarity of this form is the dark centre on the forewings. 
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L. phlaeas Linn., aberrational forms, etc, 1 

INDEX 

addenda Leeds. 12. basljuncta Courv. 13. fasclata Streck. 9. 

addenda Wilms. 9. basljuncta Leeds. 14. fasciata- 
caeruleopunctata Tutt. 

9. 

alba Tutt. 1. basllljuncta Beur. 7. fasclatus Ckll. 9. 

alba-caudata Tutt. 4. baslllpuncta Tutt. 6. flavescens Leeds. 2. 

albicans Fuchs. 2. berviniensls Smith. 4. furvescens Leeds. 2. 

albodescens Leeds. 2. blirregularla Leeds. 5. fuscae Robs. 3. 

angustlraargo Courv. 5. bllunulata Leeds. 7. fuscata Tutt. 4. 

anteroalba Tutt. 1. blpuncta Leeds. 6. fuscata-caudata Tutt. 4. 

antlalba Leeds. 1. bipunctata Tutt. 6. 

antiatrescens Leeds. 4. brunnescens Leeds. 2. 

antlbasijuncta Leeds. 13. hibernlca Goods. 1. 

antlbrunnescens Leeds. 2. hubnerl Oberth. 3. 

anticaeca Leeds. 6. (caecae Courv. 11.) hubneri Tutt. 3. 

antlcentrljuncta Leeds. 13. caerucuneata Leeds. 9. 

antico-radlata Der. 13. caeruleopunctata RQhl. 9. 

antierassllunulata Leeds. 7. caudata Leeds. 5. ignlta Tutt. 2. 

antlcrassipuncta Leeds. 6. centriconjuncta Tutt. 9. ignita-esudata Tutt. 4. 

antidlscoelongata Leeds. 8. coeruleo-basalls Andres. 9. impuncta Leeds. 6. 

antldlscreta Leeds. 7. coeruleopunctata Strand. 9. lmpunctata Tutt. 6. 

antieleus Leeds. 3. (confluentiae Leeds. 14.) lnaequalis Leeds. 10. 
antilgnita Leeds. 11. costajuncta Leeds. 14. lnfraeleus Leeds. 3. 

antiInfraeleus Leeds. 3. couteaul Pionn. 11. Infra-extensa Tutt. 13. 

antljuncta Leeds. 13. cunelfera Schultz. 13. inframarglnata Leeds. 5. 

antilactlcolor Leeds. 1. cupreopunctata Tutt. 9. Infra-rad lata Tutt. 14. 

antlobsoleta Leeds. 12. cuprinus Peyer. 1. Infrarufollneata Lpke. 11. 

antiobsoletlsslna Leeds. 6. infuscata Tutt. 3. 

antlpallldula Leeds. 1. 1nit la Tutt. 3. 

antlparvipuncta Leeds. 6. dextroalba Tutt. 2. init la-caudata Tutt. 4. 

antlpluripuncta Leeds. 
t 

9. discoldajuncta Leeds. 8* Intermedia Tutt. 1. 

antlpurpureotlncta Leeds. 2. dlscojuncta Leeds. 8. Internedla-eaudata Tutt. 4. 

antIradlata Leeds. 13. dlscc-juncta Tutt. 13. irregularis Leeds. 5. 

antltranslens Leeds. 8 & 12. 

antitransversa Leeds. 8. 

antlultraeleus Leeds. 4. eleoldes Spuler. 3. juncta Leeds. 13. 

apleallsjuncta Leeds. 8. eleus Fabr. 1 & 3. juncta Tutt. 8. 

apicoextensa Leeds. 13. eleus-caenOeopunctata Tutt 9, juncta-caudata Tutt. 8. 

atrescens Leeds. 4. elongata Leeds. 7. 

aurocuneata Leeds. 9. (elongatae Courv. 12.) 

auronltens Schultz. 5. extensa Tutt. 8. kochl Strand. 9. 

auroralla Leeds. 10. extensa-eonjuncta Tutt. 8. 

auroradlata Leeds. 10. extlncta Fuchs. 10. 
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L. phlaeas Linn., aberrational forms, etc. n, 

INDEX (cont’d.) 

lactlcolor Leeds. 1. pallldula Leeds. 1. schmldt11 Gerh. 1 

latomarginata Tutt. 6. parallels Courv. 8. schmldt11-caudata Tutt. U 

llnea Leeds. 7. partimalbodescens Leeds. 2. semlalba Strand. 3 

lunacuspldls Leeds. 7. partlmauroradlata Leeds. 10. semibasijuncta Leeds. 13 

lunaextensa Leeds. 7. partlmflavescens Leeds. 2. serolbi-l-nlgrum Leeds. 13 

partimtransformis Leeds. 5. semlcostajuncta Leeds. lit 

parvipuneta Courv. 6. semi-i-nigrum Leeds. 13 

magnipuncta Tutt. 6. parvlpuncta Strand. 6. semi-obscurata Froh. 10 

major Schnaid. 10. paucimaculata Vorbr, 6. semi-schmldtii Robs. 2 

major Tutt. 10. paucipuncta Courv. 12. spollata Schultz. 12 

marginata Leeds. 6. postaurodifferentlae Leeds, .10. subradlata Tutt. 9 

melaina Leeds. 6. posteroalba Tutt. 2. subsuffusa Leeds. 5, 

melanophlaeas V111.& Guen. it. postgrisea Leeds. 11. subtus-caeca Courv. 12, 

minor Der. 10. posti-striatae Robs. 10. suffusa Leeds. 5, 

minor Leeds. 10. postjuncta Leeds. 13. suffusa Tutt. 3, 

minor Tutt. 10. postnlgrescens Leeds. 11. supra-minus-punctata Oberth.6, 

minor-cuprinus Blackie. 1. postobsoleta Leeds. 12. supra-radiata Oberth. 8, 

mlnutissimus Leeds. 10. postpulla Leeds. 11. 

posttranslens Leeds. 12. 

punct1s-nigris-remotis Oberth.7. transform!s Leeds. 5, 

nigroaplcata Tutt. 5. purpureotincta Tutt. 2. translens Fuchs. 3, 

pusllla Ksien. 10. translens Leeds. 12, 

transparens Leeds. 5. 

oberthurf Blach, 3. (transversae Courv. 11, 

obllterata Scudd. 6. quintaerratica Leeds. 7. tripuncta Leeds. 7. 

(obscuratae Courv. 11.) typica-caudata Tutt. U. 

obsolescens Leeds. 12. 
obsolete Leeds. 12. radiata Froh,(upperside) 8. 
OtSoUb Tati. 10. 
obsoleta- 9. radiata Froh.(underside) 13. (ultraconfluentlae Leeds. lit. 

caeruleopunctata Tutt. 

radiata Spuler. 8. ultraeleus Leeds. it. 

radiata Tutt. 10. ultrarufomsrgo Leeds. 6. 

rectaserie Lpke. 7. unipuncta Leeds. 12. 

remota Tutt. 7. unipunctata Tutt. 6. 

reraota-juncta Tutt. 7. 

rubrotestate Staud. 9. 

rufomargo Leeds. 6. webbi Tutt. 3. 





p.l. Lycaena Fabricius. & 

phlaeas Linnaeus. Faun. Suec. 1768.3d.2. p.283. 

aberrational forms etc. 

subspecies hibernica Goodson. Entogu I948.81.p. 177- 
The race from Ireland.Differs chiefly on its underside which is invariably greyer 
than English examples which are of various shades of brown. Also in the red marginal 
band of the hindwings which is much more conspicuous on the grey ground. On the 
upperside this band is usually broader. 

phlaeas subsp. eleus Pabricius. Snt. Syst. Suppl. 1798. p. 430. 
The type form was from Scandinavia and does not occur in ’England. The name eleus is 
the first name applicable to central and northern Europe,including EngLand. 

ab. intermedia Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p. 153- 
= pallidula Leeds. Mon. Coridon, Addenda. 1941. p. 142. 
The ground colour brassy. 
Leeds makes this an upperside and underside form. 

ab. antipallidula Leeds. Mon. Coridon. Addenda. 1941.p. 142, 
Upperside of forewings brassy or yellowish. Hindwings normal copper on band. 
Leeds gives the samename to underside forewings which are pale orange or yellowish. 

ab. cuprinus Peyeriiahof f. Cat. Lep. Alsace. 1862.p. 13.Ed. 1. 
The ground colour brilliant brassy vellow. 
Tutt's description "pallide lutea" is not the original,being taken from the 2nd.Ed. 
The colour would appear to be paler yellow than intermedia Tutt. 

a.b.minor-cuprinus Blackie. Snto,1919* 52* p.234. 
Stoall, 22mm.pale straw-yellow. 

ab.antilacticolor Leeds. Mon. Cor id. addenda.. 194-1. p.141. 
The ground colour straw.or cream on forewings,the hindwings with normal copper 

band. Underside straw or cream. 
Since Leeds says this "covers" schmidtii he apparently means the very pale examples 
with cream ground which Tutt erroneously called schmidtii. 

ab. lacticolor Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941. p. 141. & 142. 
The ground colour of both fore and hindwings straw or cream. 
Leeds says this "covers" schmidtii which Tutt erroneously described as oeing 
pale cream,lacticolor should therefore be cream and not straw which to my mind is 
too deep a colour. The underside has the forewings straw or cream and hindwings 

very pale. 

ab. schmidtii Gerhard^. Beitr. Schmett.l853.p.7.pl.l0.f. 3 a & b« 
= alba Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1906. 8.p. 353- 
The ground colour white. ^ , 
Tutt states that schmidtii is cream in colour and gives the name "alba’’ to unite 
examples.This is not correct,Gerhardt’s figure is definitely white and he rerers 
to the figure in Bsper’s Bur. Sohmett.pl.lx.f.5 which is also white. ,the name alba 

therefore becomes a synonym. 

ab. antero-alba Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906.8.p. 357. 
= antialba Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda.1941.p.141. 

The forewings white,the hindwing band normal copper, 
Leeds makes this an. underside form also,the forewings v.hitisn 

also whitish. 

or white,the hindwings 





phlaeas Lina, continued 
P. 

ab.partlxnalbodescens Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. 

The forewings normal copner coloured,the hindwings with the marginal band pur tig 
white. 

ab. postero/alba Tutt. Brit. lep. 1906. S.p. 357. 
= albodescens Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. 
The forewings normal copper coloured,the hindwings with the marginal band white. 

ab.partimflavescens Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda.1941.p. 14p. 

Forewings normal copper coloured,the hindwing marginal band partly lighter,yellow- 

-ish or straw. 

Probably a pathological form. 

ab. flavescens Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941. p. 143. 
The forewings normal copper coloured,the hindwings marginal band ochreous or straw. 

ab. albicans Fuchs. Stett. Ent. Z. 1889.p. 239. 

The inner halt* of the left wing whitish. 
Almost certainly pathological and should not have been named. 

ab. semi-schmidtii Hobson. Young Mat. 1888.9.P. 180. 

Forewings silvery or with one forewing white. 
Presumably the hindwings are normal copper coloured on the band. The description is 

bad since there are two forms included,if both forewings are white or silvery it 

is the same as antero-alba Tutt, if only one wing it is probably pathological. The 

name is best ignored. 

ab. dextroalba 'Tutt. Brit. Lep. 190o. 8.p. 357® 
Left wings normal,the right ones white. 

ab.furvescens Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. 
Forewings normal copper coloured,the hindwing marginal band dull brownish, 

ab. antibrunnescens Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941. p. 142. 
Ground colour of the forewings brownish,sometimes with a shimmer of copper or 

yellowish. The hindwings normal copper on the marginal band. 

ab. brunnescens Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 142. 
Ground colour of both fore and hindwings brownish, sometimes with a shimmer of 

copper or yellow. 

ab, ignita Tutt. Brit, Lep. 1906. 8. p. 353* 
Ground colour intense fiery red. 

ab.purpureotincta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p.360. 
= antipurpureotincta Leeds, Mon.Coridon Addeda*1941.p. 142. 
The deep copper ground colour tinged with purple. 

1 
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phlaeas Linn. continued P.3* 

ab. infuscata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906.8,p. 335* 
The copper ground replaced by pale creamy drab,the spots and borders sooty,hindwing; 
darker drab, 

ab.webbi Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906, 8.p. 3.55* 
The ground colour normal,the spots sooty,other parts creamy drab. 

ab.hubneri Oberthur. Bull. 3oc.Ent.Fr. 1905.p.33* Hubner pl,147.f. 73& 

- hubneri Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906.8.p. 333* " " " " " 
Albino. The usual black markings replaced by white or whitish,the ground colour 

normal. 

ab.oberthuri Blachier. Ann. 3oc.Ent.Fr. 1908.p. 2i7.pl. 4. f. 7. 
The upperside ground colour is very paled and the usual black parts are pale leathac 
yellow,the fringes completely white. The underside is more characteristic; on the 

forewing the apex and outer margin are white with a faint cream tint whilst the 
disc is fawn-yellow with the usual black spots. The hindwing has its whole surface 

white with a faint cream tint with a fine red antemarginal line. The underside of 

the abdomen,the legs and palpi are white. 

ab. semi-alba Strand. 3nt. Z. 1912.2p.p.257. 
The ground colour normal copper but with two streaks of creamy-yellow from the 

base of thr forewing,one along the inner margin,the other via the discoidal spot 

to the apex. 
Probably pathological. 

ab. initia Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8. p. 374. 
= antiinfraeleus Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda,1941.p.142. 

'The ground colour slightly suffused along costa,inner margin and the outer portions 

of the nervures,sometimes extending almost to the base. 

ab, infraeleus Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 142. 

Dark brownish or blackish along the inner margin across the twin-spot division of 

the forewings and with the marginal band of the hindwings dull. 
A completely superfluous name. 

ab. fuscae Hobson. Young Nat. 1888.9.P. 181. 

= suffusa Tutt. Brit. Butts. I896.p. 153. 
= transien3 Fuchs. Jahrb.Nass.Ver. Nat.l889.p. 120. 
= antieleus Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda.1941.p.142, 

The ground colour suffused with blackish. 
It would seem impossible to separate these dark dusted forms unles the types 

exist which is most improbable. The description given above is of ab. fuscae Hobson. 

Tutt’s suffusa had the ground colour suffused with black in his first description, 

later in Brit. Lep. 8.p. 374 he adds” the discal area is still fulvous as are the bands 
of the hindwings which have no marked tails”. 
Fuch’s transiens was a form approaching the southern eleus,golden-brown with rich 

black dusting. 
Leeds,of course,had to step in with a further name,antieleus,which he admits is 

suffusa Tutt but describes it merely as "greater in extent of dark dusting than 

than antiinfraeleus Leeds but less than antiultraeleus Leeds". 

ab.eleus Fabricius. This cannot be used as an aberrational name since it is now 
promoted to subsoecific rank for central and northern Europe which includes 

England* Described from Germania. 

ab. eleoides Spuler, Schmett.Eur. 1908.1.p.345. 
This is probably the 3ame as eleus 3ince Spuler seemed under the impression that 

nnl ^ -Pfnrn Tniirrvnft T-T(=> scva t.hst it is the summer e'en, from Central 
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phlaeas Linn, continued p. 4. 

ab. antiultraeleu3 Leeds. Mon.Gorid.Addenda. 1941.p. 142. 
Forewings dark brownish or blackish except for a distinct 3tripe of yellowish or 
copper from the basal area,via the discoidal,towards outer border. Hindwings normal 
copper on band. 

ab,ultraeleus Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda. 1941.p.142. 
Forewings dark brownish or blackish except for a distinct stripe of yellowish or 
copper from the basal area via the discoidal towards the outer border, Hindwings 
with marginal band dull. 

ab.fuscata Tutt. Brit.Lep. 190o. 8.p. 374. 
= antiatrescens Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda.1941.p.142. 
Entirely suffused with blackish-brown,including the discal area,through which the 
fulvous tint shows only feebly.Hindwings with fulvous marginal border. 

Leeds states that his antiatrescens "cavers" fuscata Tutt. 

ab.melanophlaeas Villiers & Guenee. Tab. Syn.Lep. 1835.p. 3&. 
= atrescens Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda.1941.p. 142. 
Forewings entirely brown except for a small area near the base.Hindwings with the 
whole or part of the marginal orange band absent. 
Leeds states that his atrescens "covers" melanophlaeas. 

ab.berviniensis .Smith. Entom. 1934.63.p.241.p.242 fig. 
Upperside of forewings black, except margins which are bro’wnish-black,a small patch 
of dull yellowish copper at base and along inner margin, gradually disappearing 
half way along the submedian line. The black is truly black and contrasts with the 
brown outer margin,there being no trace of the normal spots. Hindwings with the 
copper marginal band partly obscured. 
This is an extreme form of the preceding melanophlaeas Guen.which probably was 
also "black" when fresh.Since this cannot be settled with certainty it is kept as a 
separate form. 

Tutt separated the following forms by the presence of marked tails but there are 
so many intermediate examples that the names would appear unnecessary. 

ab. typica-caudata Tutt. Brit, Lep. 1906. 8. p. 339’. 
Of the typical form but showing marked tails. 

ab. intermedia-caudata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 190b, 8. p. 359. 
Brassy ground colour and showing marked tails. 

ab. schmidtii-caudata Tutt. Brit.Lep.1906.8.p. 358. 
Pale creamy ground and showing marked tails. 
Tutt erroneously concluded that schraidtii was cream and not white. See schmidtii. 

ab,alba-caudata Tutt. Brit.Lep.1906.8.p.337, 
White ground colour and showing definite tails. 

ab. ignita-caudata Tutt. Brit. Leo. 1906. 8.p. 360. 
Bright fiery-red ground and showing marked tails. 

ab.fuscata-caudata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8. p.374. 
Entirely suffused with blackish-brown and showing marked tails. 

ab.initia-caudata Tutt. Brit. Leo. 1906.8. p. 374. 
Ground colour slightly suffused along costa,inner margin and outer portions of the 

nervures and showing marked tails. 
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phlaeas Linn. continued. P. 5. 

ab. caudata Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. 
Under this heading Leeds makes his prize statement which can hardly be taken 
seriously,it is given here in full — "Hindwings markedly tailed.This is not confin- 
-ed to Futt’s typica-caudata,but as elsewhere,if good tailed specimens are wanted 
here,bring them in,whether anything else is typical or not,or they can go elsewhere 
ignoring their tails. 
Presumably he means that any specimen with a nice long tail can be called "caudata'.' 

ab. subsuffusa Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 142. (descript.p.50 Mon. Goridon) 
Upper and underside. Porewing with bleached,thinner or defectively scaled patch 
which must commence at the apex. A ridiculous and unnecessary name. Pathological. 

ab.partimtransformis Leeds. Mon.Goridon Addenda.1941.p.142.(Descr.p.50 Mon. Corid.) 
Upper and underside. Portions of a wing or wings bleached,or streak3,spots,patches 
which are thinly scaled or scaleless. Pathological and unnecessary. 

ab.transformis Leeds. Mon.Goridon Addenda.1941. p. 142.(descr.p.51 Mon. Gorid.) 
Upper and underside.All wings mistily diffused dimming the colour,the scaling 
defective but not having a greasy appearance. 
Pathological and unnecessary. 

ab. transparena Leeds. Mon.Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 142.(descr.p.51 Mon. Gorid.) 
Upper side. Scaling thin with the spots of the underside showing through, ground 

colour typical. 
Pathological. 

ab. suffusa Leeds, (nora.preoc. Tutt. ) Mon, Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 142. (Descr.p. 51. Mxi Oor 
Possibly one of Leeds most irresposible contributions.. He calmly alters Tutt’s 
suffusa to antieleus and then gives the name suffusa to a totally different form 
which is a pathological one and does not even require a name. This he says is 
"the Standard suffusa". It is decribed as having the scaling thin with the spots 
of the underside showing through as in the preceding transparens,but of a coloured 

form instead of typical. 

ab. irregularia Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 142. (descr.p. 51 Mon. Gorid. ) 
Spot or spots,streaks or patches of darker scaling but not of a faded description, 

appearing on a wing or wings. 
Pathological and unnecessary. 

ab. biiregularia Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p.142. (descr.p.51 Mon. Gorid, ) 
A wing or ’wings of a different colour on one side,from those on the other side, 
not thinly scaled or bleached. 

ab. auronitens Schultz. Ent.g. 1905.18. p. 134. 
On the hindwings the dark area of the upperside is shot with a red glow at the 
base and central area as far as the marginal band.This glow is absent in normal 
specimens. 

ab. angustimargo Gourvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges. 1903. H. P*25. 
The marginal border of the forewings very narrow. 

ab. nigroapicata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p. 366. 
= infram&rginata Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 142. 
The marginal border of the forewings broad and much intensified at the apex? 
enclosing the three usual black spots. 
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phlaeas Linn, continued 

ab. latomarginata Tutt. Brit, Lep, 1906. 8, p, 366, 
= marginata Leed3. Mon. Goridon Addenda.1941. p.142.(descr.p. Ip Mon.Gorid. ) 
The black outer border of the forewings considerably broadened,extending towards 
the centre of the wings. 

ab.melaina Leeds. Mon. Cor id. Addenda. 1941. p. 142. (descr.p.ll Mon.Gorid.) 
Porewing with wide dark marginal border extending beyond the discoidal cell and 
middle of wing towards the base,greater in extent than in marginata Leeds. 

ab. rufomargo Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p. 142. 
Upper side of the forewings with the outer borders reddish or red. 

ab. ultrarufomargo Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p. 143. 
Upperside of forewings with the outer borders broadly red and the red marginal bands 
of the hindwings much enlarged. 

ab. magnipuncta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p.362. 
- anticrassipuncta Leeds. Mon.Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. (descr.p. 74.Mon. Corid. ) 
The submarginal 3pots of the forewings much larger but not actually united. 

ab.parvipuncta Strand. Nyt.Mag,f. Natur. 1902. 40. p. 163. 
= parvipuncta Courvoisier. Ent. Z. 1911.24.p. 263. 
= antiparvipuncta Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. 
Forewings with the spots very small,sometimes indicated by indistinct points. 
Differs from the following obliterata Scudder in that all spots are present but 
small,in obliterata they are partially absent. 

ab. obliterata Scudder. Butts. New England. 1889.2. p.1001. 
= supra-minus-punctata Oberthur. Etudes.I896.20.p.13.pl.5.f.72”73* 
Forewing upperside with the submarginal snots partially or nearly completely absent, 

ab. impunctata Tutt. Brit, Lep. 1906,8.p. 361. 
~ antiobsoletissima Leeds. Mon.Goridon Addenda. 1941.p.144. 
Upperside of forewings with no spots at all,the whole area of the wing being of a 
uniform copper colour, 
Leeds states that his antiohsoletissima covers impunctata Tutt, 

ab. unipunctata 'Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p. 361. 
= anticaeca Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p. 144. 
All the spots of the forewing upperside absent except the discpidal. 
Leeds states that his anticaeca "covert" unipunctata ‘Tutt, 

ab. bipunctata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8. p. 360. 
= paucimaculata Vorbrodt. Ent. Schweiz Ent, Gas. 1917* 12.p. 444. 
Forewings upperside with the submarginal spots absent leaving only the two spots in 
the discoidal cell, 

ab. impuncta Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. (descr.p. 71 Mon. Corid. ) 
Forewings with no basal spots. 
Presumably upper and underside,Leeds does not say. 

ab. basilipuncta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p. 366. 
= bipuncta Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. 
Upperside of forewings with an extra basal spot in cell,making two spots 
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phlaeas Linn, continued p. 7. 

ab. tripuncta Leeds. Mon. Cor id on Addenda. 1941. p. 143. 
"3 definite basal spots,mostly on one wing only". 
This must surely be confined to the underside but Leeds,with his usual clarity, 
does not say so. 

ab. basilijuncta Beuret. Lyc.der Schweiz. 1953* 1. P. 68.pl.3.f. 14. 
Upper side of forewings with an extra basal spot as in basilipuncta Tutt but the 
two are connected by a black streak. 

ab. elongata Leeds. Mon. Go rid on Addenda. 1941. p. 143. 
One long basal spot,not two joined by a streak. 

ab,bilunulata Leeds. Mon. Go rid on Addenda. 1941. p. 143. (descr.p. 70 Mon. Corid. ) 
Forewing with the black discoidal spot completely divided in its centre making two 
spots. 

ab. anticrassilunulata Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. (desr.p. 71.Mon. Corid. ) 
Forewing with the discoidal spot larger. 

ab. lunacuspidis Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda 1941. p.143. (descr.p. 71. Mon. Cor id. ) 
Forewing with the discoidal spot elongated from its centre or near and ending in 
a short point,streak or two points,either outwards towards the margin or towards 
the base. 

ab. lunaextensa Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p. 143. (descr.p. 71.M011. Corid. ) 
Forewing with the discoidal spot elongated in one direction at its top,or bottom,or 
both,but never reaching either the submarginal spots or the basal spots. 

ab. rectaserie Lempke, Tijdschr.Ent. 1954.97*P« 331* 
On the forewing the submedian spots are placed in a straight line. 

ab.linea Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p. 143. (descr.p. 59. Mon. Cor id. ) 
On the forewing the two lowest submedian spots(twin-spots)are placed more inwardly 
so that they are directly beneath the discoidal or even further inwards. 

ab. reraota Tutt. Brit. Lep.1906. 8. p.361. 
= punctis-nigris-remotis Oberthur. Etudes 1896.20.p.l3.r>1.5. f. 73* 
= antidiscreta Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p. 143. 
Forewings with the submar'ginal spots thrown outwrds towards the margins. 
Tutt’s name is given priority although later than Oberthur’s since the latter’s is 
more of a latin description . 

ab.remota-juncta Tutt. Brit. Lep.1906. 8. p.361. 
Forewing3 with the submarginal spots thrown outwards and elongated. 
Possibly Tutt did not intend this as a name since he merely says it is a combinaticn 
of the remota-juncta characters. 

ab.quintaerratica Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p.143. 
Forewing3 with the submarginal spot just above the twin-spots well elongated or 
enlarged,the rest normal in size. 
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phlaea3 Linn, continued. p. 8. 

ab. extensa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p.363. 3ee also p. 379* 
= antidiscoelongata Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda.1941.p.144. (descr.p. 80.Mon.Corid.) 
Forewings with the black spots of the transverse submarginal row enlarged or 
extended. 

ab. extensa-conjuncta Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1906, 8.p. 363.pi. 13. £• 7"8. 
parallela Courvoisier. Zts.Wiss. Ins. 1907*3* P*3&. 
= radiata Frohawk. (nom.preoc. Tutt. ) Brit. Butts.1914.pl. 46.f.29. 
The submarginal spots of the forewing upperside elongated into streaks but in 
addition the 2nd and 3rd.are longer and unite with the discoidal spot. Underside 
normal. 

ab. apicalisjuncta Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143* 
Forewings with the apical,00stal,or both spots,connecting with the discoidal spot. 
Presumably these are the top two .spots of the submarginal row.Whether or not they 
are upperside or underside is not stated so it may cover both. 

ab.discojuncta Leeds, (nom.preoc. Tutt. ) Mon. Co rid on Addenda. 1941. p. 143. 
On the forewings apart from the costal spot,if present,the 2nd.submarginal spot 
is connected with the discoidal spot. 
All very vague. Presumably this is the middle spot of the three main spots which 
lie before the apex. 
Leeds disregards Tutt's discojuncta and gives the same name to a completely 

different fonju 

ab.discoidajuncta Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. (descr.p. 79. :-on» Corid. ) 
On the forewings the 3rd. submarginal spot is connected with the discoidal spot. 
This i3 the third or lowest of the main group of three before the apex. 

ab.antitransiens Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda.1941.p.143. 
On the forewings unusual erratic shaping of the submedian spots. 
A completely unnecessary name. 

ab. .juncta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p. 362. 
- antitransversa Leeds. Mon. Goridon. 1938.P. 118. 
The submarginal spots large and quadrate,united to each other directly or by short 
dark streaks along the nervures,so as to form a zigzag band transversely across 
the wings. 

ab. juncta-caudata Tutt. Brit, Lep. 1906. 8.p. 362. 
The submarginal spots joined together transversely to form a zigzag band as in the 
preceding juncta 'Tutt but with the hindwings showing marked tail. 

ab. supra-radiata Oberthur. Etudes I896.20.p. 13.pi. 5. £. 74. 
= radiata Spuler, (norrupreoc. Tutt, ) Schmett.Eur. 1902.1.p.58. 
The submarginal spots elongated into streaks pointing towards the base.In Oberthur 
figure these are fa^ly long and thin. 





phlaeas Linn, continued. P. 9. 

ab. kochi Strand. Nyt.Mag.f. Natur. 1902.40.p. 162. 
The 3ubraarginal spots very large and elongated in a wedge-3haped manner towards 

the base and touching each other transversely. 

ab.fasciata Strecker. Butts.& Moths N. Amer,1878.p. 101. 

= fasciatus Cockerell. Sntom. 1889.22.p. 99. fig. En tom. 11. p. 2 4. 
All the submarginal spots enormously enlarged and confluent,forming a broad black 

band, somewhat irregular,from the costa to inner margin,the discoidal 3pot being 

included and hidden in the band.The only sparated spot is the basal. 

ab.centriconjuncta Tutt. Brit. Lep,1906. 8.p. 364. 
The 3ubmarginal spot3 enlarged and moved in close to the discoidal,united directly 

to it and with each other,forming a large and central seriated blotch across the 

middle of the wing. 

ab. addenda Williams, Ent. Sec. 1911.28,p.273« 
- an tip 1 ur ip unc ta Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda. 1941. p. 143. (descr.p. 75»M!on. Corid. ) 
Extra spots appearing on the upper or underside of the forewings where normally 

there are none. 

ab. caeruleopunctata Suhl. Pal. Gross. -Schmett. 1893. p. 218. 

= coeruleopunctata otrand.;, i4yt.llag. f. Matur. 1902, 40. p. 163. 

- caerucuneata Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addendal941.p. 143. 
Hindwings with a row of blue spots preceding the copper marginal band. 

i 

ab. eleus-caeruleopunctata Tutt. Brit, Lep. 1906. 8.p. 368. 
Hindwings with a row of blue spots preceding the copper marginal band and with 

marked tails, Forewing3 of the eleus form suffused with blackish. 

ab.fasciata-caeruleopunctata 'Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8. p.368. 
Hindwings with a row of blue spots preceding the copper marginal band. Forewings 

with the submarginal spots enlarged,elongated and confluent,the discoidal hidden 

in the resulting wide central band. 

ab. obsoleta-caeruleopunctata Tutt. Brit.Lep.1906.8.p. 368. 
Hindwings with a row of blue spots preceding the copper marginal band position. 

This copper band is completely absent. 

ab. cupreopunctata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8. p. 365* 
= aurocuneata Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda, 1941.p. 143. 
Hindwings with a row of coppery-red spots preceding the marginal band. 

ab.coeruleo-basalis Andres. Bull,Soy.Ent, Soc.Egypte. (1930)1931.14. p. 212. fig. p. 213. 

Hindwings with a triangular blue macule at the base,the tails well developed. 

Forewing with large spots. 

ab. rubrohastata Stauder. Zts.Wiss.Ins.1923.18.p.68. 
Hind-wings with a broad dark red,not red-gold,marginal band. ’This red continues alon, 

along the veins in the shape of fine lines towards the base as far as the disc. 

ab. subradiata Tutt. Brit. Lep.l906. 8.p. 368. 
Hindwings with delicate coppery streaks extending for a short distance along the 

nervures from the copper marginal band towards the base. 
Very similar to the preceding rubrohastata but the streaks would appear to be much 

shorter,in rubrohastata they reach the disc so must be exceptionally long. 
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P-10. phlaeas Linn, continued. 

ab.partimauroradiata Leeds. Mon.Coridon. 1938.p. 117. 
Transitional to the following radiata 'Tutt. Hindwings with the copper marginal 

band reduced and partly broken up into streaks. 

ab. radiata Tutt. Brit. Butt3.1896.p. 133. (fig. Brit.Lep.8.pl. 13.f.ll. ) 
= auroradiata Leeds. Mon. Coridon. 1938.p. 117. 
Hindwings with the copper marginal band cut up into streaks or rays,wedge-3haped, 

their points towards the base. 

ab.po3ti-striatae Hobson. Young Nat. 1888.p. 181. 
Hobson gave this name to the group of aberrant hindwing marginal bands,which are 
named separately by various authors.The name is plural and not accepted for the 
above individual aberrations .His description was "without a copper band on the 
hindwings or with one or two streaks on the veins." 

ab. obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p.l53. 
= extincta Fuchs. Jahrb. Nass.ver. Nat. 1899.P. 120. 

= pusilla Ksien. Hhop. 3ud. Oeste Nusse. 1911. 8.p. 56.pl.!.f. 10. 

ss auronulla Leeds. Mon. Corid. 1938-P.H7» 
Hindwings with the copper marginal band completely absent. 
The pusilla Ksien.wa3 merely a small example of this form and not worth separating. 

ab.postaurodifferentiae Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. 
Hindwing with the copper marginal band shorter,narrower or broader,as compared 

with the opposite wing , 
An absurd separation and name. 

ab. semi-obscurata Prohawk. VaT3. Brit. Butts. 1938. p» 140.pl. 34.f» 1-2. 
Porewings with the 3ubmarginal spots only feebly indicated on one side,on the other 
the three apical spots are normal. The marginal border is wide and the discoidal spo- 
spot and basal spot are prominent. The hindwings are of the obsoleta Tutt trend but 
the band is not completely gone,it being considerably narrowed. 
Generally speaking it is a combination of latomarginata Tutt plus bipunctata Tutt 

trans. ad, obsoleta Tutt. 

ab. inaequalis Leeds. Mon. Corid. Addenda. 1941.p. 144. 
Uoperside of forewing showing a broad red streak via the discoidal spot,from the 
base to outer border,blacking the latter as in coridon ab. inaequalis. 

ab. major Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1906.8. p. 333- 

Large specimens over 3^ mm. 

aJL*n/ ? /?/<-/> /O, J\ 
^ • & Js..' ^ CV • S'* ' ./ ' ' 

ab.minor Tutt. Brit.Lep.1906.8.p,353* 
= minor Darenne. Lamb.1926.2 >.p. 4. 
=minutissimus Leeds. Mon, Coridon Addenda, 1941, p. 144. 
Small specimens under 22 mm. 
Leeds boldly states that Tutt's "minor" was too small for its name and should be 

minutissimus. 

ab.minor Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 144. (nom.preoc. Tutt. ) 
final 1 specimens of under 26 mm. 
Another absurdity. 

] 





P.11, phlaeas Linn, continued. 

ab. couteaui Pionneau. Misc. Bnt. • 39*P«46. 
• r 
/ 

ab. obscuratae Courvoisier. Bnt. Z. 1911.24.p. 2^9. 
Courvoisier meant this as a "group” name,hence the plural. Some authors use it 
for an individual aberration. 

ab. transversae Courvoisier. Iris. 1912. 26.p. 96, 
"Group" name,not to be used for any single aberration. 

Underside forms. 

ab. infrarufolineata Lempke, Ti.jdschr. Bnt. 1934.97« P* 331- 
On the underside of the hindwings a sharp,contrasting red submarginal line. 

ab.postgrisea Leeds. Mon. CoridonAddenda. 1941. p. 144. 
The ground colour of the underside of hindwings strongly grey. 

ab.postpulla Leeds. Mon. Cor idonAddenda. 1941. p. 144. 
Ground colour of underside of hindwings dark slaty or blackish,with barely a tint 

of brown. 

ab.postnigrescens Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 144. 
Ground colour of underside of hindwings somewhat similarly darkened(as in the 
preceding postpulla)but more brown. 
One would imagine the name nigrescens would imply "more black". 

ab.antiignita Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 142. 
Underside of forewings fiery-orange or red. 

ab. caecae Courvoisier. Zts.Wiss.Ins.1907.3»P«73* 
Courvoisier intended this as a "group" name,not an individual aberration as some 

authors use it. 
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p. 12. phlaeas Linn, underside aberrations continued. 

ab.paucipuncta Gourvoisier. Iris 1912.26.p.63. 1 
= obsoleta Leeds. (nora.preoc.Tutt.) Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 144. (descr.p. 83.M.Cor) 

The spots of the underside tending towards obsolescence. 

ab. antiobsoleta Leeds. Mon. GoridonAddenda. 1941.p. 144. (descr.p.83.Mon. Corid. ) 

Forewings with one or more of the subraarginal spots absent, 3oraetiraes one or both 

of the basal spots also absent. Underside form 

ab.postobsoleta Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 144. (descr.p. 83.Mon. Corid. ) 
Hindwing underside with one or more of the subraarginal spots absent or with one, 
two,or three basal spots also absent.Sometimes there are some of both absent. 

ab, spoliate Schultz. Uyt.Mag.f. Natur. 1903.41. p. 23. 
On the underside of the forewing the black spots are absent. 

ab. unipuncta Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941. p. 143. (descr. p. 72.Mon. Corid. ) 

Underside only.Forewing with only one basal spot instead of the normal two. 
Tutt's name "unipunctate" is 30 similar that it is unfortunate,but typical,0.1. Leeds 

that he should confuse literature still more by using this name for such a 

completely different form. 

ab, subtus-caeca Courvoisier, Iris.l921.35*P. 98» (fig.H.-3ch. Syst. Bearb. l.pl. 108.f.p2<A 
The figure shows all spots of the underside absent except the discoidal spot of 

the forewing,which is white-centred. 

ab. obsolescens Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 144. 
Underside of the forewings with the marginal black chevrons absent or with only 

faint traces. 

ab. addenda Leeds. (nom.preoc.Williams. )Mon. Coridon. Addenda. 1941. p. 143. 
Underside only.Forswing with two snots in the top costal portion. In typical speci” 

mens there is only one. 
Another ridiculous name,covered by the addenda of Williams,but Leeds restricts this 

to the underside only so it is included here as underside only, illiaras form 

being for both upper and underside. 

ab. transiens Leeds. (nom.preoc.Fuchs. )Mon. Corid. Addenda. 1941,p. 14p. 
Underside of both fore and hindwimgs with the submarginal spots erratic in shape. 

ab.posttransiens Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda, 1941.p. 143. 
Underside of hindwings with very distinct spots,some of them lengthened making 

their appearance erratic. 

ab. antitransiens Leeds.Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. 
On the forewing underside the submarginal spots are erratic in shape. 
This has already been included in upperside forms of these notes. See p. 8, 

ab. elongatae Courvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz Ent. Ges. 1903*11.p.l9»pl*2.figs.2a A 2b. 

Courvoisier intended this as a "group” name,not for a single aberration. 
1 





p.13. phlaeas Linn* underside forms continued. 

ab. apiooextensa Leeds. Mon, Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. (descr.p. 73-'lon. Corid. j 
Underside only. Porewing with the top apioal spot of the submarginal row elongated. 

ab. juncta Leeds. (nom.preoc. Tutt. )Mon.Goridon addenda. 1941.p. 144. (descr.p. 80.Mon. Gor] 

Both fore and hindwing on the underside showing a submarginal spot connecting with i 

an extra spot. 

ab. anti juncta Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p. 144. (descr.p. 80.Mon. Gor id. ) 
Porewings underside with one or more spots of the submarginal row connecting with 

an extra spot or spots. 
Leeds reference to the main volume gives underside form but in -the Addenda he does 
not say"underside"only as he does for the following postjuncta,so it possibly also 

occurs on the upperside. 

ab.postjuncta Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 144. 
Underside only.On the hindwing a postmedian spot is connected with an extra spot. 

ab. semi-i-nigrum Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. (descr.p. 7 , Ion. Coria. j 
Underside of forewing with dribbled spots between a basal spot ana a submarginal 

spot. 

ab. seraibi-ir nigrum Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p. 143. (descr. p7&. Mon. Gor id. , 
Underside of forewing with two rows of dribbled spots which attempt to connect 

the basal spots to the submarginal ones as in L.coridon. 
I cannot imagine this in phlaeas and think it probably a hypothetical form. 

ab.disco-juncta Tutt. Brit. Lep. I906.8.p. 379»Pl» 13». 1.;. 
- basijuncta Courvoisier. Iris.1912.26.p.30. 
= antibasijuncta Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda.1941. p.143. 
The union of the two discal spots on the underside of the forewing by a longitudinal 

line, 
Tutt chose an unfortunate name in "disco-juncta" since the figure shows the two 

spots are the basal ones,not the discoidal and middle 3pot as the name suggests. 

Courvoisier ’s name basijuncta is more appropriate but does not have priority. 

ab. anticentrijuncta Leeds, Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143, (descr.p, 77. von. ooric. ) 

Underside of forewing with one or more basal spots connected by a streak or streaks 

to the discoid.al spot. 

ab, cuneifera Schultz. Ent. 2. 190-3.13.P. 134. 
= infra-extensa Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1906. 8.p.379. 
Underside with the median spots partially stripe-like. 
Tuttfs infra—extensa had the spots elongated into streaks pointing towards tne base, 

ab. radiata Prohawk. (nom.preoc. Tutt.) Brit. Butts.i9i4.pl. 46.f. 23. 

= antico-radiata Derenne. Lamb. 1931. 31*Pi«-10»f.6. 
- antiradiata Leeds. Mon. Corid. Addenda. 1941.p. 144. {descr.p. 81.Mon. oorid. , 
Underside of forewing with the submarginal black spots extended outwards to the 

margin to form streaks or bars. 

ab. seraiba si juncta Leeds. Mon. Goridon Addenda. 1941. p .143. (oescr.p//.Mon. C0.1. id. , 

Hindwing underside with a shortish mark or divided line attesting to connect the 

3rd.basal spot with the opposite submarginal spot. 





p. 14. phlaea3 Linn, underside forme continued. 

Mon. Go rid. 

ab.basijuncta Leeds. (nom.preoc. Courvoisier. )Mon. Gorid. Addenda. 194-l.p. 143. (descr.p.7, 
Underside of hindwing with a continuous line between the 3rd. basal spot and an 

opposite submarginal 3pot. 

ab. semicostajuncta Leeds. Eon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. (descr.p. 7 Ton. Gor ... 
Underside of hindwing with the top submarginal and top basal spot elongated towards 

each other but failing to meet. 

ab* costajuncta Leeds. Mon.Coridon Addenda.l941.p.l43. (descr.p. /TMon.^Goria. , 
Underside of hindwing with the top submarginal and top basal spots joined togetner 

by a streak. 

ab.'infra-radiata Tutt. Brit. Lep.l906.8.p. 379.pl. 13. 
Underside of the hind-wing with the formation of costal and inner-marginal streams. . 
The figure shows one streak on the costa connecting the topmost submarginal spot wi- 

with the middle costal spot,and another along the inner margin connecting the 

lowest submarginal spot with the lowest median spot. Both streaks are short,not 

reaching the basal 3pots. 

Confluentiae Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda.1941.p. 143. 
This is a "Group" heading for combination forms,not for single aberrations. 

Ultraconflusntiae Leeds. Mon. Coridon Addenda. 1941.p. 143. 
This is a "Group" name for combination forms,not singLe aberrations. 
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L. dispar Haw., aberrat i oral forms, etc 
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1 Lycaena Fabricius. 3^ 

dispar Haworth. Lep.Brit.18Op.p.40. 

f < 

aberrational forms eto. 

ab. subcuprea Tutt. 3rit. Lep. 1906.8. p. 430. 
Female with the ground colour distinctly paler than usual,more yellow. 

ab.purpurascen3 Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1906.8.p.432. 

Male with the ground colour of a beautiful and delicate purple tint or tinge. 

ab. ignita Lempke, Tijdschr.Ent.l934.97*P*336* 
The ground colour of the forewings much redder than usual. 

ab. brunnescens Tutt. Brit.Lep.l906.8.p,432. 

Male with dull tawny ground colour. 

ab. brunnea Mezger. Lamb. 1934* 34.p. 9s* 
The upperside red-brown-yellow instead of the normal red. 

ab.transversa Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1906.8.p,430. 
On the uoperside of the forewings the submarginal spots are united transversely to 

form a band. 

ab. excessa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8. p. 430. 
On the upperside of the forewings the submarginal spots extend slightly towards the 

base with small dribbled spots extending them still more at their inner ends. 

ab. supradiscoelongata Lempke. Tijdchr.Ent. 1954. 97*P* 33&. (fig.vol. 6p.pl. 8) 
Some or all of the submedian spots on the upperside of the forewings elongated 

towards the base but not reaching the discoidal spot. 

ab. sagittifera Hormuzaki. Soc.Ent.. 1893- 8.p.58. 
On the upperside of the forewings the submedian spots are lengthened inwards like 

arrow-heads ,two of them reaching and confluent with the discoidal spot. 

ab. nigrolineata Verity. Ent. Tec. 1904. 37* P* 57* 
On the uoperside of the forewings the submarginal spots are greatly increased in 

size and prolonged across the 3ubmaginal brown band to reach the base of the cilia. 

Hindwings with the black spots so enlarged and lengthened as to fill up entirely 

the interneural space as far a3 the edge of the copper band. 

ab.ornata Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1954. 97*p. 337* 
Male. On the uooerside of the forewings a few 3ubmedian spots near the costa 

1C 
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2. dis-oar Haworth. continued. 

ab. centroelongata Lempke, Tijdschr. Ent. 1954. 97* P* 337» 
On the forewings the diecal spot i3 elongated towards the base without however r 

reaching the outer basal spot. 

ab.cuneigera Tutt. Brit. Lep.1906. 8.p. 428. 

On the upperside of the forewings a long wedge-shaped streak from the discoidal spo- 

downeards to the base,formed by the union of the two basal spots and the discoidal. 

ab. parva Putt. Brit. Lap. 1906. 8.p. 430. 
On the upperside the spots are very small. 

ab.obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Lop. 1906. 8,p.430. 
On the upperside the spots are quite absent. 

ab. subobsoleta Tutt. Brit. Lep. I906.8.p. 430. 

- paucipuncta Gourvoisier. Iris 19l2.26.p.63* 
The spots of the forewings upperside tending to obsolescence. 

ab. antem.grescens Lempke. Tijdschr.Snt. 1934. 97»P» 33^* 
The upperside of the forewings more or less powdered with black scales. 

ab.postnigricosta Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent.1954*97*P»33&. 
On the upperside of the hindwings the costa is broadly black. 

ab.postdisconulla Lempke. Tijdschr. ,lnt.l954. 97»P» 337» 
Male. The black cell-spot on the upperside of the hindwings fails. 

ab. latefasciata Lempke. Tijdschr.Gnt.1954. 97.p. 336. 
On the upperside of the hindwings the red marginal band is strongly enlarged. 

d ab.punctata Mezger. Lamb. 1934. 34.p. 98. 
On the upperside of the male there is a row of antemarginal black points showing 

in the same position as those of the underside. 

9 ab, nigrescens Putt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8. p* 431 • 
= posticeoatrata Mezger. Lamb.1931*31»P»42. 

The upperside of the hindwings unifoimly blackish—brown irom ohe red marginal 

band to the base. 
Mezger's form had the hindwings entirely of a beautiful velvety balek except zor 

the red marginal band. 

9 ab. suppressa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p. 431* 
The upperside of the hindwings almost unicolorous and unspotted. 
Tutt does not mention the red band but presumably it is present. The mm is 

little different from the preceding nigrescens which.by the nnme.is darter. 





3. di3-oar Haworth. continued. 

9 ab. neurata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p. 431. 
Upperside of the hindwings blackish-brown with fine copper nervure3 stretching froi s 

the copper band towards the base. 

9 ab. cuneata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 190o. 8.p. 431. 
Upperside of the hindwings with the portion nearest the copper band divided into 

marked wedge-shaped spots. 

9 ab.bilineata Tutt. Brit. Butts, 1906.8.p.431. 
Upper side of the hindwings with the basal area somewhat paler than usual with two 
rows of transverse spots,one row outwardly circling the discoidal spot,the other 

preceding the copper marginal band. 

9 ab.unilineata Tutt. Brit.Lep.i906.8.p.431. 
Upperside of the hindwings with one row of black spots circling the discoidal spot 

ab.minor Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1906. 8.p. 431. 

Staall specimens under mm. in size. 

1 

ab. infraparvipuncta Lerapke. Ti.jaschr.3nt. 1934. 97* P« 33^. 
On the underside all black spots are distinctly reduced in size. 

ab.basinovopuncta Courvoisier. Iris 1914.2b.p.58. 
On the underside of the forewings basal spots appearing where normally there are 

no spots. 

ab.pluripuncta Courvoisier. Iris 1914.26.p.39. 
On the underside extra small spot3 appearing where normally there are no spots, 

usually situated in the discoidal-submarginal area. 

ab. punctij uncta Tutt. Brit. Lep.l906. 8.p. 432. 
On the underside of the forewings the two discal spots are joined by a streak. 

ab.radiata Oberthur. Etudes I896.P. 9.pl*3.^« &9» 
Some authors include this Oberthur form in dispar.This is incorrect,it^oelonged^ 

to L.hippothoe and is the specimen mention in Ann.3oc.Ent.Fr.1838.p.306 by Bellier 

ab.radiata Courvoisier. Z.Wiss.Ins.Biol. 1907*3«P«37* 
On the underside the submarginal spots on all wings are replaced by long very 
thick black streaks travelling outwards to the margins. 
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dispar Haworth. continued. 
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C. rubl Linn., aberrational forms, etc. 

INDEX 

amphlchloros Cab. 1. 

bIpunctata Tutt. 1. 

brunnea Tutt. 1. 

caecus Geoff. 2. 

caerulescens Tutt. 1. 

cinerascens Rbl. 1, 

connexa Tutt. 2. 

lmnBculata Fuchs. 2. 

lncompleta Tutt. 2. 

inferopunctata Tutt. 2. 

major Tutt. 1. 

minor Tutt. 1. 

olivacea Blaeh. 1. 

pallida Tutt. i. 

pigmentocarens Vty. 1. 

punctata Tutt. 2. 

suffusa Tutt. 1. 





1. Callophrys Billberg. 

rubi Linnaeus. Syst. Nat. 1758. X. p. 483 

aberrational forms etc. 

ab. pallida Tutt. Brit. Lop. 1907* 9*P. 94. (see Ann. Soc.Snt.Fr. I887.p. 2l6) 
Uniform very warm tawny yellow,les3 so at the base and below the costa which is 
pointed with grey.Fringes quite white on all wings,the body tawny-yellow.Underside 
lively flesh colour shot with pale watery green. 

19. P. 9) 
ab. cinerascens Hebei. Serges Schmett.Ed. 9.1910. p. 59* (not named by Schultz in Soc jit 
The upperside ashy-grey or lead-grey. 

ab. araphlichloros Gabeau. Rev.Mens. Soc.Snt. Nam. 1923.23.p.25. 
On the upperside the wings are green as on the underside. 

ab. pignentocarens Verity. Ent. Rec. 1926.38. p. 123. 
Discoloured appearance. Of a cold tone of dark grey rendered warmer in certain 
lights by a slight golden 3heen because the lack of pigment in the scales makes 
than refract more light than usual. 

ab. suffusa Tutt. Brit.Lep.i907.9.p. 91 & 97. 
The upperside of a somewhat sooty or black tint. 

ab. major Tutt. Brit.Lep.i907. 9.P.90. 
Large specimens above 32 mm. in size. 

ab.minor Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9.p. 90. 
Small specimens below 23 mm. 

ab. caerulescens Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907* 9.p. 92. 
The underside of a bluish-green tint. 

ab.brunnea Tutt. Brit. Butts. 189o.p. 196. 
= olivacea Blachier. Bull. Soc. Lap. Gen. 1909.1.P.397*fig. 
The underside brownish instead of green. 
Blachier gives olive,although his coloured figure shows an almost black underside. 

type form 
rubi Linnaeus. 
The underside of the type form is generally accepted as having one white spot 
on the upper margin on the green ground colour. 

ab.bipunctata Tutt. Brit.Le13.i907.9.p. 92. 10 
Two white spots on the underside of the hindwings,one at the costa,the other 
towards the centre. 

\ 





2 rubi Linnaeus continued. 

ab. incompleta Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1907. 9.p. 92. 
An incomplete row of white spots on the underside of the hindwings. 

ab. inferopunctata Tutt. Brit. Lep.1907. 9»p. 92. 
Well developed white spots on the underside of the hindwings only. 

ab. connexa Tutt. Brit. Lep.1907.9.p. 9^. 
The white spots on the underside of the hindwings form a continuous 
of the forewings almost so. 

ab.punctata Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1907. 9.p. 92. 
Well developed white spots on both fore and hindwings underside. 

ab.caecus Geoffroy. Hist. Ins.Parisl785.2.p.245 
= immaculata. Fuch3. Jahrb. Nass.Var. Nat. 1891.44. p. 211 
No white spots on the underside. 
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T. betulae Linn., aberrational forms, etc. 

INDEX 

cuneata Tutt. 2. 
3 

flsonll Wheel. 2. 

grlsea Tutt. 1. 

lata Tutt, 2. 

latalineata Tutt. 2. 

llneata Tutt. 1. 

lutea Tutt. 1. 

major Tutt. 2. 

melanthea Cab. 1, 

minor Tutt. 2. 

pallida Tutt. i» 

restrlcta Tutt. 2. 

restrlcta-llneata Tutt. 1. 

sinemacula Th.-meg. 1, 

splnosae Gerh. 1. 

stelnbuhlerl Hoffra. 2. 

subunicolor Tutt. 1. 

unclllnea Tutt. 2. 

unicolor Tutt. 1. 

unlstrlgata Schultz.{Rbl.) 2. 

vlrgata Tutt. 2. 
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1, Theda Fabricius. k#' 

betulae Linnaeus. Syst. Nat. 1738. Ed. X.p.482. 

aberrational forms etc. 

type form 
betulae Linnaeus. 

Accodingto Putt the male is unicolorous brown with a faint shade at the end of th 
discoidal cell. The female with an orange patch. His following aberrations are 
based on this. 

ab. unicolor Tutt. Brit. Leo. 1907. 9.p.278. 
“ sinemacula Thiery-Mieg. Le Uat.i9iO.3f .p. Ip4. 
Hale.. Ho pale patch at the end of the discoidal cell on the upoerside of the 
xorewings,therefore unicolorous brown. 

ab.subunicolor Putt. Brit. Lep. 190/. 9.p.278. 

Male. Fuscous except for a pale orange shade at the end of the discoidal cell. 
This would seem to be the same as Putt’s idea of the male type form. 

ab.soinosae Gerhard. Mon. Beitr.Schmett. I833.pl.3.f.2. 

Male. Brown with an orange patch at ‘the end of the discoidal cell and two smaller 
interneural patches beneath. 

ab.lutea Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1907. 9.p.278. 

Male. Like the preceding spinosae with three small patches on the forewings,one 
at the end of the discoidal cell with two smaller ones beneath it,but faintly 
yellowish instead of orange. 

ab. grisea 'Putt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9.0.278. 
kale. Like the preceding but the three patches on the forewings faintly grey 
instead of orange or yellowish. 

ab.pallida Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.p.203. 
male. Brown with the paten at the end of the discoidal cell whitish. 

ab. melanthea Cabeau. Hev.Mens. Soc.Ent. Ham. 1922. 22.p.26. 
Male. The ground colour black instead of the normal brown. 

ab.lineata Putt. Brit. Lep. 1907. %p.279. 

female, ms orange patch at the end of the discoidal cell is crossed by black 
nervure3. 

ab. restricta-lineata 'Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9.p. 279. 
Female. The orange patch at the end of the cell narrow and crossed by black 
nervures. 
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2. betulae Linnaeus. continued. 

ab.latalineata Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1907. 9.p.279. 

Female. 'The orange patch at the end of the cell broad,and crossed by black nervures 

ab.lata Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1907. 9. p.279. 

Female. The orange patch at the end of the cell broad but not 
nervures. 

crossed by black 

ab.restricta Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1907.9.0.279. 
Female. The orange patch at the end of the cell 
nervures. 

narrow and not crossed by black 

ab. fisondi /heeler. Butts. Switz. 1903.O. 47. 

Female. 'The normal orange markings replaced by yellowish. 

ab.cuneata Tutt. Brit. Leo. 1907. 9.0.279. 

female On the hindwings a series of internsural streaks,Parallel with the margin 
ana pointing towards the base. 

ab.major Tutt. Brit.Lep.l907.9.p.280. 
Large specimens above 40 mm. 

ab.minor Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907.9.p.280. 
Small specimens below 30 ram. 

ab.uncilinea Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9.p. 280. 
Underside, rhe inner white line on the hindwings is curved 
in the form of a hook. 

upwards at the bottom 

ab.virgata ‘Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9.p.280. 

°f tilS hindwings there are two conflate white lines,the usually 

fbSd °na being CompletQd dO’^ards,and the enclosed area is darker,forming 

ao. unistrigata Schultz. (Sebel).Berge3 Schmett. 1909.3d. 9.p.60. 

On the underside of the hindwings there is only a single" transverse line. 

ao. steinbuiileri Hoffmann. Mitt.Ver. Steierm. 1914.30. o. 287 
'The underside devoid of markings except the discoidai snots. 
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T. quercus Linn., aberrational forms, etc. 

INDEX 

albovlr-gata Oberth. 2. 

aurantia-excessa Tutt. 2. 

bellus Gerh. i# 

bellus-b1punctatus Tutt. 1. 

bellus-excessus Tutt. 1. 

bellus-obsoletus Tutt. 2. 

bellus-unlpunctatus Tutt. 1. 

caerulea Sehwingen. 1. 

caerulescens Lpke. 1, 

depuncta Lpke. 2. 

flavimaculatus Lien. 1. 

Infraflavomaculata Lpke. 2. 

Inframaculata Lpke. 2. 

latefasclata Courv. 2. 

major Tutt. 2. 

minor Tutt. ? 

obsoleta Tutt. 

palleseens Tutt, 1. 

serai-obsoleta Tutt. i. 

violacea Niep, 1 
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1. Theda Fabricius. 

quercua Linnaeus. S&rst. Nat. 17p8. X. p. 482. 

aberrational forma etc. 

ab.pallescena Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9.p. 236. 
Male. A pale shade o± blue-grey replacing the purple tint. 

a b. violacea Niepelt. Int. Ent. Z. 1914. 8.p. 144. 
Male. Hie usual dark violet colour replaced by glossy blue similar 
the central patch of the female. 

in tint to 

a b. caerulescens Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1936.79.0.289. 
Female. The usual purple patch is of a blue tint. This can only be seen if held 
m certain lights. 

a b. caerulea Schwingenschuss. Z. Wien. Ent. Ges. 1933.38. p. 102. 
Female. Completely blue forewings,only the veins and a thin margin remaining 
b lack. Bred from larva. c 

ab. serai-obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9. p. 236. 
-female. The upper portion of the purple patch on the forewings is 
part nonaal in colour. 

absent,the lowe] 

ab. obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. %p.236. 

Temale. The purple patch on the forewings so much reduced that it can hardly 
h p nnr.i opH j 

ab.flavimaculatus Lienard. Mem. 3oc. Fhilomatique Verdun. 1850. 4.p. 389. 
- bell us Gerhard. Monogr. Beitr. Schmett. (Lycaen. ) 18p3.p. 4. pi. 4. f. 2. 
female. Aw orange-brownish spot at the end of the discoid'al cell of the 
sometimes a second one close to it. 

forewing; 

The following aberrations of the preceding form by Tutt are 
as they are covered by the one name. 

quite unnecessary 

ab.bellus-unipunctus Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1907. 9. p.237. 
female. ;ith a wedge-shaped spot of orange or brown,very 
outside the discoidal ceil. 

brightly marked,.just 

ab. bellus-bipunctatus Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907.9. p. 237. 

Female. With a wedge-shaped orange spot just outside the discoidal cell and 
another just below it. 

ab. bellus-excessus Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1907. 9.p.237. 

Female. Vith three orange spots on the forewings and a well-marked streak 
lunning along the inner margin from the anal angle to rather more than half way 
towards the base. 
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2. quercus Linnaeus. continued. 

ab. bellus-obaoletua Tutt. Brit. Leo. 1907. 9.0.236 

dSooid^'^o?:/Stx"rSble tra°3 °* a ** ** th. end of the 

ab.major Tutt. Brit.Lep.1907.9.0.237. 
Large specimens above 38 ram* 

ab.minor Tutt. Brit. Lep.l9oy. 9. p.237. 
■Snail specimens below 30 mm. 

ab. aurantia-excessa Tutt. Brit. Lep.1907. 9.0.238. 
- mframaculata Lempke. Hjdschr.Sht.1956 98 r> 828 

knd “ * the 

ox-tSforS"^!^^^®8 y9U0W-br°''“ *<*• before the outer border 

ab, ini raf lavo maculata Lempke 
On the underside 01° the fore 
orange,are yellow. 

. _ Tijaschr.Snt. 1936.98.0.323. 
wings she spots before the outer margin,usually 

ab. aepuncta Lempke. Hjdschr.Snt.i936. 98.p. 828 

p°:w;sride °f “SS *“ ^ of the anai orange 

ab.latefasciata Gourvoisier. Mitt. Schweiz.Snt. Ges 1908 XL r> 24 
- albovxrgata Oberthur. Lep. Corrp.l910. 4.p.60. ^ ^ 
on ohe underside of the hindwings the "the cl a hand" -i - • 

Oberthur says th. white band ie^imiiar t^t^albtS^ 
broad. 

S.w-album. 
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1. Strymonidia Putt. Lf^-' 

w-*album Knock. Beitr. 1782.p. 8ji.pl. 6. f. 1-2. 

aberrational form3 etc. 

ab. albinotica Goodson. Sntora. 1959- 9^.p. 149. 
albino. The brown-black of the wings,thorax and body replaced by sandy-brown. 

ab. obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Lep.1907. 9»p. 149. 
‘The little orange-red anal spot entirely absent. 

This is more common than specimens showing’ it. 

-s. 

ab.major Tutt. Brut. Lep. 190/. 9.p. 149. 
Large specimens above 35 mm. 

ab.minor Tutt. Brit. Lap. 1907. 9.p. 149. 
Small specimens below 28 mm. 

ab.rufextensa Goodson. Entom. 1959. 9^.p. 149. 
On the underside of the hindwings the rufous antemarginal band is broadened and 
the black line by which it is normally bounded on its inner side is completely 

absent. The rufous also appears on the forewings in the form of a definite chain 

of interneural spots which in normal specimens is not indicated. 

ab.albovirgata ‘Putt. 3rit.Lep.1907.9.p.l49.pl.l.f.4. 
The four wings on the underside present a wide white band which occupies on the 

hindwings the whole space comprised between the white line and the fulvous band. 

On the forewings it has an equal width* 
53 

ab. seroialbovirgata Putt. Brit. Lap. 1937* 9.p. 150. 
The right wings on the underside normal.The left wings showing a broad white band 

in the outer half of the wings,from the costal margin to the first bend of the 

"Won the hindwings and on the forewings the white band broadened outwards toward; 
the margin. 
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S. pruni Llnn.» aberrational forms, etc 

INDEX 

albobsoleta Vty. 2. 

albofasclata Tutt. 2. 

badlo-fasclata Glllm. 1, 

excessa Tutt, 1. 

fulva Glllm. 1. 

fulvlor Tutt. 1. 

rulvofasclata Tutt. 1. 

latefasciata Courv. 2. 

lutea Tutt. 1. 

major Tutt. 1• 

minor Tutt. 1• 

obsoleta Tutt.(upperslde) 1. 

obsoleta Tutt.(underside) 2. 

pallida Tutt. 1. 

paupera Tutt. 1. 

progressiva Tutt. 1. 

ptorsas Hufn. 1. 

seml-albofasciata Tutt. 2. 
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1. Strymonidia Tutt. 43 > 

pruni Linnaeu3. Syst.Nat. 1758. X. p-482. 

aberrational forms eto. 

ab.pallida Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907-9-P- 198. 
Ground colour pale fawn. 

type form 
pr uni Linnaeus. 
According to Tutt the type form had the forewings unicolorous brown with 
marginal orange marks,the hindwings witn two or three orange ox fulvous 

no 
patches. 

ab.progressiva Tutt. Brit.Lep. 1907*9-P- 19/• 
Forewings brown with two or three fulvous marginal patches as well as on the 

hindwings. 

ab. excessa Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9-P-197- 
Forewings with four or five fulvous patches as on the hindwings. 

ab.ptorsas Hufnagel. Berl.Mag;1766.2.p. 68. 
= fulvofasciata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9-P-199- 
The fulvous patches on the margins of both fore and hindwings linking up into 
a transverse band or stripe,only broken by the nervures. 

ab.fulvior Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907- 9-P-197- 
= fulva Gillmer. Int.Snt. Z. 1908.2.O.54. 
The wing3 faintly suffused with fulvous which spreads from the marginal patches 

towards the base. 

ab. lutea Tutt. Brit. Leo. 1907-9.p. 197* 
= badio-fasciata Gillmer. Int.int. S.1908.2.p. p4. 
The marginal patches,usually fulvous,are replaced by yellow. 

ab. obsoleta Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907* 9*P-197- 
On the hindwing upperside the fulvous patches are completely absent. 

ab.major Tutt. Brit. Lep. 190 /, 9*P* 197- 
Large specimens above 3^ ran. 

ab.minor Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907-9»P» 197- 
Small specimens under 25 ran. 

ab.paupera ‘Tutt. Brit. Leo. 1907- 9-P- 199- 
Underside of forewings with no orange patches or black spots. Hindwings with no 

inner row of black marginal spots and only two in the outer ro. . 





2. pruni Linnaeus continued. 

ab.albobsoleta Verity. (nom.nov.pro obsoleta Tutt. l907)Farf. Diurn. It. 1943.2. p.373. 
= obsoleta Tutt. (nora.preoc. Tutt. ) Brit.Lep.l907.9.p.200. 
The underside without any of the usual white markings. 

Tutt described two obsoletas one on p. 19/*the other on p.200,the second one 
therefore required renaming. 

ab. albofa3ciata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907. 9.P.200. (fig. Prohawk Vars.Br. Butts.pl. 34 f >4) 
= latefasciata Gourvoisier. Snt. Z.1911.25.p.23. ’ T 7 

On the undorside of both fore and hindwings a broad white transverse band. The 

band occupies the whole area between the normal white line and the inner row of 
black marginal dots,divided only by the nervures. 

ab. sami-albofasciata Tutt. Brit. Lep. 1907.9.P. 200. (fig. Hbn. Beitr.2.pt. 3.pl. 3.f. T. ) 
Tne forewings more or less normal.Hindwings with a broad white transverse band 

occupying the whole space between the normal white central line and the row of 
black spots on the inner side of the fulvous marginal band.In the figure these 
are Joined into a continuous line. 
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L. sinapls Linn,, aberrational forms, etc, 

INDEX 

androroorphlca Vty. 1# major Grand. 2. 

apicedivisa Staud. 1. melanoinspersa Vty. 3. 

arduenna Crombr, 2. minor Der, 2. 

minor Kslen. 2. 

minor Musch. 2. 

bivittata Vty, 1. monovittata Vty. 2. 

blachleri Car. 2. 

brunneomaculata Staud, 2. 

obscurata Vty. 3. 

detersa Rocci. 2, 

dlnlensis Boisd. 2. pierardi Car. 1. 

erysimi Borkh. 1. raise! Legr. 2. 

flavescens Grand. 1. sartha Rliiil. 3. 

sinapls Linn,(gen.aest.) 1. 

subgrisea Stdgr, 3. 

ganarew Froh. 2. 

transiens Vty. 3. 

infraflava Lpfce. 3. 

juvernica Wilms, 3. 

lactopolia Dnnhl. 1, 

lathyrl Httbn. 1, 

llneata Rocci. 1, 
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1. Leptidea Billberg, 

sinapis Linnaeus. §yst. Hat. 17p8. 

aberrational forms etc. 

gen. v era. 

f.lathyri Hubner. . Samml.Eur. Schmett.Hliop.1823. fig. 797-798. 

Generally accepted a3 the name for the Spring generation. 

/erity says that the Linnaean type was of the Spring form and names the summer 

°;10 eivi cua. in.,despite the fact that all other authors place the Linnaean type as 
of the summer gen. 

gen. aest. 

f. 3inapis Linnaeus. Syst. Nat. 1758. X. p. 468. 
- bivittata Verity. Snt.Hec. 1916.28.p.98. 
fne summer generation. 

Verity states that the specimen in the Linnaean Collection is of the Spring gen. 
oul, chsre is no proos that this is the type.He names the summer gen. bivittata 

and says that the generally accepted name of lathyri for the Spring gen.should be 
dropped. 

ab.flavescens Grand. Bnt. Z. 1905.19.p. 147. 
The ground colour yellowish. 

ab. erysimi Borldiausen. Eur. Sehmett. 1788.1, p. 132. 
Entirely white above and below. 

ab. apicedivisa Stauder. Iris. 1921.33. p, 28. 

Male with the apical patch divided into two parts by white veins. 

ab. lineata Hocei. Atti. 3oc. Ligust Sc. Mat. 1920. 30. no. 4.o. 16. 

At the apex of the forewings a series of black streaks" following the veins instead 
Oj. the normal apical patch,the streaks clearly separated by the white ground. 

ab. lactooolia Dannehl. Bnt. 2.1933.46. p.232. 

Ttie apical spot of the forewings entirely unicolorous,withour any dark spots, 
points,or lines.Spring gen.,found in all races. 

The autnor does not give the actual colour of the apical spot but the name suggest 
milky grey. 

ab. pierardi Garuel. Bull. Soc.Bnt. Belg. 1947.83. p. 6l. 

The apical patch of the forewings is small,rounded and completely isolated from 
the external and costal margins. 

ab. andromorphica Verity. 3hop.Pal.l911.p, 343.pl. 68.3?. 27. 
Female with the black apical blotch similar to that of the male but a little 

reduced. 
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2. sinapi3 Linn, continued. 

ab,brunneomaculata Stauder. Iris. 1921.35.0.28. 

= "ganarew" Erohav/k. Dfct. Hist. Brit. Butts.I9i4.pl, 3. f. 16. 

I'liQ apical tip oi a pals sandy brown instead of blackish or grey. Albino. 

Seine authors accept the name ganarew given by Prohawk to the figure but he was 
obviously merely giving the locality and placed the abbreviation "ab." in front 
of it. 

ab.ramei Legras. Hev.Pr.Lep.i945.10. p. 92. 

Melanie 101m. Uppei and underside ox all wings of a uniform sombre grey colour 

^without a. -trace of black at the apex or costa at the base. The head,thorax,antenna 

xeet and abdomen are of the same grey tint,the eyes brown as is the extremity of 1 
tne antennae knobs, ex the summer gen. ,but the author does not state sex. 

ab. blachieri Caruel. Hev. Pr. Lep. 194-5.10. p. 92. (fig. Bull. Soc. Lep. Gen. 1. pi. 9. f. 5) 

Named from the figure. This shows the internal or basal half of all wings 

smoky, black ith a whitish irregular diagonal line starting at the costa of the 

forewings a little beyond the base and cutting across to the centre of the inner 
margin and then,on tne hindwings,cutting diagonally back to the inner margin a 
quarter of an inch below the base. 

The insect would appear to be stained through the wings being wet when 3hut up 

uaus producing the line on all four wings. Hie author however states that it is 
not an artefact. 

ab. detersa Hocci. Atti. Soc. Ligust. Sc. Nat. 1920. 30. no. 4. p. 13. 

Tne underside of the hindwings as in the Spring generation but the upperside 
of the forewings with no apical shading. 

ab .arduenna Orombrugghe, Rev. Mens. Soc. Ent. Nam. 1911.p. 104. 

Resembles the sufesp. amurensis which is characterised by the elongation of the 

forewings,but i.i this xorm the apical patch, is no more developed than in the type 
form. 

Presumably merely aberrant in shape. L amurensis has a larger apical spot than 
s inapis. 

ab.major Grund. Ent. E.1905.19. p.145. 
Very large. 4p-48 mm. 

Described as a race. 

ab.minor Muschamp, Ent. Hec. 1911.23. p. 274 . 

- minor Ksienchonolsky. Werke Ges.Erf.Wolhyn. 1911. 8. Supho.21. 

- minor Derenne. Hev.Mens. Soc. Ent. Nam. 1923,23.p. 92. * ' 
Snail examples,30 ram. 

ab. diniensis Boisduval. Gen. lie th. 184-0. p. 6. 
The underside i'nmaculate,no dark markings. 

ab.monovi-ttata Verity. Ent. Hec. 1924.36. p. 111. 

?f+?le4ind’1n«s '7ith but distinct band across them at , 
Oie baot of the aiseoidal cell.In some oases an indistinct natch near the costal 
margin, coins tne vestage of another band, such as is present in tne summer ten. 

,.ie j.°rm is intermediate between diniensis and sinapis summer forra which Verity 
calls oivittata. 
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3. sinapis Linnaeus. continued. 

ab,melanoinspersa Verity. 3hop. Pal. 1911. p. 3-44. 
Underside of the forewings sprinkled with black scales. On the upperside the 
apical blotch is large and very black,the veins dusted black and the Prints 
black. ° 

3y the name this would seem to be primarily an underside form. 

ab. subgrisea Staudinger. Gat. Lap. Pal. 1901. p. 13 
Underside grey,not green or yellowish. 
Most of our English specimens fall under this 
of use. 

description so the name is hardly 

ab. sartha H. Huhl. Gross. Schmett. 1893.p. 143. 
Underside of the hindwings and apex of the forewings yellowish. 
Examples occur in England but not so yellow as in the Irish subso. Juvenile, 
ossibly named a.3 a subspecies. 

ab. infraflava Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent.i933. 96, p.274. 
Underside of the hindwings and apex of the forewings pale yellow. 

ab. obscurata Verity. Bull. Soc.Ent. It. 1916. 48. p. 182. 
Underside with the basal area very dark and the bands broad and diffused 

form ? transiens Verity. Ent. Hec. 1916.28. p. 98. 

Verity gives this name to the British race. He says that specimens of the summer 
gen. have the dark bands of the underside more diffused than ’the Italian ones 
ana axe less different from the Spring gen. than in Italy, 
ine nnglisn 1 ace can be separated under the name if desired. 

sinapis 

subsp. juvernica Gilliams. Sntom. 1946.79. p. 1. 
Less white above but the main difference* is on 
instead of grey. Ireland. 

the underside which is yellow 

! 





A. erataegl Llnn^aberratlonal forms, etc, 

INDEX 

absurda Bryk, 2. lunulata Tutt, 1. 

alepica Cosm. 1. 

atricolor B.-Haas. 2. 

marglnata Tutt, 1. 

melnhardi Krul. 2. 

banghaasl Bryk. 2. melana Tutt. 2. 

basanius Frahst, 1. minima Cab. 2. 

blgae Bryk. 2. minor Vty. 2, 

binervula Der, 2. 
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enderleinl Bryk. 2. 

schawerdal Bryk. 2. 
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1. Aporia Hubner. tfS- 

crataegi Linnaeus, 3Syst. fat. 17p8. X, p. 467. 

aberrational foims etc. 

ab.suffusa Tutt. Brit. Butts. I896.p. 226. 

Tne vein3 coarser and ending in triangular patches 
alinost forming a blackish marginal band. 

ut their- marginal ends,sometime 

ab. basanius Fruhstorfer. Soc.Ent. 1910.25. p. 50. 

dio ends of tne veins without darn triangles at the margins,the female pure 
white without the transparent middle field. 

Lempke classes this form as an aberration,not a subspecies. 

ab. alepica Cosmovici, Le Nat. I892.p.254. 

-lie wings. ■'ith no scales,giving a greyish transparent appearance. 

ab. shuljuzkoi Bryic. Soc.Ent. 1912. 27. p. 82. fig. 

On both fore and hindwings the end of the cell is marked with well defined 

patch of dark scales. These scales form an oblong mark along the bars closing 

the cells but are much heavier than the discoidal spot such as is seen in 
lunulata Tutt. 

ab. lunulata Tutt. Brit. Butts. I896.p.226. 

Hindwings showing a well marked discoidal lunula. Normally -there is 
01 the same thickness as the other veins. 

only a vein 

ab. sordida Kardakoff. Ent. Mitt. 1928.17.r>. 2 
Hindwings with thickly dusted black scales 
the margin in the interneural spaces. 

68.pl. 6. f. 6. 

in idle discoidal area,spreading tovrard; 

ab. marginata Tutt. Brit. Butts. I896. p. 226. 

Hindwings with a distinct marginal band of black 
of Golias croceus.. an extreme suffusa form. 

3cales reminding one a little 

<4 jsn t. 

ab. nonconspersa Lempke. Tijdschr. J.953. 96.p. 283. 

On the upperside of the forewings the dark suffusion along the discocellular vein 
fails completely.nil other markings normal. 

ab. koyi higner. Bov. Lapok. 190p. 12.p. 13. ( See Ent. Z. 19. p.208. ) 

.signer’s first description is most brief,merely "melanic form" but in Ent. 3.19. 
p.17 he gives a figure reference— lllust. E.fur.Ent. 1898.3.p. 339. The figure on" 
this page shows the wings smoky black with a paler area in the disc of th« 
and this is the specimen he named. 

forewii 





crataegi Linn, continued. 2. 

ab. a.tricolor Bang-IIaas. Horae Itacrolep. 1927.1. p# 106. 
Uniformly deep black on upper and underside. 

ab.melana Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896.0.227. 

Hie underside of the hindwings strongLy dusted 
between the veins. 

with black scales along and 

ab.meihhardi Krulikowsky. Rev. Russe 
Underside of the hindwings showing a 

Ihis is presumably at the base. 

-lot. (1908)1909. 8. p.270. 
yellow macule in the costal margin. 

ab. flava Putt. Brit. Butts, 1896, p, 227. 

- infraochreata Verity. Ent. Rec. 1919. 31. P. 88. 
Underside of the female quite yellow. 

Verity's form had the underside ochreous. 

ab. minor Verity. Shop. Pal. 1907. P. 119. 

= Qiiiima Gabeau. Rev.liens. Goc.Ent, lam. 1923.2%p. 3. 
Very small examples. 

ab. absurda Bryk. Ent. 2.1928. 42. p.^jO. 

Pne veins absent so consequently the marginal triangles are missing. The whole 
margin indistinctly brown,the median cell bar weakly indicated,the interneural 
1 olds of the hindwings faintly blackened and the margin suffused with blackish. 

Pie x oil owing forms are all of aberrant veining and hardly worthy of names. The 
references are given here for what they are worth. 

ab, bangh&asi Bryk. Ent. 1.1923.33. p. 79. 

ab. bigae Bryk. Ent. 3.1921. 35. P. 63. 

ab. enderleini Bryk. Ent. 3.1921.33. P. 33. 

ab.grotei Bryk. Ent. Z.1921.3^.P.p9. 

ab. hoefnageli Bryk. Ent. 3.1921. 33. P. 39. 

ab. homogryphus Bryk. Ent. 2.1921.33.p. 63. 

ab. schawerdai Bryk. Ent. 3.1921.33. p. 71. 

ab. szulinszkyi Bryk. Ent. 3.1921.33. P. 66. fig. 

a xarschi mnderlein. 300I. Jahrb. Jen.1902. l6.pt4.Anat. Suppl.p. (27) .fig; 

ab.binervula Derenne. Lamb. 1929.29. p. U. 

ab.absurda Bryk. peroneural defect— see description above. 





P» brass!cae Linn.,aberrational forms, etc 

albinensls Card. 4. 

alllgata Cab. 2. 

anthrax Gr.-Smith. 5. 

aurea Mosl. 1. 

aversomaculata Lpke. 5. 

basi-nigrescens Gr.-Smith. 2. 

blligata Cab. 3. 

bi-nigronotata Gr.-Smith. 2. 

brassicae Linn. {gen. aest.) 1. 

brassicae-flavs Fisch. 1. 

carnea Gr.-Smith. 1. 

char idea. Steph. 1. 

coenslea Gard. 5. 

colliurensis Gel, 4. 

cyniphioldes Rood. 3. 

elongata Gel. 4. 

ealgrisea Rocci. 3. 

fasciata Kief. 2. 

fischeri John. 4. 

flava Fisch. 
see brassicae-flava 1. 

flava Kane. 1. 

j flava Krul. 1. 

flavus Froh. 1. 

flavopicta Rocci. 5. 

fuscosignata. Lpke. 3. 

glaseri MQ11. 3. 

griseopicta Rocci. 3. 

gynandra Rocci. 4. 

INDEX 

henrlettae Plonn. 3. 

infra-fasciata Gr.-Smith. 6. 

infratrlnotata Car. 5. 

jaun! Gard. 5. 

lactlcolor Lpke, 1. 

lepldii R6b. 1. 

longoiraculata Lpke, 3. 

lutea R6b. 1. 

major Vty. 4. 

marginats Gr.-Smith. 2. 

maria Mellrts, 2, 

minor Ksien. 4. 

mna Rocci, 4. 

nigrescens Ckll, i. 

nigronotata Jaeh. 2. 

nlgropunctata Walct. 2. 

nlgrovirldescens Rocci, 5. 

obenbergi Tyk. 

obscurata Oberth. 1, 

ocellata loberi Kraut. 3. 

pallida Gr.-Smith. 5. 

parvomaculata Rocci. 3. 

perflava Lpke. 5. 

plasschaerti Dufr, 5, 

posteromaculata Vty. 2. 

postice-ochreata Vty, i. 

punctigera Gr.-Smith. 2. 

rarnmel Knop. 3. 

reducta Frltsch. 3. 

semi-nigrescens Gr.-Smith. 2. 

separata Plonn. 5. 

striata Rocci. 3. 

sublutea Trtl. 4. 

supra-fasciata Gr.-Smith. 2. 

trimacula Rocci. 2. 

venata Vty. 5. 

vazo.uezi Oberth, 3. 





1. Pieris Schrank 

brassicae Linnaeus. §yst. Nat. 1738.X.p. 467. 

aberrational forms etc. 

f. brassicae Linnaeus. §yst. Nat. 1738. X. p. ^7. 
= lepidii, Sober. Seitz Macrolep. 1907.1.p. 45. 
inis,the type form,is generally accepted as the summer generation. 

f. charic-lea Stephens. Ill, Brit.Ent.Haust. 1828.1.p. 17.pi.3.f. 1-2. 
-ae Spring generation,the figure showing all the characteristics. 

ab. flava Kane. Entom.l893.26.p.ll9. 
= aurea Mosley, mt. Journ. Suppl. I896. p.5.pi. 2. f. 1. 

= lutea.Sober, Seitz Macrolep. 1907.I.P. 4% (fig; Iris 29.pl. 10.f.7.) 
= brassicae-flava Fischer. Lep.Gorrtp. (Oberth. ) 1929.22.pt,2,o.7.pl.DXGIII.f.5017. 
- f lav us Frohawk. Vars. Brit. Butts.I938.pl. 38. f. 1. 
Ihe ground colour sulphur-yellow. 

Kane named liis flava from the specimen recorded by Mosley who later named it 
aurea nisri3elf. Kane likened the iorm to the yellow specimen recorded by Schoyen 
from Scandinavia( Pi.jdschr,iint.I883.p.214. )which was sulohur—yellow. Mosley 
described his aurea as golden-yellow. 

Sober's lutea ''as described as bright yellow,upper and underside,but the figure 
given la ter,does not agree with this description at all, appearing brownish. ° 
r iscner ’s figure 01 eras sicae—1 lava is canary or citron yellow. 

Frohawk’s flavus coloured figure is sulphur-yellow. The type is in the B. C.K.C0II. 
here at fring. 

I', voulu seem best to include these various shades of yellow under the one name. 

ab. flava Kxulikowsky. (nom.preoc.Kane. ) Hev.Susse Ent. 1902.2.o. 22. 
Of a delicate yellow,the tint of PapUio podalirius e 
ine colour would appear to be very much paler than any of the preceding, so is 
separated. " °’ 

ab. lacticolor Lempke. Hjdschr. Ent. 1933.96. p. 301. 
Fie ground colour 03; the upper side not white but creamy. 

GrdniM* - Gr/o-W^ S wiji\ 
ab.carnea Gr.-Staith. Ent.Bec.l930.42.p.2. 
Fie ground colour of a decided pink. Bred from Aberdeen. 

ab.postice-ochreata Verity. Ent. Sec. 1919. 3i.p. 88. 

The hindwings on the upperside of a bright ochreous. Occurs in the Northern race 
including England. 

ab.nigrescens Cockerell. Entom.l889.22.p.33. (from Newman Brit. Butts.p. 165 ) 
- obscurata Oberthur. Etudes 1896.20.pi. l.f.5-6. 
Named from description in Newman's Brit. Butts. & Moths p.165 which says it is of 
a uniform du3ky black on upper and underside, 
Oberthur's example had all wings of a dusky dark grey. 





2. 
bra.33i.Gae Linn. continued 

(j S'jjAn/.— -Si/v>dt Cr-'cviv^ _ SiMtit* 

ab. seminigrescens ^ Gr. - Smith. Snt. See. 1930.42. p. l.pl. 1. f .3-6. 
[Hie wings suffused with black scales between the nervures at the margins, ji 
txi/i eiuo form (fig. o4show3 an example with the black suffusion stretching from 
the mai gin almost bo the centre of the forewings and on the hindwings mostly 
the apex. 

at 

(-7 UoXaclma. - hu 

ab. basinigrescens Qr.-Shd.th. Snt.Sec.1930. 42.p.2.pi.l.f. 4. 
I*h© basal parts of all wings with a well developed black area. 

\X Cx f (xl Oy^ " 9 f*1 it 

ab. mar ginata Sr. - Smith. Snt. 3e c. 1929.41. p. 174. (fig. 1930. 42. pi. 1. f. 3. ) 
thin.marginal oa.au ox black scales running parallel with the fringe on the 

upper side of the hindwings,usually most marked at the apex diminishing as it 
continues downward3. 

Gr«l (jmJtiojf* - V>v>v*'t' 

ab.punctigera Or. - [faith. Snt. dec. 1929.41. p. 176. . (fig.1930 nl.2.f.21. ) 
On the upper side of the hindwings, usually towards the apex, there are black .spots 
or streaks present,at the ends of the veins. 

ab. nigronotata Jachontov. Sev.Husse Ent.l903.3.p.38. 
liale which normally shows no spots on the for swings, showing a small black spot 
in tne aisc.This is usually tiny and nothing like the black spots of the female. 

ab. binigronotata Gr. -Smith. Snt. dec. 1929. 41.p. 174. (fig. 1930.pl. 1. f. 2. ) 
Similar to the preceding nigronotata but with two .small black spots in the disc. 
The normal male shows no such spots. 

ab. posteroraaculata Verity. Shoe. Pal. 1911. p.337. 
= nigropunctata Walcourt. Rev.Mens. Soc.Ent."Jam. 1920.20.p.lp. 
On "the upperside of the hindwings a small spot,consisting of black scales,in the 
disc. 

ab. trimacula Rocci. Atti. Soc. Ligu3t 3c. Nat. 1919. 30. p. 20. 
Female with an extra black spot between the two normal ones in the disc on the 
upperside of the forewings. 

This practically the same as the following maria Mell. ,which has the two spots 
united by black scales. 

ab.maria Mellaerts. Lamb,1926.26.0. 84. 
= supra-f asciata Gr. - Gnith. Snt. Sec. 1929. 41. p. 179. 

- smale with the two black spots in the disc on the upperside of the forewings 
united by black scales. 

ab.fasciata Kiefer. Z. Ost. Snt. Ver. 1918.3.p. 122.fig. 
- alligata Gabeau. Rev. Mens. Soc. Snt. Nam. 1924*24. p.2p. (fig. i930.pl. 4. f. 2. ) 
Female which has the two black spots in the disc of the forewings" united by 
black scales and a union of the upper black spot with the apical black blotch 
by a line of black scales. 
The figure shows this quite plainly but the description does 
In alligata Caheau there are two rather feeble lines of black 
the upper black spot with the black of the apical blotch. 

not mention it. 
scales connecting 
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brassicae Linn, continued, 

ab. striata Hocci. Atti. 3oc. Ligust. 3c. TIat. 1919* 30. p. 20. 
= biligata Gabeau. Sev.Mens. Soc. Ent. Item. 1923.25. p.38. 
Female with the upper of the two black spots in the disc of the forewings united 
with the apical blotch by two lines of black scales which travel horizontally 
along the veins. 

ab. rammei Khop. Ent. Z. 1923. 36. p. 68. 
The apical marking of the forewings extensive and containing four yellow-brown stag 
stripes 1 mm.broad,the costa dusted black from apex down to the base. 

ab. fuscosigata Lerapke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1933. 96. p. 303- 
The dark markings of the upperside areforown-black instead of the normal black. 

ab. longomaculata Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1933*96.p. 301. 
‘Hie discal soots of the forewings distinctly lengthened. 

ab. ocellata loberi Kraut. Ent. Z. 1938* 51. P. 333• 
Female with the heart of the upper discal black soot of a steel blue,or light 
blue with a dull silver sheen,appearing as a metallic "eye" with a black border, 
giving the insect an exotic appearance. 

ab. parvomaeulata Hocci. Atti. 3oc, Ligust. 8c. Mat. 1919- 30. P. 17. 
Female with the spots of the upperside of the forewings not larger than those of 
F. rapae and the apical mark of a pale grey. 

ab. cyniphioides Hocci. Boll. Soc.Ent. It. 1930.62.p. 17. 
Female resembling the Cyren&ican form cyniphia Turati. Tb.e spots are small and the 
subtriangular mark extremely short,its lower extremity hardly reaching the level 
of the upper discal spot. It is dusted with white in its apical portion and crosssi 
or interrupted by the nervures. 

ab.vazquezi Oberthur. Lep. Comp. 1913.9. P. 89.pl. GGLIV. f.2207. 
- eraigrisea Hocci. Atti. 3oc.Ligust. 3c. Mat. 1919.30.p. 17* 
- henriettae. Pioiineau. Hisc.Snt.1924.27. p. 37. 
The apical mark of a pale grey but the spots of normal black. 
Described from a female but we have both sexes. 

ab. griseopic-ta Hocci. Atti. 3oc, Ligust. 3c.Mat. 1919. 30. p. 20. 
Female with the apical mark,the two discal spots and the inner-marginal wedge, 
all pale grey instead of the normal black. 

ab. glaseri Tfuller. Int. 3nt. Z. I925.3.8. p. 276. 
Female with the wedge-shaped mark on the inner margin complately absent. 

present and 
ab. reducta Fritsch. Ent, Rundsch. 1913* 30.p. 47* 
Female with the upper of the two discal black spots of the forewing, 
normal but the lower one completely absent. 





4, brassicae Linn, continued 

ab. colliurensis Gelin. Bull. Soc. Silt. Sr. 1914. p. I87. pi. 3* f. 11. 
= fischeri John. Bnt. Z.1922.36#p. 33* 
Female with idle black wedge-shaped mark on ‘the inner margin on the upper side of tfc 
forewings absent and on the hindwings the black costal spot also absent. The black 
apical mark of the forewings is also restricted, in fischeri but it would not 
appear worth/ of separation from colliurensis. 

ab.. albinensis Gardiner. Ent. Gaz. 1962.l3.p. 97»pl. l.f.3“4. (not pi. Ill as in text.) 
Complete absence of all black scales on wings and of the black hairs of the 
bod/. On the antennae the black scales are replaced by white. 
<$ and 9 Paratypes in the H. C. K. Collection here at Tring. 

ab. sublutea Turati. Bull.I-Ius, tool. Tot. 1923.39. P. 1. 
Tlie black dusting at the base ox the wings is absent. 
Described from the race c/cniphia and possibl/ occurs onl/ among it. 

ab. elongata Gelin. Bull. Soc.Ent.Fr. 1914.p. 186. pi. 3. 10. 
The forewings elongated and the hindwings uneven in shape. 
This would appear to be a deformed specimen such as often bred in captivit/ and 
unworth/ of a name. 

ab. gynandra Eocci. Boll. Soc.Ent. It. 1930.62. p. 17. 
Halved gynandroraorph. 
It would seem unnecessary to give such examples a name. 

ab.major Verity. Farf.Diurn.It. 1947.3.p.242.pi.34.f.24. 
Very large, 62-66 ram. 

ab. minor Ksienchopolsky. Ges.Erf. Volhyn. 1911. 8 p. 
- nana Eocci. Atti. Soc. Ligust. Sc. Hat. 1919.30. p. l6. 
Small examples,40-50 mm. 

->? />?■*&/ "y'AaC 4 C'CC . * 
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5 brass icae Linn, continued, 
(underside forms.) 

ab. flavopicta Rocci. Atti. Soc.Ligust. 3c. Nat. 1919.30. p. l6. 
= Jauni Gardiner, Journ.Research.Lep.1963*2* (2),p, 129* f >9'^ coio«r«d pUt«. 
The underside pale straw instead or yellowish,the normal black powdering being 
very weak. 

ab. pallida Gr.-Smith. Ent. Rec. 1930.42.p. 3. pi.2. f. 18. 
On the underside the hindwings are extremely pale,lacking to a great extent the 
normal yellow. The apex of the forewings is similarly pale,the usual black dusting 
on both wings only slightly developed. See Frohawk Brit,Butts.pi. 3.f. 20.1914. 

ab. perflava L smoke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1953. 96.P. 303. 
On the underside the apex of the forewings}and the whole of the hindwings,are 
deep yellow. 

ab. coerulaa Gardiner. Journ.Research Lep.1963.2. (2 ).p.l28:f;g'«t on coloured Pute. 

On the underside the normal cream and green coloration is replaced by pale blue. 
The upperside is thinly scaled giving a pure white appearance instead of the 
normal creamy-white or off-white colour. 
£ && & Paratypes in t-We C.-K, Colt. a.t Tring. 

ab. nigroviridescens Rocci. Atti. Soc. Ligust. 3c. Nat. 1919.30,p. l6. 
- anthrax Gr.-Smith. Ent. Rec. 1930.42.p.2.pl.l.f. 7. 
On the underside the hindwings are greenish strongly veiled -with black scales, 
giving a very obscure tone. 

Graham Smith described his anthrax as being thickly strewn with black scale 
that the wings have a ver^r dark appearance. 

so 

ab• plasscha'erti Bufrane. Rev.Hens. Soc. Ent. dam. 1912.p. 23. (fig. 1930.pl. 4. f. 3. h, uc) 
Half the size of the type form and on the underside the hindwings are strongly 
powdered with black atoms,especially along the nervures which appear almost 
blacx. The upperside has a washed—out appearance^ Mj. c-os/a bfac A ■ 

ab.venata Verity, RhoP.Pal. 1908.p. lo4.pl. 35. f.24-23. 
On the underside the veins are tinted with grey-violet causing them to stand out. 
In the female it pan also be noticed on the upperside. 

ab. separata Pionneau. L ’Echange 1928. 44. no. 431.p. 3. 
jn the underside of the forewings the lower discal spot is divided into two parts. 

ab. aversomaculata Lempke, Tijdschr, Ent. 1953« 96.p. 304. 
On the underside of the forewings near the apex is a black spot formed by a 
suffusion of black scales. Similar to the form of the same name in P. napi. 

ab. infratrinotata Caruel. Rev. Fr. Lep. 1954.14. p. 149. 
A d* of infrafasciata Gr.-Smith,with the two discal spots on the underside of the 
forewings united by black scales,the upperside being normal. In addition to this 
character there is an additional,spot composed of a mass of grey scai.es,situated 
in the extension or line of the others,and not far from the costa. 





5. bras3icae Linn, continued, 
(underside forms.) 

ab. f lavopiota Rocci. Atti. Soc. Ligust. 3c. Mat. 1919.30. p. lb. 
= 3 a uni Gardiner. Journ. Research. Lep.1963.2. (2) ,p. 129* f .g'A o« coined Put«. 
fne underside pale straw instead or yellowish,the norJial black oowderin^ 
very weak. 0 

being 

ab. pallida Gr.-3aith. Ent.Rec. 1930. 42.p. 3. pi. 2. f. 18. 

.a one underside the hindwings are extremely pale,lacking to a great extent the 
normal yellow.Ihe apex of the forswings is similarly pale,the usual black dustin^ 
on both wmgs only slightly developed. See Prohawk Brit,Butts.pi. 3.f. 20.1914. 

ab. perflava Lerapke. rijdschr. Ent, 1953. 96. p. 30p. 
On the underside the apex of the forewings,and the 
deep yellow. 

whole of the hindwings,are 

ab.coerulea Gardiner. Journ.Research LQp.1963.2. (2).P.12S;#;9'U on c-i.ur.,1 Pute. 
On the underside the normal cream and green coloration i3 replaced by pale blue, 
ine upper side is thinly scaled giving a pure white anoearance instead of the 
normal creamy-white or off-white colour." 

jn the C. - K, Colt. o.t Tring 

ab. nigroviridescens Rocci. Atti. Soc. Ligust. 3c. Mat. 1919. 30.p. l6. 
- anthrax Gr.-anith. Ent.Rec. 1930.42.p.2.pl. lrf. 7. 
Lkn the underside the hind wings are greenish strongly veiled with black 
giving a very obscure tone. 

Graham Smith described his anthrax a3 being thickly strerm with black 
that the wings have a very dark appearance. 

scales, 

scales so 

.plassch&erti Dufrane. Rev.Mens. Joe. Ent. Jam. 1912.p. 23. (fig, 1930.pl. 4. f. 3. h. 

Hall the sine of the type form and on the underside the hindwings are strongly 
powdered ■ntli black atoms,especially along the nervures which appear almost 
black. Hie upperside has a washed-out appearanc0s Mj. cos)"a a^ s A 4 bl^eK- 

ab.venata Verity, RhoP.Pal. 1908.p. l64.pl. 35. f. 24-23. 

On the underside the veins are tinted with grey-violet causing them to stand out. 
In the f emale it "can also be noticed on the upperside. 

ab. separata Pionneau. 
On the underside of th 

L 'Echanga 1928.44. no. 431. p. 3. 

e forewings the lower discal spot is divided into two parts. 

ab. aversomaculata Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1953.96.p. 304. 

On tne underside of the lorewings near the apex is a black spot formed by a 

suij.us.ion 01 black scales, oimilar to the form of the 3ame name in P.napi. 

ab. infratrinotata Garuel. Rev. Pr. Leo. 1934.14.p. 149. 
A cf of inirafasciata Gr. — Shiith,with the two discal spots on the underbid 
forewings united by black scales,the upperside being normal. In addition 
character there is an additional,spot composed of a mas of grey scapes, 
in the extension or line of the others,and not far from the costa. 

_e of the 
to this 
situated 





6, brassicae Linn, continued, 
(underside forms ) 

ab. infra-fasciata Gr.-,9nith. Snt.Hec.i929. 41.p. 179. (fig.i930.pl. l.f. 10. ) 
On the undersile only the two black spots in the disc of the fore-zings are united 
by black scales. The upperside is normal. 

I have not seen a female with the spots united on the underside but not on the 
upper, mdes do not have spots on the upperside so any specimen with them united 
on tne undersio.e belong here but,usually,female3 show the character on upperside 
only,or on both upper and underside. 





P. rapae Lian., aberrational forms, etc, 

aestiva Zell. 4. 

aestivus Vty. 4. 

alba Seeb. 2. 

atcioaria Frllhst. 4. 

aurea Rolfe. 1. 

bifasciate Le Moult, 

bimaculata Vty. 4. 

blnigrata Der. 4. 

bipunctata Le Moult, 

brunneoflavida Staud. 1. 

carrucci i Rost. 6. 

conjugate Vty. 3. 

conjuncta Mezg. 3. 

condata Lpke. 2. 

costinaculata Lpke. 2. 

crocea Vty. 1. 

deleta Strand. 2. 

disconulla Lpke. 3. 

divisa Gel. 3. 

divisa Pionn, 6. 

elongata Lpke, 5. 

exigua Le Moult. ^ JeszK c 

INDEX 

fasciata Tutt. 3. 

flava ter Haar. 1. 

flavescens Bandera. 1. 

flavescens da Silv.Cruz & G.1, 

flavescens Rftb. 1. 

flavescens Vty. 1. 

flavleans Krul. 1. 

flavida Petersen.race?dmitted. 

flsvoaplcalis Lpke. 1. 

fiavopicta Lpke. 6. 

fuscosignata Lpke. 3. 

griseosigmta van Ross. 2. 

ballena Bander®. 3* 

hyperpunctata Scheffn, 3. 

(nelo Bergstr. 
see costlmaculata Lpke. 2.) 

nigrans Lpke. 1. 

(nigrans Vty.rapae, not napl 1.) 

nigropunctata Lamb. 3. 

nlgropunctata Wilms. 3. 

novangllae Scudd. 1. 

obsoleta Lpke. 3. 

posteromaculata Vty. 

posteropunctata Stacb. 

praeterita Krul. 

pseudaestiva Lpke. 

3. 

3. 

4. 

2. 

quaterpuncta Delah, 3. 

immaculata Ckll. 2, 

immaculata de Selys. 2. 

impunctata Le Moult. 4. 

infrapallida Lpke. 6. 

lacticolor Lpke. 

leucotera Stef. 

1. 
2. 

(longomaculata Rost.(ergane.) 4.) 

longomaculata Lpke. 2. \y 

rapae Linn. (gen. vern.) 4. 

relicta Ksien. 3. 

seralalba Car. 4. 

subpunctata Kuhlm. 3. 

subtalbata Goods. 6. 

subtus-flava Lpke. 6. 

subtusmagnomaculata Stammes. 6. 

magnomaculata Lpke. 2. 

roairlotil Lamb. 5. 

mannidla Bryk. ^ as - - 

marginata Gr.-Smith. 4. 

maxima Vty. 5. 

melanosticta Grabe. 3. 

metra Stephs. 4. 

minima Vty. 5. 

5. 

transiens Dufr. 4. 

triangulata Vty. 2, 

trimaculata Vty. 3< 

uninscula Dziur. 3< 

unimaculata Yok. 3. 

minor Agassiz. 

(minor Costa.(P. ergane.) 5.) 
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1 ?ieri3 Schranlc. 

rapae Linnaeus. Syat. ht. 1758. X. p. 467, 

aberrational forms etc. 

ab.flava ter Haar. Onze Vlinders. 1899.p.3. 
= flavicans Krulikowsky. Mat. f lor. et.Faun.l’Emp.Puss. 1901.1.0,13. 
= flavescens Sober. Seitz Macrolep.1907.1. p. 46. 

crocea Verit;7. Rhop.Pal. 1911.p, X£IX.pi.33*f • 4.»(figured as novangliae) 
= flavescens Verity. Shop.Pal. 1911.P*334.pi.33.f.42. (figured as novangliae.) 
- flavescens Bandermann. Int.Snt. 1.1924.18.p.ll6. 
- flavescens Da Silva. Mem. Zool. Univ. Coimbra . Ser. 1. no. 150. p. 11. 
female form with the ground colour butter-yellow. 
This is the description of ter Haar'3 flava.The other forms are all of the yellow 
type which no doubt vary in 3hade but it seems best to include them under the 
first name by ter Haar. They are not of the canary-yellow shade of the .aeriean 
novangliae Scudder which has the males also yellow. 

ab. novangLiae Scudder. Canad. Ent. I872.4.p. 79. 
- aurea Polfe. Entom. 1876.p,199. 
Sulphur-yellow approaching in depth of colour the wings of Surema lisa. Both 
specimens are males. 

- Polfe’s aurea was described from a male which had the wings of a bright yellow 
colour,captured at Oldham,Lancs.,mentioned by Curtis in his "Farm Insects,prior 
to I876. 

ab. brunneof lavida Stauder. Boll. Soc. Mriat. 1912127. p. 121. pi. 1. f. Ip. 
Dae upper and underside not clear yellow a3 in flavescens Pober but of a 
" cuivre" colour, fills probably means copper coloured, Seitz says light brownish. 

ab. lacticolor Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1953* 9°.P. 295. 
•lale form with the ground colour creamy-white. 

ab.nigrans Verity. Shop.Pal.1908.p.l^O.pl.32.f.30. 
Above and below of a uniform grey. 
Verity described this form under P. napi but Lempke 
Oberthur,who had the specimen informed him that he 
it was in fact P. rapae,not napi. From the figure I 
this. 

( See Lamb. 34. p. 144. ) 

in Lamb.34.p. 144 states that 
was absolutely certain that 
would certainly a rea with 

The name should be withdrawn from P. napi. Lempke has erected it for P.rapae (see 
below) 

ab. nigrans Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent.l953* 9&. p.298. (fig.vol. 34. pl,17.f. 1-2. ) 
Forewings on the upperside at the base blackish. Rindwings with the basal half 

strongly darkened. On the underside of the forewings the whole basal half is 

blackish and the hindwings unicolorou3 brown-black. Fran the dark areas the 
wings flow out into paler colour,■ 

ab. flavoapicalis Lempke. g^b. 1934. p4»p. 81. 
Male with the apical mark of the forewings yellow instead of blackish or grey. 
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rapae Linn. continued. 

ab. deleta Strand. Nyt.Mag. Matur. 1901.39. p. 44. 
The apical mark of the forewings very indistinct and powdered -ith 
to the summer generation only. 
Specimens with this character are common in the Spring gen. and are 
many authors seem to think. Strand obviously named it because it is 
summer generation. 

white, applies 

not deleta as 
unusual in the 

J 

ab. postinaculata Lempke. Lamb. 194p. 45. p. 39. 

The apical patch of the forewings is replaced by a costal spot situated above the 
median discal spot. Similar to ab.nelo Bergstr.of P.napi. (See P.napi notes) 

ab. imraaculata Be Selys. Ann. Soc.Snt. Belg. 1837.1. p. 3. 
- immaculata Cockerell. Sntom.l889.22.p.99. 
Male with the black marks of the forewings obliterated, 
does not mention whether upper or underside,or both.) 

( The original description 
l 

ab. triangulata Verity. Bull. Soc.Ent.It.1916.48.p. 180. 
The apical mark of the forewings upperside extended and limited interiorly by a 
straight line,forming a triangle. 

ab. pseudaestiva Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent.1933.96. p.293. 
Of'the Spring generation with enlarged apical mark and markings,which are deep black 
like those of the Simmer generation,otherwise the form has the facies of the Spring 
generation. 

ab. alba Seebold. Ann. 3oc.E3p. Hist. Mat. 1890.27.p. 112, 
Male. Completely white,without the least black mark. 
This is the original description and would appear to describe both upper and under¬ 
side. Lempke maintains that immaculata Selys has the black markings absent on the 
upperside only but Selys certainly does not say so. For the time being the form is 
separated. 

ab. leucotera Stefanelli. Bull. Soc.Snt. It.1869. l.p. 147. 
The apical patch entirely absent but the discal spots present. 
Eresumbaly a female. 

ab. griseosignata Van Rossum. Ent. Ber. (kmst. ) .1954.13.p. 147. 
ill black markings,the basal suffusion,discal spot,apical mark,are all of a pearl- 
grey colour instead of the usual blackish of normal summer males. 
This would appear to be an albino. 

ab. cordata Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1953» 96. p. 296. 
Male with the discal spot of the upper side of the forewings heart-shaped, sometimes 
the upper spot of the underside is similarly shaped. 

ab. longoraaculata Lempke. Tijdschr. Ent. 1933.9b. p. 296. 
The discal .spots of the upperside of the forewings distinctly lengthened. 

ab. magnomaculata Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1933* 96. p. 296. 
The discal spots of the upperside of the forewings distinctly enlarged. 
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4. rapae Liam, continued. 

ab. binigrata Derenne. Rev.Mens. doc. Ent. Nam. 1924,24, p, 66. (fig, 1930. pi, 4, f, 4,) 
On the upperside of the hindwings a small black spot in the disc as in the preceding 
nigropunctata Lamb, ,but in addition another spot beneath the normal costal spot, 
making two extra ones. 

ab. praeterita Krulikowsky. doc.Ent. 1908.23, p. 3. 
= bimaculata Verity. Bull. Soc.Ent. It. 1916.48. p. 181. 
Hale showing on the upperside of the f orewings a second black spot beneath the 
usual one in the disc,as in the female. 

ab. marginata Gr. -Gnitli. Ent. Sec. 1929. 41. p. 174 footnote. 
On the upperside of the hindwings a thin marginal line or band of black scales 
usually heaviest at the apex. Similar to the same form of brassicae - ith the same 
name. 

ab.atomaria Fruhstorfer. Ent. Z. 1909.23* P.42. 
On the upperside of the forewings the basal suffusion especially well developed. 
Described as a race but only an aberration in the opinion of M.Lempke. 

ab. seraialba Caruel. Rev. Fr. Lep. 1954.14.p. IpO. 
On the hindwings the black costal spot is totally absent,above and below. 

•gen. vern. 
f. rapae Linnaeus. Syst. Eat. 1758. X. ?. 467. 
- metra Stephens. Ill. Brit. Ent.Haust. I827. l.p. 19. 
Lempke has established the fact that the Linnaean type was of the Spring generation 
see Lamb.34.p. 79-80,and reserves metra Stephens for males of the Spring gen.which 
show a black spot on 'the upperside of tile forewings.He seems however to have 
missed Stephens real point which was to separate males with a very weak spot(metra) 
from males with a conspicuous black spot,obviously the summer brood which he thought 
were typical rapae,his description being "a single obsolete dusky spot1'. This brings 
metra so near the type form in which no spot is mentioned,as to make it a synonym. 
The name metra can be used if so desired for ‘Spring gen. males which show a faint 
soot in the disc. 

gen aest. 
aestiva Zeller. Isis 1847.p.221. 
"0 aestivus Verity. Journ. Linn. doc. 1913* 32. p. 17®. 
She summer generation,more heavily marked with black and often more richly coloured. 
Verity credits Zeller with the name but it would appear to bo more of a "heading*. 

gen. autumn. 
f. transiens Dufrane. Bull.! -inn. Soc.Ent. Belg. 1947.83.P. 5^. 
Dufrane gives this name for specimens ox the" autumn"brood which he says 
called " gen. autumn, aestivus trans. ad. rapae”. It is doubtful if it appli 
British populations. 

V erity 
33 to our 

ab. longoraaculata Hostagno, Bull. doc. ZQol. It. 1904.13.Ser. .vol.p.r. 123* 
Described under P. rapae but placed under P.ergane in Seitz by Bollow. If correct 
the name must be withdrawn from rapae. 

ab. irapunctata Le Poult. Hi sc. Ent.1944.41.p.54. 
Le Moult uses this name for Chinese males with strongly reduced apical mark but 
Lempke in Tijdschr. Ent. 96.p. 297* suggests that the name be used for examples 
without the discal spot on the upperside and the apical patch reduced in sixe. I 
do not see how one can alter the authors description in this way. 
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continued. 5. raoae Linn. 

ab. obsoleta Lempke. Tijdschr.Snt. 1953*98. p.297* 
Spring generation. 'Phe discal spots of the forewings feebly developed but both 
present. 

ab.fuscosignata Lempke. Tijdschr.Snt. 1953*96.p.295* 
The cl is cal. spots of the upperside of the forewings brown-black. 

ab. disconulla Lempke. Tijdschr. lint. 1953* 96* p.297. 
Female form in which the two discal spots on the upperside of the forewings fail. 

ab. unimacula Dziurzynski. I.Ost. '3nt.Ver.1918.3. p. 20. 
= unimacula.ta Yok Dobuts 2.1921. 33* P* 384. 
Female form with only one black discal spot on the upperside of the forewings instej 
of two. 

ab. divisa Gelin. Gat. Lap. Quest France. 1912.p.24. 
Female form in which the lower of the two discal spots of the forewings i3 clearly- 
divided into two parts . Chiefly among Spring generation. 
■°ionneau‘ has given the same name to males which shove this character on the under¬ 
side. (See underside forms) 

ab. conjuncta Hezger Lamb. 193k* 31*P*82. 
Female with the upper of the two black discal spots of the forewings united with 
the apical dark mark by a slight powdering of black scales. 

ab. conjugata Verity. Shop. .Pal. I911*p. 335* pi* 50*-• 5* 
= hallena Bandermann. Int.Snt. 3.1924* 18. p.178. 
Female with the upper of the two black spots of the forewings united with the apica! 

mark by a powdering of black scales as in the preceding,but in addition, the two 
black spots themselves are united by black scales. 
A combination of conjuncta Band, and fasciata Putt,the following 1 orm. 

ab.fasciata Tutt. Brit. Butts. 1896. p.2p2. 
- trimaculata Verity. Shop.pal. 1908.p. 155* pk* 33* ^*41. 
Female with the two black spots in the disc on the upperside of the fore-ings 

united by black scales. 

ab.posteropunctata Stach. 3prav/.Kom.Fizyogr. 192y, pS.p. 10/.xig. 1. 
Female with the upper of the two black spots on the upperside of the forewings 
united with the apical mark by a thin line 01 black scales ana sho. ing on ^ne 
hindwings two black 3pots in the disc,one small,the other somewhat larger. 

ab.nigropunctata Lambillion. Hev.Mens. Pc. Lnt. Tan.l906.p.4L. 
= quaterpuncta Oelahaye. Gat.Lep."laine. Suppl. 1909* 
= posteromaculata Verity. Shop.Pal.1911*P*337* 
= relicta Ksienchopolsky. 'frav. Soc.Volhynie. Suppl. 1911. 8. p. 24.pl. 1. f.l. 
= subounctata Kuhlmann. Int.3nt. 2. 19k6.9. P« 113* 
- nigrouunctata Williams. Sntom. 1921. 54. p. 123. 

- hyoerpunctata Scheffner. 3oc.Snt.1925* 40. p. 39* 
= melanosticta Grabs. arch. Ins.Oberrheingeg. 1928.2.p.23I.fig. (p.^0 ?! 

Hindwings showing a small black spot beyond the cell,between nervures III3 
All these forms show this small black spot in the disc of the hindwings upper si 





5 rapae Linn, continued 

ab.elongata Lempke. Lamb. 1934.34. p. 144. 
rings elongated and uneven in chape as in ab. elongata Gelin of P.brassicae. 

ab. maxima Verity. Farf. Diurn. It. 1947.3. P. 233.pi. 33. f. 43-47. 
Very large,forewings 50 mm. 

ab. minor Agassis. Mitt. Schweiz 3nt. Ges.1900.10. p.238. 
= minima Verity. Shop. Pal. 1908. p. 134.pl. 33»-* 40. 
Specimens of small size. 

ab. minor Co3ta. Faun. Mapoli Lep.1832-36.8. 
This loes not belong to P. rapae but ergane H. -Schaf^according to Turati. The name 
should not be used in rapae,consequently ab,minor Agassiz has priority for 3mall 
specimens in this species. 

ab.mairlotii Lambillion. Sev.liens. Soc.3nt.Nam. 1903.P.2.pi. 1.f. 3. 
Of small size and the forewings more pointed at the apex and with a straight 
external border. 
Thsi differs from ab.minor only in shape and is of little consequence. 
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6. continued. rapae Linn. 
(underside forms ) 

&b.infrapallida Lempke. Tijdschr. Hnt.1953.9^.p.299. 
Female form. The underside of the hindwings and apex of the forewin^c of a very 
pale yellow. 

ab. subtalbata Goodson. Sntora. 1939* 92.p.149. 
The underside of the hindwings and apex of the for©wings,normally of some 3hade of 
yellow,are white. The hindwings are finely sprinkled with blackish scales,mostly 
towards the base,and there is a very slight trace of ochreous at the base of the 
cos ta. 

ab. subtus-f lava Lempke. Lamb. 1934.34.p. 89. 
Male form only. The underside of the hindwings and apex of the forewings of an 
intense yellow,not merely pale yellow as in the type. 

ab.carruccii Bostagno. Bull. Soc. Zool.It.1903.12.p. 123.(Series 2.vol. 4) 
The underside of the hindwings and apex of the forewings chrome-yellow. This yellow 
continues along the whole length of the costa of the forewings. Tie hindwings 
yellow is bordering on orange cowering the wings completely with no trace of the 
brown streak of leucotera. 

ab.flavopicta Lempke. Tijdschr.Ent. 1933.P.299* 
Female form. On the underside of the hindwings there is no black suffusion,or very 
little. 

ab. suhtusmagnomaculata Stammeshaus. Ent. 3er. (jmst. ) 1934. lp.p. 27I. 
On the underside of the forewings the discal spot or spots strongly enlarged. 

ab. divisa Pionneau. (nom.preoc, Gelin. ) E change 1928.44. no. 431. p. 3® 
The name is given for males which show on the underside the lower of the two black 
discal spots celarly divided. Pionneau says that up to the present ab. divisa Gelin 
was the name for fanal93 with the lower spot divided on the upperside. Since he 
calls his divisa "ab.nov." he apparently wishes to make it a separate form but the 
name is preoccupied by divisa Gelin. 
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